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ABSTRACT

Survey data was collected in 1985 covering information on

3,1100 Form IV students in Zimbabwe, their teachers, their

classes and the 32 schools from which they were drawn - spread

across six different schoolt ypes. This data is anal ysed using

a multilevel regression programme to evaluate the

effectiveness of different schools in terms of '0' level

results in English Language, English Literature and

Mathematics. In Chapter One, the historical background to

education in Zimbabwe is presented, together with an overview

of the main policy changes since Independence. The study

itself is situated in Chapter Two against the backdrop of a

review of the literature and a discussion of the methodology

which distinguishes this study as part of the third wave of

research into school effectiveness. 	 Chapter Three describes

the study itself, the sample, the variables, and an overview

of the schoo].type differences. Chapter Four details the

construction of the index variables at the student, the class

and the school level. In Chapter Five the results of the

progression of linear models are presented, substantiating the

choice of 'final' models for each eub3ect. Chapter Six

presents an analysis of the different costs at different types

of schools, and Chapter Seven draws the threads through the

arguments presented in Chapters Two. Five and Six, presenting

the implications for Zimbabwe of the stud y 's findings as well

as the implications for further research in this field.

Whereas much of the literature on school effectiveness has

assumed that family background influences on educational

achievement operate differently in Third World countries

relative to industrialised countries and that school-based

factors predominate, this study demonstrates the inadequacy of

the models on which such conclusions have been based and

concludes that such a	 distinct pattern	 of educational

achievement for the Third World may indeed be a fallacy.
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Unprecedented expansion has taken plac, in the educational

system in Zimbabwe since Inde pendence in 1980. A highly
s.l.ctiv. educational system ha been transformed into a

system catering for the masses of children previously denied

an education. By 1985. when this study was carried out.
primary enrolments had more than doubled their level before

Independence. and secondary enrolments had risen to more than

seven times their pre-Independence level. In order to finance

such rapid development, the education vote more than

quadrupled in this same period and local communities have been

mobilised to build the nearly 3,000 additional primary and

secondary schools which opened in the first five years of

Independence.

Financial costs, however, whether in money terms or in kind.

detail only a part of the picture. Other costs which relate

more to the quality of education have also arisen such as in

the increased numbers of untrained teachers staffing the

schools - at secondary level, up from 3% in 1980 to some A5%
in 1985 - an inevitable byproduct of the rapidity of the
educational expansion.	 Changes in the teacher pupil ratios

have been one means of accommodating the increased enrolments.

As increasing pressures on the central government budget have

limited further educational outlays, there have been other

qualitative costs.	 Per capita grants made to schools by

government have not kept up with the re quirements for

increased educational materials, particularly in the case of

new schools, nor have they kept pace with an increasin g rate

of inflation. Despite the quadrupling of the education vote,

real per capita expenditure by government has decreased in all

but the private primary schools.
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How hay, the pupils fared amidst such rapid chan ges in their

schools? Extraordinarily, whereas in Great Britain a minority

of secondary school pupils sat for '0' levels', in Zimbabwe.

all pupils, both before and after Ind.pendence, have been

geared to sit these •xaminations. It is therefore ramarkable

that in absolute terms nearly five times the number of

students passed five or more '0' levels in 1985 than passed in

1979. though in comparativ, terms, there was an inevitable

drop in the pass rate, once the system was opened up. to 13%.

or one-fifth it. world-high record of 63% in 1979. Another

way of answering the same question, however, is to stats how

many more pupils did not pass five or more O' levels, given

that the whole system is directed towards this goal. Here one

has a much more depressing picture, for whereas in 1979, of

those limited numbers selected to attend secondary school.

fewer than 2.000 did not pass, in 1985, when the system was

open to all to compete, more than 98,000 failed to make the

grades. It must be asked how these pupils feel about their

secondary school experiences, whether it was enou gh for them

to have been afforded what in the past was a privilege, or

whether they feel themselves to be failures.

Education does not consist solel y of the number of passes at

'0' level, despite what may seem sometimes to be an inordinate

preoccupation with examination results. There is no need to

rehearse what is now well-worn territory concerning the

"diploma disease"	 (Dore,	 1976).	 However, it should

nonetheless be of interest, particularly in view of the demand

made by employers for secondary school certificates and in the -

absence of a different orientation provided by government, the

extent to which different types of schools with different

student bodies, different teachers and different facilities,

have different effects on their pupils. In other words, what

Of course this is before the introduction of the GCSE.
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really matters to secondary school achievement, if one is to

Judg. schools by their examination results? This is the

purpose of this study, to try and disentan gle some of the

different influences on secondary school pupils which make for

better or worse '0' level grades in En glish and Mathematics.

In addition, from the perspective of educational policymakers,

by analysing the costs attached to differ.nt educational

inputs, different scenarios will be capable of being measured,

not only in terms of their educational value, but also in

terms of their drain on costl y resources.

Chapter One provides an historical background to education in

Zimbabwe so that one can appreciate the changes that have been

brought about since Independence as well as understand what

has remained constant. If one is aware of the constraints on

different policies - whether because of the connotations of

the past or inherited structures - it is possible to put

forward realistic scenarios. Chapter Two situates this study

against a review of previous research into similar topics and

against a background of different methodolo gies employed. In

Chapter Three a full description of the study is presented,

from sampling technique to a description of the variables

investigated, to a description of the differences between

schooltypes which one is trying to analyse. Chapter Four

details the construction of the index variables which were

created to collapse the many significant variables which

otherwise could not be fitted to the models eventually

employed in the analysis. Chapter Five describes model by

model, for each of the subjects, the stages throu gh which the

analysis progressed. Chapter Six presents an analysis of the

different costs at different types of schools, as a

counterpoint to the tapestry which has been woven in the

previous two chapters concerning the different influences on

educational achievement. 	 Finally, Chapter Seven summarises

the results of the study and draws out the policy implications
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for Zimbabwe and for further reaearch into school

effectiveness in Third World countries.



CHAPTER ONE

h	 c Ic gia d t a (ai t *mp a I19
Z imbb	 rs Et i ai-i

The achievement of Independence in 1980 transformed the
political structures in the country previously known as

Rhodesia. No newly independent country, however, be gins its

existence with a clean slate. Although many economic, social

and political changes have already been wrought by the new

government, the legacy of the past has not entirely

disappeared, whether manif.st in structures still undergoing

transformation or in the predispositions of some groups of the

people toward any changes which are brought about. For

instance, it is much easier to expand an existing s ystem of

education than it is to radicall y transform one. Despite

certain innovations and chan ges of emphasis, Zimbabwe's

secondary schools are still very zecognisable in terms of

their Rhodeuian' and British ori gins. The major change that

has been brought about since Independence has been the

phenomenally expanded coverage of the system. Between 1979,
the year before Independence, and 1985, the year in which this

study was carri.d out, primary school enrolments increased

2.7 times and secondary school enrolments 7.5 times. Whereas
about a quarter of those completing primary school went on to

secondary school before Independence. by 1985 some 8A% of
those in Grade 7 proceeded to Form I. 	 The high percentage

pass rates before Independenc. were a reflection of this

strict selection into secondary education. In 1979 63% of
those students sitting Cambridge '0' levels passed in at least

five subj ects whereas in 1985, the pass rate was 13%, or one-
fifth its level before Independence. The much lower pass

rates since Independence are often interpreted as an

indication of fallin g standards, but it must be point.d out

that th. absolute numbers of students passing five or more
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subjects at '0' level has risen tremendously. 	 By 1985 the

numbers passing were five times their level in 1979.'

This chapter will •xplore the main themes of the history of

formal education in Zimbabwe in order to provid, a background

to the description of the •duoational changes made since

Independence and also in order to be better placed to evaluate

the issue which underlies this investigation, the practical

conflict for educational policymekers between the quantity and

the quality of •ducation.

B: x'],	 x'm].. B:i	 t L

Formal education in Zimbabwe had its beginnings with the first

Christian missionaries who established themselves in the

country in 1859. The London Missionary Society which opened

the first mission station in that year was followed b y a

myriad of other missionary societies from Europe and the

United States. This predated the •stablishm•nt of formal

control over the territory by the British South Africa Company

in 1890 but was continued apace with sizeable land grants

being made to the different missionary bodies by the settler

regime. Between 1890 and 1923 when the settlers were granted

internal self-government, the missions had almost exclusive

responsibility for African education. The rsgime's interest

in African education was limited to th. regulations it wished

to apply to the mission schools and did not entail the

provision of non-denominational, government schools. Indeed,

the relinquishing of such responsibility in terms of the

establishment of schools for Africans was nearl y total until

' This can be compared with a figure of 10% of the
relevant population (aged 17) in the United Kin gdom gaining
five or more passes at '0' level (Great Britain. Dept. of
Education and Science, Statistical Bulletin, Educational
Statistics for the UK, 1/85).
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the 1940.. for before then, the stats had opened onl y two

schools for Africans. In contrast, educational provision for

th. European population was such that in 1930 it was even

possibl, to make it compulsory for European children between

the ages of 7 and 15 to attend school.'

From its inception, settler society viewed African •ducation

as something quit. distinct from European education. Entirely

separate administrations existed for European and African

education, and with rare exceptions, schools were entirely

segregated. Thor. was no notion of fostering the assimilation

of Africans into European society by means of the school

system. As the Chief Commissioner for Mashonaland wrote in

1909, "the policy should be to develop the native's natural

proclivities first, on lines least likely to lead to any risk

of clashing with Europeans." Fear of the encroachment of

their privileged positions was to be ruled out by the settlers

from the start. Early education ordinances required 'native'

schools to include industrial training in their curriculum,

and the two government schools that were established before

the 1940s were geared specifically towards a gricultural and

industrial training. That different roles were to be assumed

by Africans and Europeans in every social, economic or

political setting was a fundamental principle whose

application extended far beyond education. Legislation in the

1930. in the form of the Land A pportionment Act and the

Industrial Conciliation Act formalised whatever was left

unsaid in terms of the separate paths which Africans would be

' The designations 'African' or 'European' have become
increasingly absurd with time. Children born and brought up
in Africa are still called 'Europeans'. But then. Americans
have also been classified as 'Europeans' in Zimbabwe?
'European', of course, is a eu phemism for white.

' Report of Chief Native Commissioner, Mashonaland, 1909,
p .2, quoted in (Atkinson. 1972), p.93.
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allowed to follow, where th.y could live and farm and what

Jobs they could undertake.

On the other hand, the state undertook a great deal of

responsibility for European education, •stablishing alongside

the mission schools, secular, gov.rnment-controll.d schools.

Whilst the issue of compulsory education for Europeans had

long been debated, because of the financial requirements of

free tuition, the final decision to implement such a policy

was put of f until 1930. The importance of a cohesive European

minority and the undesirability of class distinctions within

this minority (such as that associated with the stigma of

inability to pay tuition fees) was not lost on some of the

early settlers.

Separate provision was made for the Coloured and Asian

populations, which were lumped together, receiving second-rate

schooling relative to the European population and, in terms of

facilities, literally some of their cast-offs. Schooling was

made compulsory for this population group in 1938, but only
where 'suitable' schools were found within a 3-mile radius of

the pupil's home.

The growth in the number of African primary schools before the

1940s paralleled the restrictiveness or leniency of the
settler regime with respect to the grants made available to

these schools, meagre though they were. By 1930 there were
over 1400 schools, but, on average, the settler regime was

still paying only 9s per pupil per year (Dorsey, 1975, p.43).
Grants made to Euro pean schools, by contrast, had included

Southern Rhodesia Legislative Council Debates, 1916.
pp. 382-403, referenced in (Atkinson, 1972), p.53.

' Atkinson refers to the handin g down of used desks to a
Coloured school so that a Euro pean school could purchas, new
ones (Atkinson, 1972, p.63).
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half the salary costs and half the •quipa.nt costa from as

early as 1899. and later the added introduction of maintenance

grants of betwe.n t12 and t15 per pupil for children attending

boarding schools.

I rit Xb r 3	 1. f - (3 _- - r r m r -t	 . i-i ci
Pciz3_	 _*2_s i..927—..96

Positive intervention and planning for African education

really only started after th. granting of internal self-

government, with the establishment of the Department of Native

Education in 1927. superseded by the Department of Native

Development two years later. As the very purpose of African

education was seen as different from that of European

education, intended to be 'a ppropriate' for the restricted

roles which the African population were to be allowed to

play, it shouldn't be surprising to note that the structures

of the educational systems of the respective population groups

were also different. European education consisted of 7 years

primary school followed by * y•ars secondary education.

whereas African education consisted of 8 years primary school.

at least in theory , for few had th. opportunity to go beyond

the first five years. and fewer to reach the eighth ysar.

Although the institutions for planning African education had

been created by the 1930s, it was not until the next decade

that they w•re fully utilised. In the 19*0. African primary

•nrolm.nts doubled, reaching some 238,000 by 1950 and

government expenditure on African education rose to seven

times the level it had been in 1940. Thereafter, althou gh the

state's involvement in African education expanded greatly, the

disparities between the two educational systems did not

diminish.	 Whereas the average government expenditure per
African pupil was some 13. in 1940, hardly hi gh.r than ten

y.ars previously, by 1950 the figure had increased mor. than
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threefold to an average annual sxpenditur. per pupil of £2 As

2d. This change was due mainly to the switch from paving

merely per capita grants to the schools to subsidising

teachers' salaries, as had long ago been done in the case of

the European sector, Furthermor., after 39A2 teachers had to

be 'approved' by the Department of Native Development in order

for the schools in which they taught to qualify for this

subsidy. L.gislation was also introduced in that ysar to

enable government to establish its own primary schools in

urban areas, a major stsp towards assuming the responsibility

for African education it had been loath to undertake.

The 19Os was a period of incr.as.d urbanisation and

industrialisation in Rhodssia. Manufacturing industry

required a more formally trained African labour force

while Africans, themselves, saw th. valus of higher levels of

education. In particular, the shortage of Euro pean teachers

during the Second World War brought about the necessity of

training Africans for these positions and teacher training was

stepped up during this period. In 1953 with the newly created

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland European education

became the responsibility of the federal government while

African education remained with the different territorial

governments, so enabling Southern Rhodesia to build upon this

first decade of its newly interventionist role.

In the 1950s economic growth accelerated further, affording a

continued expansion in the provision of African education,

doubling yet again the numbers enrolled to some 505,000

students by 1960. However, the Kerr Commission, which was

appointed to study African education at the beginning of this

period, disclosed the details of the state of neglect of

African education. With nearly three-quarters of the teachers

untrained and many schools not covering even the minimal f iv.
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year's of priary education thought to b. the basic requir'.m.nt

for literacy, not to m.ntion the inad.quate provision of

schools and the high wastage rates as well as the bottleneck

for upp.r-primary advancem.nt, there was much ground on which

the Commission could maks its recommendations. These included

a plan to expand teacher training, •xtend the coverage of

primary education to the sti pulated five years and increase

the number of places in upper primary schools. Following the

Commission's report, a Unified African Teaching Service was

established in 1956 which sought to make teachers' salaries

and conditions of service uniform in government and mission

schools. In 1961 this was taken further and salary scales,

irrespectiv, of race, were brought together across the

teaching service, dependent on status and qualifications

alone.

During the period of the Federation, the university was

established and correspondent with the specialisation on

offer, European schools re placed I he Cambridge Secondary

Certificate examinations with the subject-specific General

Certificate of Education examinations. Tb. African secondary

schools, how.ver, continued to offer the Cambridge

examinations, further distinguishing them from the separate

European school system.

' African primary schools were m•ant to cover an eight
year progranme. In addition to ensuring that a minimum of five
years was covered, the aim was to increas, the number of
schools offering th. full ei ght years of primary education.
including the 'upper' primary grades of 6-8.
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A further inquiry into education, the Judges Commission, was

conducted towards the end of the period of the Federation and

formed the basis of much of what was to b. carried out in

African education after independence from Britain was

unilaterally (and illegally) declared by the whit. minority

government in 1965. The Judges Report recommended that local
authorities should take over the maj or responsibility for

running primary schools. This idea was adopted and put into

force when it was legislated that no new primary schools would

be established after 1968 unless local government took
responsibility. Whil. a tradition of local, community

involvement in education was thus nurtured, this move also

fitted in neatly with the minority government's reluctance to

shoulder responsibility for the provision of African

education.

The localization of private schools was accompanied by

increased financial burdens imposed upon the local

authorities. Whereas earlier the full amount of the teachers'

salaries had been paid by government, local communities had to

finance 10% of this amount after 1969. in addition to the
tuition fees already bein g paid by parents for the sundry

schooling costs. By 1971 the missions had relinquished
control over the majority of their primary schools, which had

been the main source of African primary education in the rural

areas, in large part because under government plans the

independence of their schools - which the y demanded as a sine

qua non for their continued involvement - could only be

maintained at exorbitant cost.
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The 1969 Census painted the real picture of the state of

African •duoation, &5 it had been, and as it was developing.

In 1969 only *5% of African children of school-going age (ag.d

6-16) were attending school.	 Thirty-sight p.rcent of this
age-group had never been to school. Just the same, this was

an improv.ment over •arlier periods, as can bs seen from Table

1.1. In 1969, Just over half of the 17-29 year age group had
completed th. five years thought to be necessary for basic

literacy. Only one in five children had finished primary

school, and only 6% of this age group had achieved entry into
secondary school.

TABLE 1.1

Summary of School Standards Reached by Africans
Aged 17 Years+, 1969

Age group in
	

Proportion of age group by
census year	 standard reached

Grade 5 Std 6
Mo	 or	 or	 Secondary
Schooling higher	 higher School

	

U	 U

17-29 years	 28	 52	 22	 6
30-39 years
	 *1	 35

	 11	 2
*0 years and over
	 62	 15

	 4	 1

Notes Calculated from table in Census of Population 1969,
Central Statistical Office, Salisbury, p.18. Although it
would appear that the percentage of children not attending
school had increased from the 28% recorded for the 17-29 year-
old group to the 38% recorded for the 1969 school-going
population, the higher 38% figure probably includes children
who at the age of 6 had not yet started school, but may have
begun attending school at an older age. This is particularly
likely given that the year in which the census was carried out
coincided with a drop in primary school enrolments due to the
increased burden of school finance imposed upon the parents
via the localization of control of primary schools.
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The 1966 Plan for Education sought to increase the numbers of

African stud.nts proc.eding to secondary •duoation. The

targets set were that 121% of those students completing

primary school would be accommodated in 'traditional'

secondary schools and that an additional 371% would proceed to
junior secondary schools with a vocational curriculum. In

1969 the African primary education system was changed to
reduce it by one year to the 7 years that had been the pattern
for European primary schooling. In 1971, however, only 43% of
African schools offered the full seven years of primary

education, so that even if the target of a combined 50%

transition from Grad. 7 to some form of post-primary education

had been reached, there wsre hidd.n bottlenecks in the

provision of even the necessary grades, no less of sufficient

numbers of schools. Nonetheless, by 1979 the bottleneck at
Grade 5 had been eased, with transition rates to Grade 6

increasing from 67% in 1971 to 88% in 1979.

By 1977 whereas there should hay, been some 300 'P2' schools,
as th• junior secondary schools with a vocational orientation

were called, only 31 existed. By 1979, instead of a 50%
transition rats to some form of secondary education after

Grade 7, only 22% of those reaching Grade 7 found Form I
places, and this was only 12% of those who actually began
Grade 1 in 1972. This was in spite of the fact that over the
decade 1969-1979 African secondary enrolm.nts had increased by
two and a half times.

The reason for the limited progress made in educational

provision durin g this period was that the government had

arbitrarily decided that African educational expenditure could

not exceed 2% of the GNP. In addition, the imposition of

further financial burdens on an already stretched rural

population in the s.cond half of this period in a heightened

-a
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war situation, made the realisation of the targets unlikely.

And as the political will radically to alter the provision of

education for the African population did not exist, progress

was minimal, despite improvements, particularly in the numbers

attending secondary school.

In 1978 the separate divisions of European and African
education were formally united under the transitional

government of Smith and Muzorewa. Yet, this unification was

little more than window-dressing, for the two systems were

still distinct, with different fees paid at the respective

Government Group A (hi gh fee-paying, read European, Coloured

and Asian) and Government Group B (low fee-paying, read

African) schools, as well as different teacher pupil ratios,

not to mention the legacy of vastl y different amounts of

educational expenditure in the two sectors. The disparity in

educational expenditure on African as opposed to European

students in the period prior to Independence is well

illustrated by Tables 1.2 and 1.3 which show that despite the
increased attention paid by government to the African sector,

its relative deprivation was in no way ameliorated.

TABLE 1.2

Educational Enrolments and Finance by Racial Sector.

Sources Calculated from Re ports of the Secretary for African
Education and Re port, of the Secretary for Education, various
years, Government Printer, 8aliibury.

b

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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TABLE 1.3

Ratio of African to European Per Pupil Expenditure

Sources Same as for Table 1.2.

In 1979 still under the transitional government, a new
Education Act was promulgated, ostensibly as a result of the

abolition of racial discrimination, but in fact, allowin g for

its r.t.ntion in practice, if through indirect means. Not

only did the cat.gories of Grou p A and Group B government

schools apply directly to the previous racial divisions, but

the stipulation that fees at Grou p A schools must not be less

than three times as much as the fees payable at Grou p B

schools further distin guished the former European, Asian and

Coloured schools from those intended for the African

population. Teacher pupil ratios at the two types of schools

were also different: 1i18 at Grou p A schools and 1:39 at Group

B schools (Chung, mimeo, pp .1-15).	 This was of especial

significance because teachers' salary grants to these schools

were paid according to these ratios, thus ensuring further

discrepancies between the two types of schools. In addition,

strict zoning regulations made virtually segregated

residential patterns the catchment areas for government

schools, and specifically discriminatin g against domestic

workers or any other employees resident in the zones only by

virtue of their work. If this was not sufficient to

distinguish Group A schools from Group B schools, the Act also

made it possible for parents to buy Government schools on very

favourable long-term loans and so designate the school.
"community" schools, which, whil. not able to discriminate on

grounds of rac• or colour alone, could g•ai' their admissions

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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policy with r.gazd to "the religious or cultural identity of

the school.V

Table 1.4 provides a telling picture of the educational

prospects facing any African pupil before Independence who

entered Grad. 1. In 1961 s/he stood less than an •ven chance

of reaching Grade 6, about a 1 in 3 chance of completing

primary school, and only a 6% chance of entering secondary

school. By 1970 her/his prospects had improved

somewhati about 60% of those pupils entering Grads 1 in 1970

completed primary school and about 14% entered secondary

school (although these statistics and thos. for subsequent

years are coloured by combining European enrolments). For the

1975 intake it is difficult to discern the correct picture

because Independence had been achieved by th. time those

starting primary school had reached their final year.

ifowever, the pupil's prospects are undeniabl y better as all

pupils are now given the opportunity to proceed to secondary

school, Just as European pupils had had that privilege for

many decades before Independence.

' Rhodesia Education Act. 1979,	 Section	 15.	 An
interesting parallel is found in the current proposals in

Great Britain to enable schools to opt out of local authority
control.
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TABLE 1.*

African Student Promotion Rates Before Independencs

Sourest Same as for Table 1.2

' In the •ight year African primary school system, the
grades went as followsi Sub-standard A, Sub-standard B,
Standard 1, Standard 2. Standard 3, Standard *, Standard 5,
Standard 6. In th. seven year African primary school system
which was introduced in 1969, the grades wer simply 1-7.
"Remove", however was an additional class comprising those

students caught in the transition between the two systems who
would then be removed from schooling following the completion
of their final eighth year.

' In the list of promotion rates of those starting Grads
1 in 1965, from Form II on the figures are consolidated for
African and European students alike. For those startin g Grad.
1 in 1969. this is also true from Grade 5 on, and for the
remaining two years listed, those starting Grad. 1 in 1970 and
1975. these promotion rates are all for the combined European
and African sectors, Further, the increase in promotion rates
for Grade 6 and Grade 7 in the 1975 listing shows a drop in as
oppossd to a drop out for these first two years of
independence, 1980 and 1981.

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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Educational provision for the majority African population in

Zimbabwe changed dramatically at Independence.	 Four major

changes need highlighting. First, education, rather than

being vi.wed as a privilege, was deemed to be a basic right.

Second, from September 1980, less than six months after

Independence, tuition fees w.ze abolished at all primary

schools. This was intended as a first major step toward

universal primary education.	 Another main thrust of early

post-Independence	 educational policy was to improv, the

provision of resources in the rural areas. Thus, thirdly.

wh.reas African government secondar y schools had been confined

almost exclusively to urban areas, now plans were drawn up to

establish at least one government secondary school in each of

the 5 rural administrative districts. Finally, although

there was no early policy directive regarding the numbers to

be allowed to proceed to secondary school, it soon became

clear that no student completing Grads 7 would be denied the

opportunity. This position was confirmed when it was

announced in 19U that legislation would be forthcoming to

make schooling compulsory for those under the age of 16.'

The reality of the commitment that every student be able to

proceed to secondary school can be j udged by the rapid change

in Grade 7/Form I transition rates after Independence,

compared with the previous decade, shown in Table 1.5.

' Quotation from the Minister of Education, The Herald,
28 April i98. Although to date there has been no further
progress on such isgislation, neither has there been any
pronouncement of a prescribed transition rate from Grad. 7 to
Form I of anything less than 100%.
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TABLE 1.5

Grade 7/Form I Transition Rates. 1970/1-1981/5

Sourc•s Calculated from Report of the S.cr.tary for African
Education, and Report of the Secretary for Education, various
years,	 Government Printer,	 Salisbury and Harars, and
"Teachers' Colleges and Schools:	 Staffing and Enrolment
Statistics," various years, Ministry of Education, mimso.

The sp.ed with which th. expansion of educational provision

after 1960 and th. increased priority given to secondary
education took place is illustrated in Tables 1.6 through

1.10. Secondary enrolments accounted fox' 18% of total pupil
•nz'olments by 1985. whereas in 1959 the figure was only 0.7%.
By 1969 it had only risen to 3%, and as recently as 1979.
secondary .nrolments onl y constituted 5% of the total. In
absolute numbers the figures are even more dramatic. In the

six years between 1979 and 1985, more was achieved than in the
previous twenty years: primary enroln.nts increased by nearly

three times, affording nearly a million and a half additional

places, whereas between 1959 and 1979 their numbers did not
even double; secondary enrolments, whilst increasing to 11

times above the infinitesimal 1959 figure by 1979. increased

7 times their (combined) fi gure by 1985, affording nearly
half a million additional places.

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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TABLE 1.6

Percentage. of Total African Enrolment by Sector, 1959-1979
and Combined Euro pean and African Enrolment, 1985

Source: (Chung, Pay, mim.o)	 and Minictry of Education
.tati.tic..

TABLE 1.7

Total Enrolments by Sector, 1959-1985

Source: Same as for Table 1.6

Note: The figures for 1959, 1969 and 1979 are for African
•nrolm.nts only, whereas the figures for 1985 are the combined
European and African •nrolment.. 	 The combined European and
African snrelment. can be seen in Table 1.10.

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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TABLE 1.8

	

			

TABLE 1.9

Index of Growth in Enrolments by Sector

Sources Sane as for Table 1.6

Notes See note, Tabl• 1.7.

TABLE 1.10

Combined Enrolment. by Sector. 1979-1985

Sourest Ministry of Education statistics.

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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The recent and rapid growth in both the number of schools and

the number of t•aohers can be seen from Tables 1.11 and 1.12.

Although the expansion remains remarkable, in the first few

years after Independence part of ths increase was due to the

reopening of schools which had been closed during the war.

1520 primary schools and 57 secondary schools had been closed

in the period 1974-1979 as a result of th. war, also entailing

the displacement of some 10,000 teachers and some 420,000

pupils. The speed with which new schools were opened, (as

opposed to the reopening of old ones), was due to the initial

use of primary schools as secondary school sites and double

sessioning the classes in order to shar. facilities while new

buildings were erected. These new secondary schools were

termed "upper tops", as they entailed attachin g the first

years of secondary school to existing primary schools.

Gradually they were upgraded to conventional status.

TABLE 1.11

Number of Schools by Sector, 1979-1985

Sources Ministry of Education statistic.

a-

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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TABLE 1.12

Number of Teachers by S.ctor, 1979-1985

Sources Ministry of Education statistics

The increase in the number of teachers .mploysd of course has

had another side to it, namel y, the increas, in th. number of

untrained teachers employed, which was inevitable with so

rapid an expansion in •nrolmsnts. Tables 1.13 and 1.14
illustrate the situation in the years immediately following

Indspend.nc.. Teachers are grouped into three cat.goriess

thos. with non-standard training (NST), those with standard,

rsoognizsd teacher training (T), and those entirely untrain.d

or in training (UT). Those with non-standard training

primarily consist of African t•achers who underwent the

teacher training that was availabl, for them in the '40. and

'50s, resulting in Lower and Higher Primary Teacher Training

Certificates, requiring two years of training following a

Standard 6 •ducation (full primary ) in the case of the Lower

Certificate, and Form II (two years of secondary) in the case

of the Higher Certificate. This c.rtification contrasts with

the former Europeans' 'conventional' teacher training of three

years followin g the successful completion of five '0' levels.

Th. increase in the numb.r of untrained teachers over the

period 1980-1985. from 28% to 60% of all primary school

teachers and from 3% to 45% of all, secondary school teachers,

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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occurred despite attempts to address th. problem. A crash

t•ach.r training course was introduc.d at th. primary l.vel,

called ZINTEC (Zimbabwe Int.grat.d T.ach.r Education Course).

This involv.d only two t.rms of classroom training at .ith.r

side of 31 years of on-the-Job training, thus getting new
recruits immediately out into the field. The conventional

s•condary tsacher-training was also modified so that two years

out of th. four years' course were to be sp.nt in th. field,

following the successes of the ZINTEC programme. Thirdly,

there was a recruitment of expatriate t.aoh.rs. However, such

was th. expansion in •nrolmonts that the supply of train.d

teachers could not meet the demand, as is shown.

TABLE 1.13

Teachers' Qualifications. 1980-398*

												

Sources Ministry of Education statistic. and Statistical
Yearbook. 1985. Central Statistical Of fic., Harars for 198*
statistics, and Annual Re port of the Secretary of Education
for the Year Ended 31 December 1985, Government Printer,
Harar• for 1985 statistics.

Notes There ars discrepancies in the numbers given in this
table compared with Table 1.12 due to the reporting of some
secondary teachers still as primary tsach.rs. This is because
of ths fact that some primary school t.sch.rs were transferred

to secondary schools but were still r.port.d on the primary
school payrolls, particularly in th. case of the upper tops
schools.

,

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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TABLZ 1.1*

Percentage Untrained Teachers by Sector. 1980-198*

Sources Same as for Table 1.13

Another way of addr.ssing the problem of teacher scarcity was

to adjust teacher pupil ratios. This not only provided a

means of better utilising the limited numbers of trained

teachers but also helped to addrsss the inherited

discrimination between different t ypes of schools in terms of

the class sizes.' Whereas prior to Inde pendence at primary

level, teacher pupil ratios had been 1*30 at government Group
A schools, and 1z*0 at government Group B schools and private

schools, from 1983 a uniform 1s*0 teacher pupil ratio was

stipulated throughout. Teacher pupil ratios are im portant not

only for class size but also for the salar y grants paid to the

schools by goveznmsnt, as all re gistered schools, including

the 'independent' schools, receive teachers' salary grants

according to the stipulated teacher pupil ratios. At

secondary level, the teacher pupil ratios before Independence

had been 1*20 at Grou p A schools and 1*28 at Group B schools

and private schools; after 1982, the stipulated teacher pupil

ratios for all schools were as followss

Forms I-Ill	 1*30
Form	 IV	 1.28
Form	 VI	 1.20

' Of course, they were also adjusted for financial
reasons.

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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Other distinctions betwe.n the different types of schools have

also been removed since Ind.p.nd.nce. An Education Amendment

Act was passed in 1981 to rid Zimbabwe of the curiously

devised "coaunity" schools. In 1987 a more thoroughly

revised Education Act was legislated which has rid the

•duoation system of further anomalies. In particular, it has

consolidated the previously separate private and public

teaching forces, which had also entailed different conditions

of service, less favourable terms for those not teaching at

government schools. Although Zimbabwe schools have not been

consciously integrated, as happened in many parts of the

United States, the application of satellite zoning, that is

zoning the pupils of an otherwise Group B school with those of

an underutilized Group A school, has meant that African

children have "crossed the tracks". However because many

white parents have chosen to send their children to

independent schools, which have been maintained and even

allowed to increase in number, this has meant that many of the

former whites-only, government schools have only a handful of

'European' pupils in attendance.

The historical differential fee structures between the two

types of government schools have also been eliminated, with

the important exception of boarding fees which are still more

than twice as high at Group A secondary schools compared with

Group B schools. Tuition fees, however, are *60/year

irrespective of the classification of government school. The

disparity between government and private schools has still not

been removed, but the discrimination against rural parents in

terms of the higher school fees charged compared with urban

parents, has been addressed to some extent since the

recommendations made to government by the School Fees

Committee which re ported on this and ether topics at the end

of 1983 (Zimbabwe, Report of the School Fees Committee, 1983).



In 1980 the per capita tuition grants made to private primary

schools wre meant to be on a par with the amounts given in

support of gov.rnment primary schools. Th.se grants, while

originally int.nded to cover the full tuition costs of primary

school pupils, have b..n •roded. In the case of secondary

schools, per capita grants are also made by governm.nt for

each private school pupil, but this is a nominal amount of

$10/head and is intended only as a contribution toward the

ov•rall tuition cots which otherwise az meant to b. cov.rsd

by th. school fees char ged. Free secondary school tuition is

not envisaged at present.

Tremendous contributions have been made by parents,

particularly in the rural areas, toward the provision of new

schools for their children. They have contributed bricks,

labour and money towards the construction of new classrooms.

Part of this spirit of self-help must originate in the

localisation of education that occurr.d in the 1970s, but no

doubt spurred on by the announcement of free tuition in 1980.

Parents residing in urban areas, by contrast, were fortunate

to have schools already si situ to which their children were

admitted at Independence. At the end of 1982, the government

made it possibl, for parents to draw up school management

agreements by which they could take over greater

responsibility for the running and provision of their

schools. It was stated that this was to provide the means by

which parents in urban areas could contribute more greatly to

their children's schools. In practice these agreements,

rather than facilitating parental contributions across the

board, have been limited almost entirely to Group A schools

intent either on creating a class, if not a racial

exclusiveness, or at least more favourable teacher pupil

ratios and other facilities, at the expense of poorer schools,

through the levying of hefty, additional fees.
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The sexual in.quality in school attendance has not been

ameliorated since Independence. Wh.reaa in primary school

over the period 1981-1985 about *8% of the enrolments were

girls, the overall fi gures hide the decreasing proportion of

girls as they proceed throu gh the higher grades of primary

school. By Grade 7 in 198* only *4% of the enrolments were

girls. This disparity is even greater at secondary school,

and as with the primary grades, increases in the higher forms.

Whereas in 198* *0% of the Form I intake comprised female

pupils, for Form IV this proportion was 38%. for the lower

VIth Form 31% and for the upper VIth Form a meagre 26%. It is

of course too soon to see whether the primary school intakes

in the first years after Independence result in higher

proportions of female pupils by the time they reach secondary

school.

A further area in which attempts have been made to bring more

equality to the disparate and highly discriminatory

educational system inherited at Independence is school

examinations. Whereas at the end of Grade 7 African pupils

had to undergo a selective examination which determined which

20% would proceed to secondary school, from Independence this

was no longer to be a selective but rather an indicative

examination, and from 1982 on, all students would have to sit

this locally written examination. A further selective

examination written by all African students at the completion

of Form II, the Junior Certificate, is now written by all

students and again, is no longer the basis of sel.ction for

promotion." Automatic promotion which had been th. preserve

of the European students, has becom• the rule for all

' Eow•ver, the President's speech in June 1987 indicated
that the use of the Junior Certificate Examination as a
selective examination would be reintroduced, in order to

det•rmine vocational and academic streams at Forms III and IV
within the same schools (Ta. Herald, June 24, 1987, p.7).

I



students. The terminal •xaminations for those in what had

been called the P2 or vocational African schools were also

ended, as was the examination written at the •nd of Form III

by academically weak European students. Finally, whsrsas

Europeans generally sat the Associated Examination Board's '0'

and 'A' levels, whilst the Africans sat the Cambridge at '0'

and 'A' level, from 1985 all sit for the Cambridge Syndicate's

examinations uniformly and plans have been made for the

eventual localization of these examinations."

Table 1.15 shows that whilst there has b..n a surge in the

numbers sitting the Cambridge '0' lev.l examinations with

nearly five times the numbers passing at l.ast five subjects

with a grade C or bett.r bstween 1979 and 1985, the percentage

pass rate has decreased steadily ever the same period to a

fifth of its level before Independence. Given the degree of

selection to which aspiring African stud.nts were subjected

before Independence, it is not surprising that Zimbabwe had

among the highest percentage pass rates in the world; nor is

it surprising that the percentage pass rate has dropped as the

doors into secondary school were opened more widely. Just the

same, the level of disappointment can onl y be surmised of

those students today who, whilst being afforded th.

opportunity to go to secondary school, really don't stand much

chance of succeeding, at least in terms of the academic goals

which are set them.

The fact that all Zimbabwean pupils now have the opportunity

of pursuing a highly academic s.condary education, all of them

sitting the Cambridge '0' levels, is undoubtedly a reaction to

the opportunities previously denied the majority of ths

population. Even a so-called developed country such as

" No indication has been given to dat. as to whether the
new GCSE Examination will be introduced in Zimbabwe.

S
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TABLE 1.15

Numbers Sitting Cambridge O' L.v.l. and Percentage Pass Rates
1970-1985

Sources The numbers who passed and the percentage pass rates
corn. from Ministry of Education Examinations Branch figures.
The numbers who sat the examinations come from Re ports of the
Secretary for Education, various years. Th. numbers passing
are those in recei pt of fivs or more subjects with grade C or
better.

Notes The fi gures for 1970 are for Africans only,

Britain does not as pir, to such a goal, streaming off pupils

of different academic abilities in mor• realistic directions.

Before Independence, less able European pupils were channelled

into l•ss academic streams, but within ths same schools that

also had '0' level aspirants. African student., on th. other

hand, were either denied the opportunity of proceeding to

secondary education or were diverted into the vocational and

separate P2 schools. The stigma of these past rout.. or dead-

.nds has not disappeared. As a result the politically

difficult alternative of proposing more realistic structures

of assessment has not been raised in public and those

committees which have suggested different paths of educational

development have not had their recommendations acted upon.

An overvi.w of the change, which have been brought about in

the education system since Independence would not be complete

without some fi gures concerning how such rapid expansion has

been financed. Table 1.16 details th• macro-economic picture

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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of education from 1979-1987, and Table. 1.17 and 1.18 break
down the aggregate government expenditure on education into

its constituent per capita costs by governmnt and privat.

sector primary and secondary schools.

TABLE 1.16

Government Education Expenditure as a Percentage of Total

Sourc•s Figures taken from prospective years of Estimates of
Expenditure, Government Printer, Rarare.
Figures taken from estimates in Estimates of Expenditure for

Year Ending June 30. 1988, Government Printer, Rarare.

TABLE 1.17

Per Capita Government Ex penditure on Government and

Sources Estimates of Expenditure, various years, Ministry of
Education statistics, and Socio-Economic Review 1980-1985,
Zimbabwe, Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and
Development, 1986. Table 14.
Notes Calculated averaging the votes for the two fiscal years
represented in each academic year and dividin g by appropriate
enrolment figures.	 Real costs derived by dividing by GDP

deflator, again averaged for two calendar years covered b y the
relevant fiscal years.

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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TABL! 1.18

P.r Capita Governmsnt Expenditure on Government and
Private Secondary Schools, 1979-1985 ($)

Sourcsi See Tabi. 1.17

Notsi Sss Not., Table 1.17.

The disproportionate amount spent on government as opposed to

privats schools can be seen clearly from these tables.

Although this would hardly b. surprising in a country such as

Britain, in Zimbabwe, privats schools encompass th. local

authority-run schools,	 in addition to the 'public' or

"independent" schools and mission schools. What is also

telling from these tables is the difficulty in raisins real,

as opposed to nominal •ducational expenditure, d.spit. ths

massive budgetary allocations which ths •ducation sector has

received since Independence. Only private primary schools

have realised significant rises in the amount of government

expenditure, up some 20% in real terms between 1979 and 1985,

whereas government primary schools have seen a real decrease

in government expenditure of 9% over the cams period. For

secondary schools, real government expenditure on the

government sector has decreased by 66% and by 63% for the

private sector.

Given that this is the present situation in Zimbabwe today,

and that thousands of pupils will go through a system in which

A

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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they •tand litti. chance of succeedin g at least in tsrs of

the acad.nio goal. which are set them, this stud y into the

cost and quality of secondary education is all the more

relevant, for. as will be described in subsequent chapters, it

should pinpoint what matters most in t.rms of •duoational

inputs to the product, of the system, the youth of Zimbabwe.

a



CHAPTER TWO
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There has been a gz'eat deal of rasearch into school

•ffectiv.n.ss in the past twenty years, mainly concerned with

schools in industrialised countries, though with some

application to Third World countries as well. This research

has been designed to ascertain which educational factor.-

whether in the classroom or the school, whether concerning

teaching methods or th. provision of physical facilities-

have a significant •ffect on the outcomes of schooling,

whether in terms of cognitiv, achievement or other outcomes.

The approach to the present research was conceived not in a

vacuum, but after much reflection on the lessons learned from

previous research into similar areas, and so it has been

possible to benefit from - and ho pefully avoid - some of the

earlier mistakes made in this field. The aim of this chapter

is to present the broad contours of the developments in school

effectiveness research, paying particular attsntion to the

differences between studies carried out in industrialised and

Third World countries. This will facilitate an evaluation of

the eventual conclusions of this research in Chapter Seven,

against the backdrop of what has gon. before.

There have been at least two waves of research undertaken into

school effectiveness. The Coleman and Plowden Reports of the

1960s, concerning American and British schools, (respectively

Coleman, et al 1966 and Plowden, 1967) constituted the first

maj or research projects which investigated achievement

differences of pupils across different schools. This initial

research, drawing heavily on production functions used at that

time, particularly in the United States, in economic research,

subsequently led to a host of other research projects designed

in a similar fashion, includin g as well, reanalyses of the



original data oollected. 	 Following this first wave of

es•arch, and am.rging from the criticism ade of thss•

initial approaches, the second wave made certain refinem.nts

to the original research desi gns and to the conceptions of how

to measure school effectiveness. In particular, a greater

emphasis was placed on process variables - teachin g styl., for

instance - rather than mersly the physical inputs to education

such as class size and teachers' qualifications. These

studies have recently led to a third wave of research - still

in its infancy - and of which the present study is a part.

This third wave is distin guished by the use of a multilevel

research design.

'r 1-t	 z - 1	 W '.' *	 - - r' a it i rr t -
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The first wave of research was essentiall y designed to uncover

the determinants of pupils' academic achievement, rather than

the effectiveness of particular schools as such. The question

was posed. "Which of the different inputs to a pupil's

academic achievement reall y matter?" Although directly

related, this is not the same question as was posed

subsequently, "Why do some schools achieve better results than

others?" Both the Coleman Report and the Plowden Report were

products of the 1960s, r.fl.otin g a predominant concern about

equality of educational opportunity and designed to explain

the sources of disadvantage. 	 In the United States, this

concern focused on racial discrimination, and in Great

Britain, discrimination on the basis of socio-eaonoaio class.

The results of the two studies were popularly enca psulated as

"schooling doesn't matter".	 Rather, the importance of the

pupils' socio-economic backgrounds far outweighed the impact

of the different school-based factors.	 In other words

schooling could not overcome the inequalities present in the

I
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student population on intake.	 enoks (1972) reiterated the
same point in his study.

The importance of background factors to students' achievem.nt

was also underlined by other major, longitudinal research

projects in Britain (Douglas, 196k; Douglas, et al 1968;
Davis •t al 1972) which demonstrated the advantages

maintained, in terms of educational achievement of children

whose parents were in non-manual occupations.

These first attempts at unravelling the factors responsible

for differences in achievement led to many other studies, no

doubt in particular, because th. results of these initial

studies were so disillusioning. A discussion of the results

of this first wave of research is not possible outside the

context of a discussion of the methodologies employed to reach

those results, however. The two are inextricabl y entwined

because the inadequacy of most models used to examine school

effects have made their conclusions highly suspect.

The methodology employed in these early studies was almost

exclusively ordinary least squares regression analysis. Some

measure of cognitive achievement would be regressed on a host

of variables divided into five different headings and entered

as blocks - the pupil's own characteristics, the pupil's

family background, the peer group, the characteristics of the

teacher and the school's characteristics. In the key studies,

(Plowden, 1967 Coleman, 1966 and Jencks, 1972) the variance
attributed to each grouping was then analysed in order to

determine the contribution of different t ypes of variables

towards the student's achievement, as measured by a particular

test.

Unlike th. National Child Development Study and the studies by

Douglas which were really cast in a differ.nt mould, most of
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this first wave of r.search was cross-sectional, that is, it

involved a snapshot view of students at school, with no

information on the previous attainment of the pupils survey•d.

Without mentioning some of the other methodological problems

involvd in disentangling the different influ.nces on stud•nt

achievement, how could on• isolate th. school and classroom

influ•nces without having a measure of what, in terms of

pupils' background abilities, went into th. classroom in the

first place? This major weakness is probably due to the fact

that th. methodology - basically a production function which

had been applied to factories to determine what mix of inputs

produced the optimal output - was superimposed upon a school

system which bore little resemblance to the sho p floor.

The theories applied to the problems under investigation were

seldom well-articulated and in some instances .xtrsmsly

simplistic. The modsl used in the Coleman study, for

instance, assumed that th. pupil underwent certain family

background influ•ncss prior to her/his schoolin g, after which

the influence of school factors came to bear. This ordering

of the influences on a stud.nt, of course, does not reflect

reality, for th.r. is no th•oretical reason to assume that

family background influences c•ass to be felt whilst a stud•nt

is at school. Inde•d, the longitudinal studiss carried out on

child development have shown that the initial advantages or

disadvantages imposed by ens's social class are cumulative

(Douglas, 196A, 1968 Davis, 1972).

Additionally, inappropriat. msasurss of .ducational attainment

were used in som. of th. studies. Coleman, for instanc., used

verbal achievement as the school outcome on which all student

differences were Judged. Y.t, it has been argued convincingly

that measures of student outcomes should (naturally) reflect

what is actually taught in the school (Brimer, 1978). and that

the use of verbal achievement as a response variable is both
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an inappropriate measure of what is being taught as well. as

being so highly correlated with the student's background as to

mak. analysis awkward.

Furthermore, it should go without saying that schools produce

a variety of outcomes, only one of which is cognitive

achievement. However, because co gnitiv. achievement is an

outcome which ostensibly is alr.ad being measured by the

achievement tests administ.red to students, it has most often

been utilised as the exclusive outcome in studies of school

effectiveness.

Not surprisingly, given these fundamental weaknesses in the

approach adopted, the rsults of this first wave of research

following the Coleman and Plowden Reports show remarkable

inconsistency. Apart from the strong influence of background

factors on student achievement, it has not proved possible to

isolate a single school resource which has been shown to make

a significant difference to student outcomes across the full

range of research carried out (Av.rch, et al 1972; Bridge, et

al, 1979). Of course, part of this is explained because even

within a common framework, the approach to this first wave of

research was not uniformly consistent. Different research

designs were used; different research questions were asked;

student outcomes were measured differently and there was no

consistency in the units of analysis employed in the various

studies; some were at the level of the individual student.

some were at the level of the school, so.. were at the level

of the school district or local authority.

What the first wave of studies did have in common was an

almost exclusive use of ordinary least squares regression

analysis, and criticism of the application of this technique

to research on school effeutivøne.s provides one answer to

much of the inconsistency as well as falsehood in their

a



results.	 Cronbach noted the weakness of the findings from

such research when he stated,

"The ajority of studies of •duc.tional •ffects-
whether classroom •xperiments, or .valuations of
programs or surveys-have collected and analyzed
data in ways that conceal mor. than th.y reveal.
The established methods have generated false
conclusions in many studi.s." (Cronbach, 1976)

At th, root of the problem is th. misapplication of a single-

level model to a reality which is clearly hierarchical. Tb.

natur of educational systems is such that students (who come

from different communiti.s and different backgrounds) are

grouped tog.th.r in classes which are located in schools

administered by local authorities which themselvss are in

particular administrative regions, and so forth. These

groupings of students are not random but in the first

instance, reflect the residential patterns of the various

communities which comprise the catcheent area of the

particular school. Secondly, some schools have admissions

policies which further differentiate their student bodies,

shifting the group of students even further from a random

collection of students. For instance, there are Catholic

schools, single-sex schools, grammar schools, etce Thirdly,

selection into particular classes is not necessarily random,

either, for streaming by ability is commonly practiced.

This non-random clusterin g violates two stringent assumptions

of ordinary least squares regression analysis: i)that each

case has an equal residual variance and 2) that the covariance

between the residuals of any two cases is 0.'

' If •, represents the contribution of the j th child in
the ith schools

1) var(e,,).0a

2) cov(et...,,)o

A
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Pupils in a particular class in a particular school are likely

to be more homogeneous than pupils in different clauses in

different schools.	 It is therefore reasonable to assume that

two pupils in the sue class have equal between-pupil

variances but not two pupils in different classes, •ven in the

same school, not to mention if they were in different schools.

The two assumptions are thus violated because pupils in

different classes will have different variances, and due to

this greater homogeneity within the clusters, there will be a

non-zero covariance between two pupils in the same class.

The result of the above model misspecification is serious.

Because the non-random nested structure of a school system is

ignored in the assumptions pertaining to classical regression

analysis, no distinction is made between the sampling

variance, and the parameter variance. In other words, this

means that the variance which is attributed to the selection

into the different clusters - at whichever level - is confused

with the variance which legitimately can be attributed to the

explanatory variables in one's model. It is not possible.

using a single-level model to separate out the between-level

variances, e.g. the between- pupil, the between-class and the

between-school variances. The implications are dramatic.

Such aisspecification leads to inefficient parameter

estimation and the too coon rejection of null hypotheses.

Ordinary least squares (OLE regression analysis will only

yield efficient parameter estimates where the correlations

within any clustering, say at the class or school level, are

small.

This problem obtains when individual-level data are utilised;

it is exacerbatsd when data are aggregated, for in such

circumstances the within-unit (class or school) variability is

suppressed and one has no means of separating out the level



one variancs from the level two variance. The use of

aggz'.gatsd data has been comeon practic. in research into

school .ff.ctiv.n.ss, largely because it is more r.adily

availabi., such as the data which are already collected by

education authorities, or ch.ap.r to obtain. The problems of

using aggregate data have b..n exposed for some tim. and b y a

variety of authors who have criticised a multitude of research

studies (Alexander, 1983, Bidw.11 and Kasarda, 1980, Bowles,

1968, 1969. Burstein, 1980a, 1980b, L.iter, 1983, Spady,

1973). The main effect of aggregation bias is to inflate the

estimated effects of pupil background on outcomes relative to

teacher/classroom/school effects (Burstein, 1980a. p.175).

Anoth•r sort of inefficiency has been pinpointed in a

different criticism of the first wave of school effects

research. This is the in.fficienc y of the educational system

which makes the 'production function' approach particularly

inappropriate2 . Yet, several of these first studies ware

modeled like other 'production functions' as thou gh one need

only change the mix of inputs in order to maximize output,

seen only as cognitive achievement. The inappropriateness of

the analogy to physical production has been commented upon by

several authors (Be.. 1985, Bowles, 1970, Hanushek, 1979,

L.vin, 1976). but the crudeness of viewing schools as

factories for th. production of cognitive achievement has not

disappeared entirely, particularly with respect to Third World

countries (Puller, 1986).

* If such factors as monopolistic practices in the
marketplace can so easil y violate the economic assumptions of
'effici.ncy'. how then can one view a head teacher's
d.cisionmaking as anything but "inefficient" when a good deal
of her/hi. d.cisjonmaking comprises little if any budgetary
control?
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There have been several reviews of the school •ffectiv.ness

lit.raturs which have •numerat.d variable by variable, th.

nature of the influence of different factors primarily on

cognitive achiev.m.nt in different r•search studies (Averch St

al 197g . Bridge et *1, 1979, Fuller, 1986, Alexander and
8ions, 1975. Schiefelbsin and Sions, 1979, Sions and
Alexander, 1978). Given the weaknesses in the methodologies
employed in most of the studies, and thus the suspicion that

is cast over the conclusions drawn, litti. purpose would be

served here in going over this well-trodden ground. As

Burstein noted.

"to have any hope of developing adequate models
of educational effects on individual student
performance, two f•atures of study design are
essential

(1) measure every variable at its
lowest possible levels
(2) be sur• that each student's data
can be matched with the data from his
or her teacher, classroom, classmates,
and school"

"...without these features...the study of the
effects of education on individual students
might as well be forgotten." (Burstein, 1980a,
p.179)

A handful of American studies from the first wave of research

fit the minimal criteria noted by Burstein, as well as being

longitudinal, comprising intake scores for each student

surveyed.	 They are not multilevel studies, hOwever, and so

embody th.	 problems noted	 above concerning model

missp•cifioation.	 Nonetheless, it is worth summazising their

results, even if they must be treated with caution.
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ffanush.k's study of third-grad. pupil. in Californian schools

in the late 1960. (Hanush.k, 1972) found significant teacher
effects on the achiev.m.nt of Anglo-American but not M.xican-

American pupils. H. oonclud.d that teachers do affect

students' achiev.a.nt in terms of the recentness of the

teacher's own education, the t.acher's verbal ability and the

percentage of tim. spent on discipline. Neither the teacher's

years of experience nor his graduate education was found to

affect student achievement, however.

pflfl•5 study of primary school children in New Raven
schools in th. early 1970. (Murnan., 1975) concluded that
teaching experience, rather than having no effect on student

achievement, was a positive influence over the first two

years, but diminishing thsreafter. Class size was not found

to be a significant determinant of achievement, nor was the

average achievement of the student's classmates. A

significant finding with respect to the conclusions reached by

the Coleman Report was that student background characteristics

showed no consistent effects once prior achievement had been

controlled for. However, th. measure of prior achievement may

w.11 have served as a proxy for these back ground influences,

given that verbal ability, rather than an achievement measure

per se was the variable used.

Winkler's study of Californian secondary school students in

196a-65 (Winkler, 1975) found that student achievement was

affected by the racial composition and socio-economic

background of the student's peer group, though with different

effects across black and white groups. 	 The study also

concluded that a teacher's salary is consistently related to

the pupil's achievement, as well as the teacher's attendance

at a prestigious college.
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Suars and Wolf c's study of Philadelphia primary and

s.condary school students in 1971-72 (Summers and Wolf., 1977)

found that bett.r t.achezs had a greater •ff.ct on the

achievement of disadvantaged pupils, that less •xperi.nc.d

teachers taught poorer students better, that low achievers did

worse in classes larger than 28, (wh.z.ae high achi.v.rs did

better) and that there was no effect of class siz. on grade-

l.v.l pupils. In addition, they found that physical school

faoiliti.s made no diff.z.no. to achievement, but variations

in class composition affect.d low-achievers, hardly affecting

high achievers.

Link and Ratl.dg. studied fourth-graders in Wilmington,

Delawar. in 1969-70 (Link and Ratl.dg., 1979) and concluded

that teachers' education and experience had no significant

.ff.ct on student aohiev.m.nt, nor class size, but that the

student's perception of a teacher's positiv• attitude toward

her/him was significant. A smaller effect on th. student's

achievement was also uncovered, that brought to bear by the

parents' positiv, attitude toward the pupil's ability to

succeed.

The r.sults of these studies are still not mutually

consistent, despit. their avoiding some of the pitfalls in

research design. To be fair, however, the studies themselves

are not consistent in terms of their focus. Nonetheless, it

would appear that teaching experience either has no

significant, positive effect on student achievem.nt, or only

in the first two years of experience. Teachers' educational

background similarly either has no positiv, effect on student

achievement or only if the teacher's education is recent.

Class size has no effect on student achievement with the

exception of Summers and Wolfe's findin gs that low achievers

tend to achieve better results in classes smaller than 28 and

high achievers the opposite.
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Other school variables hay, been shown to hays diffsr.nt

•ffects on stud.nt achi.vsment but with •v.n lsss reliability

than in the above studies. It could be argued that giv.n the

inefficiency of the techniques employed in the majority of

studies, and therefore th. less stringent acceptanc. of

seemingly 'significant' variables, a summary of the

conclusions is of didactic interest in telling us what

variabl.s do not affect cognitive achievement, for if they

could not pass the much .asi.z' significance tests of these

poorly specified models, there is really no hope of their

showing any relationship with achievement. Alas, this is not

a reasonable use to which we might put a summary of the

results of the remaining studies, for, as has been discussed.

in addition to being inefficient, the research designs used

have also confounded the sampling variance with the variance

of the parameters being estimated.

The relation of certain background characteristics to

cognitive achievement is mapped out in several longitudinal

studies carried out in Great Britain which though not really

belonging to the same genre of studies already discussed, do

have r.sults related to the 'determinants of achievement'.

For instance, in his first study of primary school age

children (Douglas, 196$), Douglas documented that children

from middle class families achieved better results on verbal

than non-verbal tests, relative to their working class peers.

but they were at an advantage in both subject areas. He also

found that girls had higher scores than boys in reading,

writing, English and spelling, but not in arithmetic.

geography or sciencs, and that the girls retained their

particular advantage in these former subjscts when they

proceeded to secondary school.	 Poor housing conditions

predicted low scores of achievement. Parents' interest in
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th.ir childrsn's achievem.nt had a significant, positiv.

effect on achievemsnt in primary ichool. Lidest children

achi•vsd better' r.sults than subsequent children. The •ff.ot

of coming from a lan. family, and the frequ.nt, associat.d

deficiencies in care, yielded a n.gative effect on student

achievement, but this was felt only early on in their lives.

Finally, the streaming of classes by ability l•vel served to

reinforce the process of social selection.

These diff.rencea in achievement according to students'

background characteristics were further investigated in

Douglas' study of secondary school age children (Douglas, et

al 1968). Here it was found that girls retained their

advantage in verbal skills found in primary school but that

boys were at an advantage in secondary school in non-verbal

subj ects such as math•matics.	 Further, the gap between the

social classes observed at primary lev.l increased during

secondary school was among the more controversial findings.

An important additional conclusion, however, was that although

working class children were at a disadvantag. relative to

their middle class peers, the •ffect of good schooling could

reduce this disadvantage considerably.

The more recent National Child Development Study (Fog.lman,

1983) arrived at similar conclusions to these earlier studies.

Regarding the influence of sex on achievement, smaller

differences were found between boys and girls in mathematics,

but the more significant advantage which girls have in reading

skills at age 7 is lost by the age of ii, as is the early

advantage in mathematics. An increasin g social class gap was

also found, but interestingly, the negative effect of a

student's coming from a large family was greater than the

effect of social class on reading and mathematics attainment.

Crowded and poor housing conditions, as with the earlier

studiss, were also good predictors of low achievement, as was
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th. fact of & •u.r-term birthday, which implied that th.

pupil received less schooling given intake policies which were

based on the term in which the pupil turns five years of ag•.

A numb.r of school variables were also considered, no •ffects

b.ing found for single-sex schoolin g , th. teacher pupil ratio,

streaming, teacher turnover or corporal punishm.nt, and only a

very weak effect for school size. Th. number of hours spent

on math.matics is found to have a positiv. effect. Tb.

overall conclusion reached after controlling for the diff.rent

background characteristics and considering various school

factors is that school characteristics are of minor importance

to attainment at secondary school relativ, to the .ffeot of

previous attainment, the type of school and th. social class

of ths pupil. The results of such reports as the Coleman and

P]owden Reports - althou gh questionable due to poor research

design - are echoed in these more sophisticated longitudinal

studies of children at different levels of schooling.

'I' 1-t -	 W ' - s	 - — -	 r
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Following this first wave of research was a second which

focussed more closely on the ranking of different schools in

terms of their effectiveness and which was also concerned

with the determinants of student achievement. Together with

this different focus, there was often a greater interest in

what went on in the classroom, rather than the more physical

inputs to the educational system which previously had been

measured. In the followin g paragraphs several representative

studies will be reviewed in order to describe the somewhat

different directions which such research has taken.
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Coleman embarked on a second major research project which was

in many ways siiilar to his original study but which set out

to measure the differences between public and privat. (mainly

Catholic) secondary schools in the United States (Coleman,

Hoffer, Kilgor., 1982). However, although some attempt was

mad. to avoid some of the weaknesses of the original study's

research design, there were sufficient, additional weaknesses

in this later project to invalidate its conclusions. Coleman

concluded that Catholic schools provided a better education

for their pupils than public schools, and he attributed this

to such factors as greater amounts of homework, more

discipline at school, etc. Yet, the controls made for

selection into the different schools were inadequate: there

was no measure, for instance, of previous achievement. The

interpretation of the need for longitudinal data in such

studies was also hi ghly questionable. Although individual

students comprised the unit of analysis, the individuals

themselves were not measured as they progressed through high

school; rather a cross-section of second and fourth year

students was taken as representative of the progress made

between these two years. Other factors relating to the

contextual effects of the school and classrooms' composition

were also noticeably absent in the research design for the

study.

In two separate studies Ste.dman used the data from the

National Child Development Stud y which took all children born

in March 1958 as its sample in order to compare progress and

examination results between different British schooltypes

(Steedman, 1980, 1983).	 These studies were longitudinal in

that previous attainment scores were used for each pupil.

Controls were also made for the socio-economio background of

the pupils.	 The results after controlling for different

background variabiss, and thus accounting for selection into

the different schooltypes, showed few schooltype differences
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in the r.port on •xaaination r.sults. but progress for

diff•r.nt ability group, in differ.nt types of secondary

schools in the other report.	 Because of the nature of the

data set, it is not possible to calculate the between and

within-school variances, for the sample consist.d on av.rage

of one pupil per school, its not having been composed for the

purpose of school comparisons.

Despite the weaknesses inherent in St..dman's data set, at

least for the purpose of schooltype comparisons, the r.sults

are considerably more plausibl, than thou deriving from

another study of school effectiveness dons by Marks St a3

(Marks. Cox and Pomian-Szrednicki, 1983) in which the

methodological weaknesses are so great as to invalidate their

conclusions concerning the superiority of the selective

system. The Marks study sought to determine whether a system

of comprehensive or selective schools produced the best

secondary level •xaaination results. The data were aggregats

statistics at the level of the school and the local education

authority (LEA) which the authors used to compare different

schooltyp.s within	 'relatively homogeneous' 	 LEAs,	 as

determined by the proportion of semi-skilled and unskilled

manual workers in those [lAs. The Marks et al study is a good

example of illegitimate comparisons being made of school

examination results due to inadequate controls being made for

the social class and intake attainments of the pupils, not to

mention th. problems of inferences to the pupil level from

aggregated data uts.a

Two other studies made inferences on school effectiveness as a

result of research concerned more with school process than the

previously more common physical measurements made of school

See Oxford Review of Education, Vol.10, No.1 198* for
several comprehensive critiques.
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facilities.	 Bennett studied the influ.nce of t.aching style

on school sff.otiveness and Rutt.r, what was call.d the

school's 'ethos' (Rutt.r, .t al 1979) (Bennett. 1976).

Bennett's study concluded that a more formal teaching style,

rather than the informal approach.s which had become popular,

produced better •xamination results. In a reanalysis of the

Bennett data however, the inadequacy of the methodology used

to reach this conclusion was revealed (Aitkin, Bennett and

Hesksth, 1981 and Aitkin, Anderson and Hinde, 1981). Besides

problems concerning th. statistical invalidity of the cluster

analysis used in the study, the fact that no account was taken

of the covariance of pupils within the same class or the

.xistence of differences between individual teachers grouped

within one of the three teachin g styles, seriously distorted

the results. In addition, the sample siz., although

originally based on some 950 pupils, was reduced to the 36

classes which emerged from the cluster analysis, sinc, it was

at the teacher/classroom level that effectiveness was

assessed.	 This meant that statistical inference from such a

small sample was not very reliable.

Rutter et al de.ign.d a longitudinal r.s.arch study which set

out to determine what accounted for several, differently

measured outcomes of tw.lve Inner London Education Authority

secondary schools. Not only did the authors have information

on th. previous attainment of th, pupils surveyed but unique

data wars obtained from observation in the classrooms studied.

Sadly, despite these favourable aspects of research design,

th. study was limited to only twelve schools not chosen at

random and	 therefore	 making	 statistical inference

problematical from this otherwise rich data set.	 The

conclusion which resounded after the negative results of tha

first wave of research into school effectiveness, was that

schools did matter, not, how.ver as a result of the physical
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resources put into the schools but iath.r due to th.ir

operation as social institutions, i.e. th.ir 'ethos'.

There are a considerable number of other studi.s belonging to

this second wave of research (e. g .Departm.nt of education end

Scieno., 198k, Gray, 1983, Brinier, 1978.	 Madaus, 1980,

Reynolds, 1982).	 However it is possibl, to summaries th.

lessons concerning comparisons of school effectiveness which

have been learned even from the small number represented

above, together with the lessons learned from the first wave

studies. The first point is fairly obvious: that school

effectiveness studies should ensure that the outcome measures

relate directly to what is being taught at the schools under

study. The second point should also be more obvious than it

has been in practice: that controls for the non-random intake

into different schools have to be made if the analysis is not

to confound the effects of the variables under study, with the

sampling variance of the school or classroom population.

Thirdly, unless individual pupils are matched with their

teachers and their classroom peers, one cannot legitimately

measure school effects, for the social context in which such

effects are to be felt is absent from the analysis. This

leads to a more general point: that inferences to the pupil

level - and ultimately, this is where school 'effects' are

realised - cannot be made from only aggregated data

(Goldstein. 19U).

Wcr']

There is a small but quite consistent literature on school

effectiveness in Third World countries. This consistency

derives not so much from the confirmation of any particular

set of variables making for 'effective' schools - the results

are as ambiguous as for industrialised countri.. - but rather

because much of the literature evinces a certain conclusion
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which is eant to diff.r.ntiat. Third World •duoation from

education in industrialised countriss. 	 This conclusion is

aumsaris.d thuss

"the predominant influence on student learning
is the quality of the schools and teachers to
which students are exposed." (Heyn.man, 1986)

Purthermor•.

"the lower the incom, of the country, the weaker
the influence of pupils' social status on
achievement." (Heyneman, 1983)

Curiously , this emphasis on school factors is the opposite to

that reached in the Coleman and Plowden Reports whose results

were paraphrased as "the home is more important than the

school", a conclusion which is still upheld today, despite a

more sophisticated understanding of the contribution of

school-based factors.

There are a number of studies which have sought to ex plain the

sources of differences in achievement in Third World

countries. Among these axe the International Association for

the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (lEA) studies of

achievement which included a few Third World countries (Comber

and Keeves, 1973) (Thorndike. 1973) (see Comparative Education
Review, Vol.31, No.1 for preliminary results from second wave
of lEA research), but also studies concentrating on particular

countries such as Heyneman's study of Ugandan primary schools

in the 1970s (Heyneman, 1976) or Loxley's study of Egyptian
primary schools in 1980 (Loxley. 1983). This research is
summarised in a handful of reviews by World Bank staff, and

through which runs discussion about whether or not school-

based factors or the student's socio-economic background are

the more important determinants of achievemmnt in Third World

countziss (Alexand.r and Simmons, 1975. Simmons and Alsxand.r,
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1978, Schiefelb•in and Simmons, 1979. Neyneman, 1986).* Prom

the number of acknowledgments made that the former, i.e.

school-based, factors are what reall y matters in dev.loping

countries, it would appear that the view of He yneman, the

major proponent, has become the conventional wisdom.

While it is quite correct that research results d.riv.d from

industrialised countries should not be assumed to apply

automatically to Third World countries, this does not imply

that the li.yn.man view is thereby substantiated. 4 The

research upon which the Heyneman view is based employs

ordinary least squar.s regression anal ysis, fitting potential

variables as three blocks, consisting of what are termed

preschool. influ.nces, (comprising age, gender and socio-

economic status); school influences, (comprising variables

related to teachers, the physical facilities of the school and

school administration); and finally pupil attitudes. Of the

total varianc, which is explained in the different studies,

the R, the proportion explained by school quality and that

See also (Avalos and fladdad,1981) for review of
specifically teacher effectiveness studies in Third World
countries.

For instance, the summary of a recent report on raising
school quality in d.v.loping countries begins thuss

"Considerable evidenc, now d.monstrat.s that the
quality of a child's school influences his or
her academic	 achievement	 in developing
countries. This differs from the situation
within industrialized countries where the effect
of school quality is eclipsed by the child's
family background." (Fuller, 1986, p.vii)

See also (Saha, 1983) and (Theisen, Achola and Boakari, 1983).

Heyneman's most recent espousal of the view that
school-based factors ar more important than the student's
home background influences on his academic achievement can be
found in (H.yn.man, 1986), but rfsz.nce should also be made
to (Heyneman, 1976, 1980. 1982 and 1983).

A
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explained by socio-economio status is analysed. The basis for

th. conclusion that schooling does matter in the case of Third

World countries is this analysis of variation which

purportedly illustrates the great.r importance of school

factors relative to socio-economic background.

Even before embarking on a critique of the methodology

employed in these studies, and therefore assuming that the

research carried out is as accurately modelled as could be

•xpeoted, one must question the use of the relative

proportions of the explained variance as being a correct test

of the importance of the constituent factors. The total

variation accounted for by the different models' fitted

variables is between ii and A0%, not dissimilar from the

proportion of variance explained in studies carried out in

industrialised countries. In other words, there is much which

is not explained, quite typically, by such models. Quite

simply, the remaining 60% or more may be entirely due to

between-school variance, but it is not possible to know within

the confines of a single level model. To compare the relative

proportions of what is in itself an incomplete explanation of

the total variance is a meaningless exercise. Furthermore,

even if one explained all of the variance in academic

achievement, why would the measure of 'importance' be the sums

of squared deviations from a mean value? Criticism of such

arbitrary use of the proportion of variance as a measure of

importance is at least as old as criticism of the Plowden

Report (Goldstein, 1972, 1976). Yet, such criticism seems not
to have deterred its continued use, no doubt because of the

simplicity of a percentage figure.

The R of an equation is a reflection of what one is able to

measure. The ability to measure say, school factors more

accurately than socio-economic factors does not bestow on

those school factors a greater importance any more than it
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would if th. latter factors proved to be the easier to

measure. More surprising then is it to find that Heyneman

•ven elevates this to the level of theory. He argues that we

ar. better able to measure socio-eeonomic background in

industrialised countries due to their greater class

differentiation: as a country develops, the greater is the

variance in •ducational achievement which can be explained and

the greater proportion of this variance which is due to socio-

economic factors - hence the greater importance in explaining

the determinants of educational achievement (He yneman, 1986,

p .22-3).	 This, however, is quite circular reasoning and

proves nothing. Another interpretation would be that less

reliable measurements of socio-sconomic factors in Third World

countries reflect poorly on th. instruments devised to detect

social and economic differentiation.

Besides the conclusions being sus pect for the above reasons,

the methodology employed in the Third World studies of school

effectiveness also suffers from many of the same inadequacies

discussed concerning the first wave of research in

industrialised countries, 	 some of then sufficient to

invalidate the conclusions reached. The most damaging

criticism is, as was seen earlier, the violation of the

assumptions required by ordinary least squares regression

analysis and so the resultant heavy downward bias of the

standard errors on which the statistical significance of

different variables is tested.

Some studies have avoided other pitfalls of this type of

research and have included, for instance, a measure of the

student's prior ability (Heyneman, 1975, Loxley, 1983,

Beebout, 1972). It is unfortunate, however, that even when

this intake score is included, it is sometimes taken to
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represent not only th. prior achievement of th. pupil, but all

her/his background influences (Beebout, 1972).'

It is ironic that many of the Third World studies have also

avoided the problems arising from aggregate data sets becaus.,

unlike the situation in most industrialised countries,

aggregate data, such as socio-.conomic indices of different

administrative districts, have not been ready at hand. As a

result of having to construct original data sets, the

individual pupil has had to be used as the first building

block. This n.c...ity, in the first instance, to utilis.

individual data has not informed subsequent data collection at

the classroom level, and so the richness of being able to

match pupils with their teachers and classroom peers has been

lost. The Beebout study, for example, aggregates all the

variables studied, save for the individual pupil's examination

results, and so loses the potential to describe the variano.

between pupils and between classrooms. 	 In his of the Third

World studies (N.yneman, 1983), Heyneman is not unaware of

such problems of level misepecification. 	 Nonetheless he uses

a peculiar rationalisation in one instance for accepting the

assignment of class-level attributes, 	 such as teachers'

qualifications, to the school-level. He explains that

although "the ability to specify a particular teacher who

might have affected a particular pupil has been lost,

experience has shown that students ar. rarely affected by

only on• teacher." (Heyneman. 1983. p.1171)'

If we accept Heyneman's view that there is less socio-economic

differentiation in Third World countries - and this i not to

' See (fluloock. 1977) for an opposing view concerning the
use of reading ability as a proxy for socto-economic
background factors affecting science achievement in India.

Th. reference he cites for such a bold statement is his
1975 Ugandan study!
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accept that socio-.conomic factors are n.c.ssazily less

important in th.ir influence on .ducational achi.vem.nt - the

need for a correctly .p.oifi.d model is all the more important

because the more homogeneous axe schools and classrooms, the

more important it is to model the levels appropriately to

account for the clustering within these units.

A recent school •ffectiv.ness stud y of Zimbabwean secondary

schools set out to discover whether differences between

schooltyp.s in examination results at Form IX could be

attributed to any manipulable school variables (Mazhero,

1986). Although avoiding some of the pitfalls in research

design by including pupil-level data, a measurement of prior

achievement, and matching pupils with their teachers the

non-random selection of the schools surveyed severely limited

the inferences which legitimatsly could be drawn from the

study, while the exclusive use of rank order correlations to

test relationships further restricted any possible conclusions

that could be made from the otherwise rich data set. No

interactions, therefore, were capable of being analysed.

These weaknesses were well recognised in this particular study

for, as Mazhero honestly statess

"The knotty problem that could not be
disentangled in this study is whether the
results were as they were because of the
children's ability, or rather whether children
produced such results because of the school's
characteristics." (Mazhero, 1986, p.3O)

Mazhero finds that within-school differences are greater than

between-school differences, on the basis of a comparison of

the top and bottom stream mean scores for English Language.

Further, he notes that the differences within each school

category are greater than the differences between individual

schools in English examination result.. The svsil.biliti, of

textbooks not surprisingly matters more for Mathematics than
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for English, given the gr.atsr possibl. influence of home

factors on English. Teach•rs' qualifications seem to rnattsr

mor for Mathematics than for English, though all of th, top

nm. classes in English had teachers for whom English was

their first language, interestin gly .	 F.w•r differences were

found between schooltypes in Mathematics achievement than for

English. ISo interactions can be analysed using his

methodology, so a model cannot be constructed combining the

various influences on academic achievement.

Mazh•ro draws a peculiar implication, however, from his

analysis. Because, not surprisingly, he discovers that pupil

ability is the best predictor of examination results, and

because he can see that the greater th. proportion of higher

ability children (such as could be found, for example, in a

s.l.ctive, 'independent' school), th. hi gher the results of

the school, he conclud•ss

"The moat effective way of •qualising
rssults...is to ensure a balance in the
proportion of higher abilit y children entering
the various schools." (Mazhero, 1986, p.4O)

From the evid.noe provided, such a conclusion is essentially

tautological, while Mazharo i. astonishingly pessimistic in

his final suggestion that improv.ments in the quality of the

poor.st schools probably would not affect attainment.

In reviewing th. literature on school effectiveness in Third

World countries', one is struck by the insularity of the

r•seazoh and how like the first wave of studies in

industrialised countries are many of the reports. There is

still a preoccupation with the division of the varianc, into

' Mashezo's study stands apart, not employing regression
analysi, as its tool.
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school vs. socio-soonomia factors tog.thsr with a

concentration on the determinants of aohi.vem.nt rather than

with those factors which would tend to make one school mor

effective than another. In addition, the research is heavily

•oono.istio, relying more on a production-function type of

approach to data which are the most easily quantified, rather'

than necessarily being the most educationally significant.

One critic of such predominantly quantitative research put it

this wayi

"so many of the problems of education in the
Third World by virtue of their context cry out
for investigation using anthropological
techniques." (Hurst, 1987)

The concentration of this Third World research on the

dichotomy between school vs. socio-eoonomio factors perhaps

should not be surprising. Whilst the conclusions of the

Coleman and the Plowden Reports were quite disillusioning in

the context of industrialis.d countries, for donors ever

concerned to prove their aid to education is effective, such

as the predominant World Bank researchers in this field, it

would be far more worrying if research were to indicate that

educational achievement is accounted for primarily by socio-

economic factors essentially beyond the control of donors.'

The rationale for giving loans to the education sector of

Third World countries would be weakened by such a conclusion

and the less targetted objective - for aid officials - of

working to raise background economic levels would have to be

addressed.

In the second wave of research in industrialised countries,

there emerged a greater concern for school processes and the

Of course the hA research would not have been
coloured by this potential bias.
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ov.rreliance on statistical significance rather than

educational significance limited the value of previous

studies. Indeed, what ens could call 'anthropological'

techniques were used in studies such as Rutter's (Rutter.

1979). Examinin g the references provided even in recently

published reviews of research indicates that th. bulk of this

second wave of school effectiveness research in industrialised

countries - and the changes in concentration together with the

•xposure of the statistical weakness of single level models to

describe a hierarchical educational. reality - has sim ply been

overlooked.

A. DLffrrit ( '? ) P.ttrr	 f
W	 2..	 — t 1. r — 2.. A. t i.. - '.r m r t s
'ri	 Zb±

Heyn.man advances several possible theories to explain his

finding of a low association between socio-economic status and

achievement in Third World countries (Heyneman, 1986). First

of all he posits that there may be insufficient variance in

low-income countries to compare with industrialised countries.

Strangely, however, the way he chooses to test this hypothesis

is by using only one measure of family background, namely

maternal education. He tries to demonstrate that this is not

a plausible theory by arguing that there is no consistency

across countries at different levels of economic development.

•yfleafls choice of the association of maternal education

with examination results to test this theory is a poor one,

however, given that many students in Third World countries are

first-generation students, particularly with respect to their

mothers ( given the sexual discrimination that has been most

prevalent when school fees have to be found for a large

family).
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Second, Heyneman posits that a tight s.l.ction policy may

account for the better performance of pupils in Third World

countries of low socio-.00nomio status. This view he attempts

to test by comparing examination results for the capital of

Uganda with those for a more remote re gion where educational

selection is more competitive. In addition, he compares more

and less highly selective countries of different levels of

economic development and is unable to substantiate this

theory. The inappropriateness of his tests is also paramount

here. It is not possible to infer from such aggregate data

the effect of an individual's socio-.conomic status on his

educational achievement.

Third, Heyneman posits that it may be the multicollinearity

between school quality and socio-econoaic status in Third

World countries which accounts for the different pattern of

educational achievement. He attempts to test this hypothesis

by constructing a questionable index of access to school

quality in different Third World studies. Although he does

not arrive at any statistically significant results, his

interpretation is, nonetheless, that there is an indication

that "the degree of distributional inequality is not entirely

random but, instead, is slightly higher in lower-income

countries." (Heyneman, 1986, p.21) The association between

soojo-economic status and particular schooltypes and therefore

indirectly, school quality, is well-known. The inability of

singl, level models appropriately to attribute the selection

effect is not improved by Heyneman's tortuous techniques.

Finally, having rejected all the above hypotheses, Heyneman

put. forward several othersz 1) that economic scarcity

produces equality of performances 2) that "differences among

individuals exist even in th. least developed countries, but

that those differences are random in nature and therefore

appear as a part of the residual in statistical models. 	 As a
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society becomes more industrialized the residual diminishes."

(Heyneman, 1986, p .22); and 3) that the dependence of child-

rearing on oral. rather than written counication in 'less-

developed' countries diminishes the impact of the family on

academic achievement.

The fact that classroom discipline is not the problem in many

Third World countries to the extent that it is in most

industrialised countries supports this first hypothesis

insofar as it relates to a similarit y in student attitudes

across socio-economic classes, but one would be hard-pressed

to take it further than this. Heyneman's second hypothesis is

simply absurd, the circular reasoning behind it having been

exposed above. The fact that there is a larger residual for

Third World countries in the studies Heyneman cites should

make him reconsider the measurements used and not construct

faulty hypotheses that only relate to the investigator's

ability to explain what variance exists.

The third hypothesis merits further consideration. It has

been found in studies in the industrialised world (e.g.

Douglas, 196$, ILKA. 1986) that the association between socio-

economic background and mathematics, for instance, is not as

great as that for En glish and one could well be seein g a

similar phenomenon here. Mazhero, on a slightly different

tack, suggests that the reason behind his finding that working

class children achieve better results if they attend the

former whites-only Governmnt schools in Zimbabwe is that they

have more contact with pupils for whom English is a first

language.	 Saha advances the theory that because modern

education is dysfunctional as far a-s

concerned that socio-economio factors h

on educational achievement in Third

compared with industrialised countries

study of Sri Lankan urban schools counters	 view,
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however. She illustrates how schools tend to r.inforoe the

advantages or disadvantages caused at home, as can be seen by

the highly significant correlation between home background and

academic achi.v.ment in her study (Wiles, 1981). She argues

that she may have discovered an urban Third World phenom.non.

how.ver, where a strong socio-economic influence is brought to

bear.

'ri	 'rrix'	 a	 'I'1
f	 cf	 I-1
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Recent developments in statistical theory and the associated

development of relevant computer software hay. mad. it

possibl, to overcome many of the methodological weaknesses of

studies of school effectiveness referred to in the earlier

parts of this chapter. As two authors have put iti

"Research on school effects has been plagued by
both methodological and conceptual problems.
...th. two are closely related. The available
analytic models tend to limit conceptualization
to what can be empiricially tested through such
models." (Raudenbush and Bryk, 1986)

The inability of single level models appropriately to reflect

the hierarchy which exists in education systems has been the

main stumbling block in such studies. Whilst improvements

have been made with respect to better measurements, such as

including measurements of prior ability as well as other

student background factors, the stringent assumptions required

by ordinary least squares re gression analysis have continued

to constrain the range of conclusions capabi. of being reached

with any credibility. It should not be surprising, in view of

the predominant model miss pecification, that results from

school effectiveness studies have not been consistent. As

these studi.s hay. rar.ly suoc..d.d in measuring what they
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hav• purported to measure, the relationships drawn between

diff.r.nt variabl.s will remain in doubt.

What characterises this third wave of school effectiveness

studies is the use of multilevel models. These are uniqu. in

being capable siaultan.ously of analysing data at different

levels of th. educational hi.rarchy - at the pupil level, the

level of the classroom, and the level of the school or a

higher level, such as the local education authority. This

means that a choice does not have to be made with respect to

the appropriate level at which to analyse th, data. Nor does

one have to make unrealistic assumptions such as that there is

no covarianc. between two pupils in a particular class or that

two pupils, no matter at which school or in which class, have

a varianc, equal to that of any other two pupils. Instead,

th. fact that two pupils within a particular class are more

alik, than two random pupils (i.e that they ar. more likely

to have a non-zero covariano.), and th. variances of two

pupils in different classes or moreover different schools are

more likely to be different rather than the seas, are modelled

explicitly.

A oons.quence of modelling at each level is that one is able

to determine the effect of the inclusion of different

explanatory variables at each level. In the simplest three

level model, three residual terms will be estimated, each

relating to the variance attributed to the particular level,

whether the pupil, the class or the school. This is in sharp

contrast to th. one residual produced by sin gle level models.

which is hamstrung by its restrictive assumptions. The

proportion of variance which is due to variation at each level

can then be analysed so that a rich tapestry of results is
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produced. reflecting mUch more closely the social interactions

present in educational reality.11

Multilevel models, in addition to benefitting from rath.r than

avoiding the natural clustering which occurs in education

systems, have further potential. Th. coefficients of the

explanatory variables, rather than being modelled as fixed.

can also be modelled to vary randomly across class.s or

schools. In other words, instead of having to assume that the

effect of, say, the proportion of working class children, is

the same in each school class, it can be assumed that this

proportion varies from class to class. 12	It is the

If one starts with a simple single level modal with
only one explanatory variable and in which th. random
variation is only at the pupil level, the model would look
like this (i-class, i-pupil k-.chool)i

j Uq+8Z, Li •I, Lj

var(.kaa)aa	the pupil level variance

However, the simplest thr level model in which the random
variation is taken to be at the pupil, the class and the
school levels, would look like this (the random terms are in
brackets) z

var(v,)ar.a	the school level variance

var(u.,1)-c.,2	 the class level variance

var(ektj)=a2	the pupil level variance

Efficient estimates of these residual variances are obtained
through iterative generalised least squares (See Goldstein,
1986 and Goldstein. 1987 for full details.)

12 If one allows the coefficient of the explanatory
variable, 8, to vary randomly across classes (and designate it
as Bi to distinguish it from the fixed 8). the further random
class level residual,	 would be estimated for this
coefficient,	 which,	 in general, will have a non-zero
covariance with the other class level residual.	 This last
model would look lik, this, with all th. random terms in
bracketsi
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multiplicity of random terms which can be estimated using

multilevel models that enriches their use.

Some of the multilevel models becoming increasingly available

have a further feature of im portance. This is a correction

for the reliability of the measurements used. Errors of

measurement in the explanatory variables are likely to lead to

inconsistent estimates, in particular, underestimates of the

fixed parameters. Other problems arise in the case of errors

of measurement in the response variable, as Goldstein

explains i

"these will not lead to inconsistencies in the
fixed parameter estimates but will lead to
inconsistencies in	 the random parameter
estimates	 and	 will reduce efficiency."
(Goldstein. 1987, p.*5)

Some of the differences which such corrections can make can be

found in one of the multilevel studies of school effectiveness

(ILEA. 1986, Technical Appendices, pp•93)•1a

Given the recent development of these models and their

accompanying software, there are but a few examples of their

application, the most comprehensive being the Inner London

Education Authority 's Junior School Project (ILEA, 1986).
Reanalyses of previously worked data sets, however, have also

been carried out	 (Aitkin, Bennett and Hesketh, i981
Raudenbush and Bryk, 1986 Aitkin and Longford, 1986i
Goldstein, 1987 and Goldstein in Hull, Smith and Skinner (to
appear)).

It was not possible in this research to take advantage
of this feature, however, due to certain software problems
that had not been resolved at the time.
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Typically, the multilevel reanalyses which have been carried

out of data sets pr.viously analysed using single level

models, have produced much more conservative estimates of

diff.r.ntial effectiveness. It can be assumed that this is

largely because of the greater control multilevel models have

over sources of variation. So, the reanalysis of Bennett's

Teaching Styles found that th. variation among teaching styles

was quite small in comparison with that among teachers within

particular teaching styles (AitRen, Bennett and Hesketh,

1981). Similarly, the reanalysis of the Coleman, Kilgore

study of public and private secondar y schools in the United

States found that after including the effect of school-l.v.l

socio-economic status, no significant variation was found

between schooltypes (Raudenbush and Bryk, 1986).

Golditejn'a use of some of the tEA data to illustrate the

potential of multilevel studies for the purposes of school

comparisons across different countries illustrates how

'comparable' tests need not be devised given the relative,

rather than the absolute comparisons which can be made between

the variance attributed to each level of the school s ystem by

different factors (Goldstein, in Hull, Smith and Skinner (to

appear)).

The wealth of analysis facilitated by multilevel models,

however, is nowhere exemplified in better fashion than in the

ILEA Junior School Proj ect (ILEA, 1986). In this study, a

mammoth task has been undertaken, involving the anal ysis of

numerous, lon gitudinal, cognitive and non-cognitive outcomes

of pupils in the junior schools of the Inner London Education

Authority. A full summary of the conclusions reached would be

beyond the scope of this chapter, but several results of

importance to this study can be presented briefly.
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One of the conclusive results of the ILEA stud y was th.

finding that schools which were found to be effective for one

social class, generally were found to be •ff.ctiv. for all

social classes. This was also true across sexual as well as

ethnic differences. Also of interest was the finding that

progress in mathematics was not related to social class after

intake attainment and other background factors were controlled

for.	 ifome factors in general, however, were found to be less

important influences on mathematics progress and attainment

than upon reading. There was also wider variation between

schools in reading than was th. case for mathematics.

Further, schools which tended to be 'effective' in reading,

tended to be 'effective' in mathematics as well. It was found

that progress in mathematics may well be more prone to

variation in progress at the class level than progress in

reading.	 Finally, the impact of school and class membership

is likely to be cumulative.

When an attempt is made to distinguish those particular

factors which make for a more or less effective school, in

t.rms of any of th. different outcomes analysed, it is

interesting to note that the multilevel model is abandoned,

and instead, single level techniques of multiple regression

analysis are employed. This is no doubt due to the need to

screen so many variables on which data was collected. It

seems unfortunate, however, that the fruits of such an

exercise are not then fed into one of the multil.val models

for furth.r analysis. Nonetheless the study outlines twelve

key factors as bein g the most important influences on whether

a school is 'effective' or not. Significantly, none of these

factors consist of measurements of physical in puts to the

education system - the predominant concern of the first wave

of studies.	 Rather, such factors as the head teacher's

l.adsrship	 qualities,	 a	 work-centred	 environment,

intellectually challenging teaching, limited focus sessions in
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the classroom, and a positive school climate are all singled

out for attention. This underlines even further the sort of

data collection that is necessary in school •ff.ctiv.nsss

studies. The z'.quirsrnents consist not only of longitudinal

data on individual students, matched with their teachers and

classroom peers, but measurements at the school and classroom

level that are unlikely to be reached satisfactorily without

some degree of observational studies. This is far removed

from the production function approach but makes exhaustive

demands on individual researchers.

One final, critical note seems necessary regarding the

presentation of some of the findings of the ILEA study. It

seems strange that with such a rich data set that some of the

conclusions arrived at hark back to previous studies in which

the components of variance cannot be distinguished. For

example, one finds much discussion of the proportion of

variance 'explained' by school or background factors which is

essentially referring to the proportion of R2 , much as was

discussed concerning Third World studies of school

effectiveness. Instead, what should be discussed in a

multilevel study aze those changes in the proportion of

variance attributed to different levels as particular

variables are introduced to the models. This is, however, a

criticism of the presentation and not the anal ysis carried out

in the study.

The methodological criticism of this chapter should throw

light on the rationale behind the design of this study which

is presented in Chapter Three. In addition, the conclusions

reached by this research concerning the effectiveness of

Zimbabwean secondary schools will be compared in Chapter Seven

with the review of research results Just presented.
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CHAPTER THREE

Dci-iptiari af	 h Bt&di'. th
flm.1. bh	 rib1	 rd th

Bhaa 1 ''i	 DI. f fii

P1
Th. origins of thi. study are to be found in the exi gencies of

planning for th. massiv. •xpansion of secondary education

which has taken plac. in Zimbabwe since Indep.ndeno., as

described in Chapter One. This expansion has occurred despite

financial limitations, as well as constraints in terms of the

supply of trained teachers, textbooks, classroom furniture,

not to mention classrooms, i.e. physical schools. One of the

aims of the research is to provide a data-base that will

facilitate government budgetary decisionmaking helping to

determine priority areas for fundin g by uncovering those

educational inputs in Zimbabwe which appear to be influential.

The study assumes that the political decision to afford an

lsvsl education for all continues to be the driving force

behind th. growth of secondary •dueation. If this policy were

to chang•, (for instance, if pupils of different abilities

were to be channelled into schools or streams offering

diff•rsnt curricula, as was the case in the past), the results

of the research would still hold for the academic sector,

particularly as th. initial intake characteristics of the

pupils are controlled for in the models presented in Chapter

5.' It would not be relevant, however, were th. form of the

school leaving assessment to change its nature markedly.

' As has already been pointed out, it may be that in the
future the Junior Certificate Examination, taken after the
first two years of secondary school, will be used as a
selective examination for th. purposes of channelling students
into academic or technical/vocational streams. "Reforms aim
to aak• school education more relevant", The Pinancial
Gazette, 13 March 1987, Harar., p.2, and report of th.
President's s peech, The Herald. 2 June, 1987. p.7.
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Th. initial research consist.d of colleoting the 1985 '0'

level results in English Language English Lit.rature and

Mathematics for all the Form IV pupils in a sampl. of schools

covering the gamut of schooltypes in Zimbabwe. As a measure

of intake ability, th, pupils' Grad. 7 Examination grades in

these three subjects were retrieved. All the pupils were

matched with their Form XV teachers in these three sub j ects as

well as their classmates. Extensive, further information was

also collected on the pupils' backgrounds, their teachers, and

the facilities and characteristics of the different classes

and schools.	 A full description of this data is given below.

Goldstein's multilevel model (Goldstein, 1986) was used to

analyse the data.	 Details of the analysis are presented in

Chapter Six.

Data collection was carried out in 1985 during two visits made

to Zimbabwe. During the first visit, from February to April

1985, the sample of schools was constructed and the

questionnaires written, distributed and explained to the

concerned parties, in order to begin generating the data

required for the study. A teachers' verbal aptitude test also

was piloted.	 Much of the data were obtained from

questionnaires directed at all the 1985 Form IV pupils in the

schools sampled, their English and Maths teachers, the

headmasters and the responsible authorities of the schools.

(See Appendix 3.1). In addition, a great deal of data were

collected from the Ministry of Education concerning the

teachers' background information, government school running

costs, goverment allocations and overall education statistics.

During the second visit, from October to November 1985, the

questionnaires were chased up and additional information

obtained from the Ministry of Education and the responsible

authorities of the ssmpl.d schools.
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FIGURE 3.1

Sourc.z	 Ministry of	 Finance,	 Economic	 Planning and
Development, 1986.

FIGURE 3.2
Map of Zimbabwe's Administrative Province.

Source, 8tatjtjcal Yearbook of	 Zimbabwe, 1 9 8 5, Central.
Statistical. Office, Harare, 1985.

DIAGRAM REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

DIAGRAM REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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C r - t r' a t i	 .m

A variety of factors w.r• con.id.r.d in th. construction of a

sampi. of secondary schools in Zimbabw• to •nsur• that it was

r.pres•ntativs of th. total population. A first consid.ration

was that both urban and rural schools be repr•s•ntsd. A

second factor was that th. major ethnic groups should r.c.iv.

ad•quate coverag•. To me.t th•ss r.quir.menti the two major

urban areas of Harar. and Bulawayo were chosen, Harars b•ing

the Urban centre of th. predominantly Shona population and

Bulawao th. urban centre of the predominantly Ndebele

population. (The maps in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show th. major

cities and administrative regions from which sampling

districts were subsequently chosen.) In addition, of cours.,

a representation of Europeans (i.e. whites) was also ensured

by cov.rage of urban schools, since European pupils are found

predominantly in th. cities, even when the parents are

farmers, for it is the custom to send their secondary school-

age childr.n to urban boarding schools.

In choosing the other areas from which a sample would be

constructed, factors of time, distance and expense had to be

considered, as well as security, given the circumstances in

th. country at the time. Thus of the six educational regions,

Mashonaland East and Midlands Regions were chosen, this choice

enabling the study to cover the two maj or •thnic groups as

well as satisfying these other considerations. Midlands was a

compromise, not b.ing too distant and yet covering an Ndeb.3..

population without the same security risks involved in

selecting Matabeleland.

Having chosen the regions, preliminary population census

figures from the 1982 census were used to select rural

administrative district, from which to sample rural secondary
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schoola. a Although figur•s for the age-cohorts in each

district would have been preferable, total population figures

by district were used because, at the time, the age cohort

figures available were unreliable. 1 The districts in each

region were listed alphabetically and their populations added

cumulatively. Rando. numbers were applied to select the one

major district per region to be sampled as well as one minor

district per region to be used as a failback in case the

number of schools by schooltype in the major region was

insufficient. The districts chosen in this manner, thus

reflecting a probability proportional to the size of the total

population, if not ideally the total secondary-school-age

population (Hoinville,	 a., 1977,	 pp.66-67), were Mudzi

(Mashonaland East) and Mashambazhou (Midlands) as the two

maj or districts,	 with Rudhaka (Mashonaland East) and

Zvishavane (Midlands) as failback districts.

For the selection of urban schools, alphabetical lists were

compiled in which the total school enrolments were cumulated

for each of the following thre. urban schooltypes government

Group A ( the former whites-only government schools).

Government Group B (urban) (the former non-European government

schools) and 'ind. pend.nt'(as in the British usage, 'public'

schools). 4 A list was compiled for each of the following

' 1982 Population Census* A Preliminary Assessment,
Central Statistical Office, Harare, February 198*. Th. final
census figures were unavailable in February 1985 when the
sample was chosen.

Age-cohort figures from a 10% sample of the census were
available but officers of the Central Statistical Office
regarded them as unreliable due to the strong urban bias in
the sampling. Interview with Mr. Mzil.thi. CSO, 20 February
1985.

198* enrolment statistics were used as the 1985
statistic. were unsvailabl. at the beginning of the year when
the sampling had to be done. Primary Schools', Secondary
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r.gionss Harare, Bulawayo, Mashonaland East and Midland..

Schools were s.l.ct.d from these list, with probability

proportional to size in an analogous way to that described for

th, selection of administrative districts, determining the

sampling interval by dividing the total population by the

nuab.r of schools to be selected. Only secondary schools

having a Form III class in 1981 were listed, so as to •nsure

that only schools going up to Form IV in 1985 were selected,

sine. 1985 '0' level results were to be the outcome measure.

The selection of rural schools was mad. in the same manner,

compiling alphabetical lists for each of the four rural

administrative districts of the following rural schooltypes:

Government Group B (rural), mission, and district council

(i.e. local authority-run schools).

It was not possibl. to duplicate in the sample the proportion.

of particular schooltypes in the total school population

because to do so would have produced negligible numbers of

schools on which to base schooltyp. comparisons in the cases

of those schools not well represented in the total school

population.	 This would have occurred, for example, in the

case of the 'independent' school., as also with the two

categories of government schools. A minimum of four schools

was thought to be necessary per schooltyp. for the analysis.

Thus, four schools therefore wers selected in the above

manner, for the government A schools, the government B

schools, divided into four urban and four rural Group B

school., the mission schools and the 'independent' schools.

Given the hi gh number of district council schools, 60% of the

total, it was thought important to capture a good proportion

of these in the sample.	 Sixteen were selected from this

Schools' and Teacher.' Colleges' Enrolment and Staffing
Statistics First Term 1981. prepared b y Statistics Unit,
Planning Division, Ministry of Education.
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category, which in fact was more than could be obtain.d frOm

the two 'major' administrative districts sampled. Table 3.1

illustrate, the z'.pr.s.ntation of different schooltypee in the

total school population for 1983 and 198*, as well as the

proportion of the schooltypes selected in th, final sample of

schools.' One can see the effect of th. rapid educational

expansion, even with the passage of only one 'ear, on the

proportions repz'•sent.d by different schooltypes.

TABLE 3.1

Breakdown of Total Number of Secondary Schools by Schooltype
1983. 198*' 

Source: Ministry of Education statistics

' More recent figures broken down by these schooltypes have
not been availabl..

' Farm schools
' Zimbabwe Foundation for Education with Production schools.

See below.

Not all schooltypes were included in the sample, as can be

seen from Table 3.1.	 Certain judgments had to be made

regarding	 which	 schooltyp.s	 to include.	 The low

' More recent fi gures broken down by these schooltypes
are not available.

TABLE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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representation, together with the anomalies of the •xcluded

categoric., not to mention the limit of schooltype comparisons

that can reasonably be made, argued in favour of their

exclusion. Rural councils present a case in point. The

farmwork.rs who predominantly reside on these former European

commercial farming areas, are still disenfranchis.d, and five

years after Independence it was still not clear which

administrativ, body would take control of educational

provision in these areas.	 As a result, the schools are in

some respects in a no-man's land. Thus, besides being small

in . number (at least those which are registered), their

characteristics are quite atypical. The Provincial Authority

schools are a dying breed, bein g subsumed by the district

councils. The mine schools suffer some of the same

constraints as the farm schools. And the ZIMFEP (Zimbabwe

Foundation for Education with Production) schools, although

government-run, are few in number and represent a different

type of education, initially intended to be model schools

pointing to different ways forward educationally.

No further sampling was done at the school level. All the

Form IV pupils in each of the 36 schools were included in the

study. The intake year for the group of 1985 Form IV pupils

was therefore 1982 or later.

An assumption which had to be made in the study was that the

Form IV pupils were representative of the whole school body at

each school. It was not felt that such an assumption was

unr.asonable, given that admission into these schools had

already changed before the sampled group of pupils entered

secondary schooli the new government's commitment to 100%

transition from Grade 7 to Form I had already opened the net

to these children. In addition, as will be explained in

Chapter Four in greater detail, the analysis of these pupils'

'0' level results uses a Grade 7 intake score together with
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other background measures thus controlling in large part for

the variablity of the intake. Thus, the possible

unreliability of this assumption is further reduced.
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Having selected the schools in the sample, the headmasters

wsre sent over the Easter holida's, 1985 the set of six forms

which axe in Appendix 3.1 (Items B-H)z th. Form IV Student

Questionnaire, the Form IV English and Maths Teachers'

Questionnaire, the Headmaster/Headmistress' Questionnaire, the

Teachers' Verbal Aptitude Test, and the Checklists of

Recommended Form IV English and Form IV Maths Books. Out of

the 36 schools selected, 32 returned sufficient forms to be

included in the study. Tb. sample comprised 3413 pupils

distributed over 103 classes in the 32 schools and 98 teachers

of •ith.r Form IV Mathematics or English. Table 3.2 shows th.

breakdown by schooltype of th. numbers of pupils, classes, and

schools, giving the percentage of the total sam pl. population

in each category.

' As th. study necessitates pupil-level information, if
the student questionnaires were not returned, there was no
point in pursuing the return of the other forms. Only in the
case of one mission school was cooperation received in the
return of the student questionnaires but not in the return of
the teachers' questionnaires, thus including the school in the
descriptive side of the study although excluding it from the
analytical side.
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TABLE 3.2

Description of Sample Population of Pupils, Classes
and Schools by Schooltype

Schooltype No.Pupils % No.Classes * No.Schools 	 %

GovtA	 416	 12	 16	 16	 11	 12.5
Govt B Urb.	 1208	 35	 36	 35	 11	 12.5
Govt B Rur.	 479	 14	 12	 12	 4	 12.5
Indep .	 182	 5	 7	 7	 3	 9
Mission	 392	 11	 10	 10	 11	 12.5
Dist.Coun.	 736	 22	 22	 21	 13	 41

TOTALi	 3413	 100	 103	 100	 32	 100

The reason for th• disproportionate number of pupils in the

government Group B urban schools is that som. of these schools

have as many as twelve Form IV classes averaging 110 pupils per

class. Given that all Form IV pupils were to be included in

the study, this meant that the proportion held by this

schooltype was going to be very high.

The total sample comprises 4% of the 91,723 Form IV pupils in

the country in 1985, but an 8% sample of all government Group
A Form IV pupils, 6% of all government Group B Form IV pupils,
but only 2% of all private school Form IV pupils. If one
takes the number of secondary schools in 1981 as indicative of
the number of secondary schools reaching Form IV in 1985, then

the schools selected com prise a 5% sample of the 685 secondary

schools likely to have Form IV classes in 1985.

The response rates for the return of pupil questionnaires were

very high. Table 3.3 depicts the proportion of pupils
responding by schooltype. There was an overall response rate

of 79% of all pupils surveyed, according to the number of Form
IV pupils reported to be at the sampled schools in the second
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term of 1985. when the survey was conducted.' Of all, the

schools responding - and three did not return pupil

questionnaire. - 84% of the pupils replied.

TABLI 3.3

Response Rates of Pu pils by Schooltypa

School type
	

Response Rates

Government Group A
Government Group B Urban
Government Group B Rural
Independent
Mission
District Council

77%
84%
92%
58%'
82%
70%)

70% of pupils from all schools responding (one school did
not)

* 86% of pupils from all schools responding (three schools did
not)

The response rates were also quit, high for the other

questionnaires and forms despatohed. For the 32 schools

inolud.d in the study, all the headmasters completed the

questionnaires addressed to them; all but five teachers at one

school wrote the verbal aptitude test sent them; 87 of the 98

teachers completed their questionnaires; and lists of

textbooks available for individual classes were completed for

84% of all the 309 subject classes.

D±cr cf tt
j,

The choice of variables used in the study was determined by a

number of factors, the particular methodology adopted; a

review of previous research; information available from the

Ministry of Education; information that could be obtained

' EDA6 (Part II) statistics for 1985 from Ministry of
Education. Hazare.
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primarily through a postal survey, etc. In the following

thz.e sections a d.scription of the variables on which

information was collected will be giv.n, explaining the

rationale for th• choice of •ach variable, how the information

was obtained, the names of the variables used in the research

and the coding applied to them. In the final sections a

description of the variation between schooltypes will be

given, illustrating those differences which one is trying to

explain in the research in the response variables as well as

the differences by schooltype in the explanatory variables.

Clearly, using a postal survey has major limitations. No

observational variables could be included in the research.

Teacher-pupil interactions were thus eliminated as well as

information on teaching style. The study has an economic bias

in that it springs from concern over the financial

implications of the rapid educational expansion and the

effects on the quality of education. There is no doubt that

less tangible inputs than those includ.d in the study, such as

teaching style, have a major impact on the learning that takes

place in the classroom. Furthermore, it could be argued that

such inputs are liable to manipulation without major cost

implications as, say, in the provision of sufficient textbooks

which would have a direct economic impact. In addition to the

absence of these variables in the present study, the use of a

postal survey also raises questions about the reliability of

th. information provided. There is no opportunity, as in the

case of an interview, of verifying the data. As the Ministry

of Education fully cooperated in the study, however, and the

survey was conducted with its support, it is likely that,

barring any misunderstanding of the questionnaires, the

information so obtained is as accurate as could be expected.'

' Th. questionnaires and returning data were sent through
Ministry of Education channels.
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Data for the variables wer. collected at three levels, the

pupil, the classroom and the school. Th. pupil-level

variables will be dealt with first.

Pupil Level Variables

As the research was to be based on the data of individual

pupils, collecting certain background information on each

pupil was an obvious starting point. All of the pupil-level

variables were obtained throu gh the pupil.' questionnaires

(See Item C. Appendix 3.1), with the exception of the Grade 7

and '0' level Examination scores which were obtained from

Ministry of Education, Examinations Branch records.

Three '0' level subjects were chosens English Language,

English Literature and Mathematics. The reason for this

particular selection was that these are the sub j ects tested in

the final year of primary school on the Grade 7 Examination so

there would be intake scores for all three subjects.

Furthermore, the fact that all pupils proceeding to '0' level

must tak. English Lan guag, and Mathematics (in addition to

other subjects of their choice), ensured a certain amount of

consistency in the subj ects tested. Whereas prior to

Independence the Grade 7 Examination used to be a selective

examination for entrance into secondary school, it no longer

serves that purpose. Today it is used onl y to indicate

previous achievement, as all pupils are to be afforded Form I

entrance on completion of Grade 7, and not exclusively the

'European' population. Unlike the Cambrid ge '0' level

examinations which are in th. process of being localised, the

Grade 7 Examination was set internall y in 1981, the year in

which most of the 1985 Form IV pupils selected in the sample

survey sat it.	 Unfortunately for the purposes of the

research, it was not until 1982 that the Grade 7 Examination

was made obligatory for all pupils, however. 	 As a result,
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European pupil. are eliminated from th. final anal ys.s for the

reason that no intake scores for them were available.

Th. variable names for the pupil.' grad., on the six

examinations included in the stud y ars as follows: GR7E1,

0R7E2, GRIM for Grade 7 English Language, English Literature

and Mathematics respectively, and OLEVENG1. OLEVENG2 and

OLEVMATH for th. same respective subjects at 'O level.

(Appendix 3.2 consists of a glossary of the full set of

variables and their name..) Th. widely used ILEA translation

of the alphabetic '0' level grades to numeric grading was

us.d. This is shown in Table 3..

TABLE 3.A

Translation of Alphabetic '0' Level Grades to a Point System

'0' Level Gradesi A B C D E U
'0' Level Points: 7 6 5 * 3 0

Source: ILEA Research and Statistics, School Examination
Results in the ILEA 198, RS977/85. Inner London Education
Authority, London, 198*. p.33.

A stanine scoring system was used on the 1981 Grade 7

Examination, with grad., ranging from 1 to 9, 1 being the

highest grade and 1 through 6 being passes. However, as this

was the reverse ordering fox' achievement from the '0' level

point system, the scores at Grade 7 were inverted, a score of

9 representing the top score and * through 9 being passes.

Without such a reversal of scoring, the regression squations

would have been awkward to interpret.

The pupil questionnaire provided the following.

straightforward information (the variable names are given in

parentheses): the sex of the pupil (SEX), his class (CLASS).

his English and Maths teachers (ETEACHER, MTEACHER), wh.ther

he was a day or a boarding pupil (DAYBDING), his age (AGE).
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and his ethnic group (ETHNICGP), coded Ndeb.le, Shone,

Coloured, Asian, European and Other. The inclusion of these

variables, beyond the identification of the pupil's class and

teachers, was to determine whether or not pupil achievement

was stratified with respect to any of these background

factors. A discussion of the initial regressions of '0' level

results on these and subsequent background variables is found

in Chapter *, and Table A*.l in Appendix .l gives the results

of the sing], level regressions on individual background

variables.

As not all pupils had attended the same secondary school for

four years, the variable ATHISCH was used to indicate the

number of years the pupil had attended the particular school

at which s/he sat the '0' level examinations. This variable

was important because the additional assumption had to be

made: that the influences ascribed to each pupil's Form IV

English and Maths teachers represented the influences of all

of his English and Maths teachers in the years between Grade 7

and Form IV.' Although not a realistic assumption, it must be

admitted that in effect the regressions of the teachers'

characteristics on the pupil's '0' level achievement, after

controlling for his Grade 7 achievement, are doing Just this.

If a lar ge proportion of the sampled pupils had not spent the

four years of secondary school at the particular school in

question, then the assumption would be questionable. However.

as some 79% of the pupils had spent the four years at the same

secondary school as that in which they sat their '0' levels.

' In addition, it had to be assumed that the school-
level variables measured in the fourth year of secondary
school represented all of th. influences of the four years the
pupil attended secondary school.
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and only 3% were new to their Form IV schools the assumption

did appear reasonable.'

Another variable. FAVORSCH. was intend.d to distinguish

between those pupils who stated that their Form IV school was

their first choice and those who stated that the y would have

preferred to have been at another school. The use of this

variable was intended to give some idea of the pupil's

attitude toward h.r/his Form IV school, as well as possibly to

give a ranking to the schools in terms of the most favoured

ones.

Four separate questions wer• asked of the pupils in order to

build a picture of whether or not they lived at home, together

with information about who paid their school fees. It was

thought that these variables might discriminate between

different subpopulations and might prove of interest. The

reason for the complexity of the particular questions asked in

this r.gard is the influence in Zimbabwe of the extended

family and the difficulty of defining 'home' simply." me

variables considered consisted of the following: a) who of the

" With hindsight, the wording of the question concerning
the variable ATMISCH could have been improved. The 79% figure
is probably lower than the actual percentage who spent four
years at their Form IV secondary school due to possible
confusion with the previous question about the school where
they sat the Grade 7 Examination. (See questions 2.0 and 1.1 on
th. student questionnaire - Item C, Appendix 3.1).

" In particular the intention was to isolate those
students who really didn't live at 'home' in any sense of the
word. For instance, a phenomenon had cropped up whereby some
pupils would live with relatives for the purpose of being in
the catchment area of a particular school, notably the case of
those pupils migrating from the rural areas which were, for a
time, in the anomalous position of havin g to pa" higher school
fees than the pupils in urban areas at more well-provided
schools. There were also cases of some pupils living in
improvised huts of th.ir own making during the week, so as to
be near the school of their choice.
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following people paid th. pupil's school fees (P'EEPAYER)s

father/mother, aunt/uncle, grandparent, sist.r/broth.r and

others b) whether or not th. pupil lived at "home" during the

school term (in the case of day pupil.) or during the school

holidays (in th, case of boarding pupils) (LIVEMOME); c) with

whom the pupil lives (LIVEWEOM) (sam. distinction made betwe.n

day and boarding pupil.), of the following people, father and

mother, father only, rnoth.r only, aunt and/or uncle,

grandparent/s. other; and d) whether the people with whom the

pupil lives are the people who provide for him (LIVEPROV).

The corres pondenc. between the variables LIVEBOME and LIVZPROV

was ultimately what needed to be examined, and of the 91% of

the pupils who stated that they lived at horn., 95% also stated

that they lived with those who provided for them.

Three remaining sets of pupil-level variables were used to

delineate the socio-economic status of the pupils b y detailing

the educational and occupational background of their parents

and certain home am.nities. Analogous variables for father

and mother included FEDUC and MEDUC. the highest academic

level reached by the father and mother respectively. These

levels were broken down and initially coded as shown in Table

3.5,

TABLE 3.5

Coding for Father and Mother's Educational Background

0 No Schooling
1 < Standard 3
2 Standard ,5
3 Standard 6/Grade 7

Form 1.11,111
5 Form IV,V
6 Form VI
7 Certificate
8 Diploma
9 Degree and above
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Subsequently, in order to use a more simplified equation in

the final models, this coding was collapsed into the following

five cat.gories*

1) No Sohooling 2) Standard 3 - Standard 5 3)
Standard 6/Grade 7i 4) Forms I-V; 5) Form VI and
higher.

Two further variables, FWORKS and MWORKS were used. These

indicated whether or not th. father or mother, respectively,

earned a living. The use of these particular variables was

intended to isolate those pupils, either of whose par.nts was

unemployed. This was further corroborated b y subsequent

questions, for it was not the intention to exclude those

engaged in peasant farming or in informal sector activities,

as it was quite common for a pupil to reply that his mother or

father did not earn a living, but subsequently to state that

s/he was a peasant farmer. The variables FJOB and MJOB coded

the father's and mother's occupational categories,

r.spectively.'2 An adaptation of the International Labour

Office's classification of occupations (11.0, 1969) was devised

to make particular distinctions which are important in the

Zimbabwe context. Table 3.6 illustrates the adaptations made,

with asterisks showing the differences from the 11.0

classifications.

On reflection, the wordin g of the introduction to
questions 20-29 on the student questionnaire (Item C, Appendix
3.1) may have had the unfortunate effect of excluding many
mothers from having a full descri ption made of their economic
activities, but peculiarly, not of their educational
backgrounds. The intention was for the pupils to detail the
backgrounds only of those providing for them, in th. same
sense as in the previous questions related to their 'home'.
What resulted in practice was that respondents simply gave
incomplete answers as to their mothers' backgrounds. The
discrepancy shows up in the frequency with which MJOB is left
blank. Althou gh there are only 350 missing responses for
MWORKS. there are 1691 missing responses for M7O3, whereas for
FWORKS there are 170 missing responses and 587 for FJOB. We
expect that * large proportion of the missing responses for
MJOB would have been coded 62, 80 or 90, more realistically.
(See Table 3.6)
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TABLE 3.6

Coding of Father and Moth.r's Occupational Cat.gori.s

	

10	 Professional

	

20	 Administrative. Managerial

	

30	 Cl.rioal
Sales - Proprietors Only

	

*42	 Sales Workers, including Manag.rs (not *1)
(ILO #4 otherwise)

	

*51	 Service - excluding domestic (not 52)
(1W #5 otherwise)

	

*52	 Service - domestic, unskilled service

	

*61	 Commercial Farmers

	

*62	 Peasant Farmers and Commercial Farmworkers

	

70	 Production Workers, Drivers, Craftsmen

	

*80	 Informal Sector

	

*90	 Unemployed

Some explanation of these differences in occupational

classification needs to be given. As working sales

proprietors are s.t apart from salssworkers in practice, in

terms of soaio-economic status and real earnings, it was

thought unwise to group these tog.ther (as the ILO

classification does), particularly as in the rural areas the

ownership of a shop would clearly differentiate the parent,

and thereby the pupil, from his peers who were otherwise

engaged only in farming. Similarly, given the size and

importance as an occupationsl classification of domestic

workers in Zimbabwe - they comprise about 10% of the formal

sector labour force - placing them in a separate category of

relatively unskilled service workers also seemed more

sensible.. Again, to classify commercial farmers together with

peasant farmers would only serve to obfuscate what is one of

the most disparate divisions in Zimbabwe, so a separate

category was made for each. In practice, the coding sometimes

proved difficult, given the vagueness of some of the answers

provided, but usually it was possible, particularly with the

answers to th. subsidiary questions, to correctly classify the

p.r.nt.	 This is corroborated in part by the cross-tabulation
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of father's occupation with father's educational level as

d.scrib.d below and in Table 3.7.

The importance of the informal sector as a source of earning

and its differentiation from more formalised entrepreneurial

activities made the choice of a separate classification

desirable. It applies equally to rural and urban families, in

urban areas comprising predominantly hawkers - male or female

- as well as dressmakers, knitters. crocheteraa in rural areas

this category was predominantly made up of female hawkers,

selling garden - as opposed to field - produce, pots, baskets,

mats, etc.. not to mention the widel y reported hawking of

goods imported ille gally from Botswana and South Africa.'

Subsequent to the original coding, a further collapsing of the

occupational categories was found to be necessary, in order to

simplify the regression equations in which these variables

were to be included. Although perhaps seeming tendentious,

commercial farmers were grouped together with the otherwise

white collar occupations, professional, administrative and

managerial and clerical, as well as sales proprietor.. In

other words, cate gories 10, 20, 30, Al and 61 comprised the

new category 1. As the commercial farmers are likely to have

more in common with the white-collar workers, in terms of

socto-economic background, this was not thought unwise, given

the use to which these classifications are put. The grouping

' Clearly some of the responses were easily coded, while
others required some thought as to what occupation was being
described. The following exam ples illustrate amusing light
relief from the otherwise tedious process of coding nearly
3500 student questionnaires. For mother's occu pations 1) She
is a mistress (teacher). 2) She sells muddy pots. 3) She
swores cloths. A) She is a green monker. 5) She tells me not
to be hush. 6) Bus Driver (but di,orced mother). 7) She sells
beasts (cattle). Much more typicallys 8) She works as a
numberless farmer.
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of categories *2. 51, 52 and 70 into * 'blue-collar' category

2 would seem more straightforward perhaps. 	 Finally, category

3 is made up of classifications 62. 80 and 90. in other words,

peasant farmers, th. informal sector and the unemployed. It

might seem nonsensical to include the 'unemployed' in this

category, but the rationale is fairly obvious: the drift

between the three classifications which make up category 3 is

quite common and the distinctions between th. three groupings

not all that distinct.

Th. cross-tabulation of father's occupation with father's

educational level (see Table 3.7) bears out the above

groupings in terms of the expected educational level of each

category. Strictly speaking, there need not be any necessary

correspondence between educational and occupational

categories, althou gh in practice, this frequently proves to b.

the case.	 Yet, the purpose of coding both the parents'

educational and occu pational grouping, together with certain

home amenities, is to arriv. at a composit. variable

representing the sooio-economic background of the pupil. So

in this sense, the cross-tabulation of th. two variables

should be considered legitimate. Table 3.7 shows the

percentages of each occupational category in the bottom two

and the top two educational levels.
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TABLE 3.7

Cross-tabulation of Occupational Categories
with Educational Levels

No Schooling	 Form I
or up to Std.5 or higher

CATEGORY 1. White Collar and
Comercial Farmers	 7%	 71%

CATEGORY 2: Blue Collar	 30%	 30%

CATEGORY 3: Peasant Farmers. Informal 	 62%	 7%
Sector and Unemployed

The final set of pupil-level variables concerns certain home

amenities: how much living space there is at home, measured in

rooms per person (LIVSPACE), whether or not there is a radio

present at home (RADIO), a television (TV), electricity

(ELECTRIC) or wh.th.x newspapers ar. regularly received in the

horn. (NEWS). There is no causal influence assumed in the

choice of these variables. The reason for their inclusion is

to further characterise the home background of each pupil. In

a country such as Zimbabwe, these items serve to differentiate

the pupils considerably, particularly, of course, with r.sp.ct

to rural or urban location. Th. variable LIVSPACZ may be the

most tendentious in that no calculations of room size are

given, and in particular, in the rural areas ther. can be many

different huts for members of the same family, but some

indication of whether or not the pupil has to cope with
cramped conditions at home is probably reflected in this

variable. Two remaining variables complet. the description of

the pupil's background: how many hour. of homework the pupil

estimates he does each day (HOMEWORK) and whether or not there

is anyone living with the pupil from whom he can obtain help

with his homework (HELP). Regarding HOMIWORK, as experience

suggests that pupils would tend to exaggerate the number of

hours of homework complst.d, if there was a s pread of the

number of hours given, for example 6-7 hours, the lower figure
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was taken. Similarly, figure. were rounded down, not up, if

rounding needed to be done.

Class Level Variables

Pupils are grouped together educationally in classes. They

undergo common influences which can be attributed to

variables at the classroom level, in relation to the teacher,

the textbooks, the class size, etc. Each pupil was identified

in her/hi. particular class and with her/his teachers so that

the part played by these classroom factors could be analysed.

The data for the class-level variables were obtained from

different sources: the teachers' questionnaire (Item D,

Appendix 3.1), the verbal aptitude t..t sat by th. teachers

(Item F, Appendix 3.1), and the checklists marked b y the

teachers, indicating the textbooks available for th. classes

taught (Items G and H, Appendix 3.1). In addition, certain

background information on the qualifications and experience of

the teachers was obtained from Ministry of Education records.

The class size (SIZE) was taken from the revised second term

statistical returns, the ED.*6 (Pt.II). It was thought that

the second term records would give a more accurate picture of

the actual class size than the first term records which are

completed in th. first week of term.

Th. availability of textbooks varies considerably between

schools and has been shown to be related to academic

achievement in Third World countries (Heyneman 1978, Simmons

1978). Whether or not previous research has substantiated

this relationship, it is an obvious variable of interest. As a

means of counting the numbers of textbooks available in each

class, checklists were drawn up from the lists of books

recommended by the Ministry of Education and teachers were

asked to fill these in for each class tau ght. Th. total

number of texts per class waa divided by the class size to

make up th. variables ELANPUP, ELITPUP and MTEXPUP, denoting
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th. number of t.xts per pupil for English Language, English

Literatur. and Mathematics, respectively. These three

variables were coded as follows: a) no texts, b) fewer than 1

text per pupil, c) fewer than 2 t.xta per pupil and d) 2 or

more texts per pupil. In addition, th. number of teacher's'

texta available for each class was also recorded, denoted by

ETEXTCHR end MTEXTCHR.

Teachers' verbal aptitud. was included as a variable for two

reasons, firstly, because of its prominence as a significant

factor in much of the first wave of American research into

school effectiveness, (however questionable some of the

findings) (Coleman, et al 1966, Hanushek, 1979, 1981, Levin,
1976, Murnane, 1981, Summers and Wolfe, 1977. Winkler, 1975).
Secondly, however, it is a variable of particular interest in

this study because English is a second (or third) language in

Zimbabwe, whilst being the language used for teaching. Given

that it was likely that the sample would have a high

proportion of unqualified teachers who were also non-native

English speakers, it was thought important to test whether

their verbal aptitude had a significant influence on the

academic achievement of their pupils'4 .	 As there was no

appropriate, 'standard' test which could be put to the group

of teachers in the sample, a test unique to the study was

devised and piloted with the assistance of the Ministry of

Education."	 (See Appendix 3.1. Item F.) It consists of a

doze test constructed from a slightly ada pted passage from

" In fact, as can be seen in Table 3.11, although
overall, no more than one-quarter of the teacher's surveyed
ware unqualified, in certain categories of schools, such as
district council schools more than two-thirds of the teachers
were untrained.

" I am indebted to Nicolas Hawkes a British Council
technical expert seconded to the Ministry of Education, for
his help in constructing and piloting th. teachers' verbal
aptitude test.
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Edward D. Bono's Lateral Thinking (De Bono, 1977) in which

every sixth word is issing and th. task is to fill in the

blanks with an appropriat, and grammatically corr.ct word,

(not necessarily the original word left out), as can be seen

from the answer sheet. About two-thirds of th. blanks consist

of structural words and one-third relate to the meaning of the

passage. The test was scored in relation to the percentage of

words correctly inserted in the 100 blanks.

The test was first piloted on a group of predominantly native

English speakers in two 'A' level English classes at a

commercial college in Harar.. The results were high as could

be expected from a group whose native tongue was English. The

average score of the 15 native En glish speakers was 87, with a

minimum of 76 and a maximum of 95. Th. thre. non-native

English speakers averaged 73, with scores of 6, 75 and 79.

The next step was to pilot the test on a group of teachers.

particularly those for whom English was a second language.

This was facilitated at a lar g, government Group B secondary

school in Harare where 17 teachers agreed to sit the test.

The teachers in this second group were mostl y unqualified and

all spoke English as a second (or third) language. Their

average score was 59 with a minimum of 33 and a maximum of 82.

Although it was intended to compare each teacher's score with

th. grades s/h. received on her/his own English 0' level

examination, and also with th. number of passes obtained at

'0' level, unfortunately, this data was available for fewer

than half the teachers tested.	 Limited as they are, the

results are shown in Table 3.8. Besides noting that the

teacher with the highest scor. for v.rbal aptitude has the

highest grade and number of passes at '0' level, and that the

teachsr with the lowest score ha. the worst grade, there is

littl. more than can be said.	 It is possible that the test
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does discriminate between the extremes, and in particular

between native and non-native English speakers.

TABLE 3.8

Comparison of Results of Pilot Verbal Aptitude Test with
No. of '0' Level Passes and English '0' Level Grades

Score on	 No. '0'	 English '0'
Teacher	 Verbal Apt.	 Level Passes	 Level Grade

1	 77	 7	 B
2	 62	 C
3	 60	 5

56	 B
5	 53	 3
6	 52	 5
7	 4*	 5	 D

Other background information from the teachers in the study

was also felt to be important in identifying class-level

influences on pupil achievement. From th. teachers' personal

files' in addition to their questionnaires, it was possible

to obtain the following informationi their sex classification

(ESEX and MSEX)". to which ethnic group they belonged

(ETHNIC), their age (AGE), the number of years they had taught

at the particular school in question (ATHISCH), the total

number of years of teachin g experience they had (EXPER). their

qualifications level	 (QUALEV)'	 and whether they were

" Personal information on individual teachers was
treated with the strictest confidentiality and was only used
for the purpose described, to relate teachers' attributes to
their pupils' achievement.

$7 Subsequent variables are also identified with respect
to whether they pertain to the English or Maths teacher by a
prefix of E or M.

' The coding for QUALEV is as follows8 1) Certificated
Graduates, 2) Uncertificated Graduates, 3) 4/5 Years' Teacher
Training, 4)	 0'-Lev.l plus 2/3 Years' Teacher Training, 5)
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qualified in the subject they were teaching (SUBJ). The

teachers were also asked whether they were engaged in studies

themselves (STUDY) and for which qualification (STUDLEV),

whether the present school was their first choice (FAVSCH).

whether they were committed to teaching or would prefer

another occupation (CMTMNT), and finally the number of hours

of homework assigned per week (HMWK).	 The rationale for the

inclusion of the above variables is straightforward. Any of

them might have contributed significantly to pupil

achievement.

Other class-level variables were constructed from the

aggregation by class of certain pupil-level variables, for

instance, the mean Grade 7 scores fox' each subject a. well as

their standard deviations (CLGR7E1, SDCL7E1)", likewise the

percentage of pupils in each class associated with particular

educational ox' occupational groupings of their fathers

(CL.FEDO, CLFED1 etc., CLFJB1, CL?JB2), and also the ethnic

composition of the class (CLETH1, CLETH2). The idea behind

collecting such aggregated class data is that it is thought

that the influence of the particular composition of the class

will affect the pupil's achievement. Thus, if a particular

class has a hi gh mean Grade 7 intake score, its influence on

individual pupils' subsequent achievement can be measured.

School Level Variables

Classes are located in schools which have certain overriding

characteristics which provide pupils in the eame school,

though in different classes, with combined influences which

pupils in different classes in different schools do not share.

Unrecognised Degrees, 6) Junior Certificate plus 2/3 Year.'
Teacher Training. 7) Standard 6 plus 2 Years' Teacher Training
or Journeyman, 8) Teacher Trainee and 9) Untrained.

" For the other subject., CLGR7E2 and SDCL7E2. and
CLGR7M and SDCL7M.
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Although a stratified sample according to certain ohooltypas

has been constructed, these schooltypes do not fully

oharaot•rise all the factors which differentiate schools.

Thus, the set of school-level variables are intended to

identify certain factors measured at the school-level, which

differentiate schools from one another be yond the simple

sehooltype classification.	 Most of the data for these

particular variables was obtained from headmaster's'

questionnaires (Item E, Appendix 3.1) or from the ED.b6

statistical returns collected by the Ministry of Education.

The sources for the information pertaining to school costs is

detailed separately.

The age of a school comprises an initial characteristic

(SCHAGE); another is whether there are evening study

facilities at school (EVESTUD). for, in the latter case, it

was thought that the accessibility of lit classrooms,

specifically geared for study purposes, could well

differentiate inputs to pupils' education, in contrast to

those pupils who have to use candlelight and stud y in often

cramped, family huts. Further, the number of hours per week

focused on academic rather than practical, vocational or

physical education was thought to be another differentiating

factor (ACADTIME).	 Different admissions policies would also

distinguish schools from one another (ADMIT). This variable

was coded as follows a) drawing on feeder schools or first

come/first served; b) Grade 7 Exam results; c) combination of

a) and b); and d) entrance exam and/or interview. Another

school-level variable pertains to whether or not streaming by

ability is practised in the school (STREAM). Importantly, the

headmaster's statement of whether or not streaming took place

did not always tally with the facts of the streaming made

apparent by comparing within schools the mean Grade 7 scores

by class. Th. number of pupils at a particular school was a
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further variable (SIZE) as well as whether the school was a

boarding or a day school (BOARD).

In addition to the variables already mentioned, th. aggregate,

rounded teacher pupil ratio was included (TPR) as well as the

percentage of the student body which was African by ethnic

origin (PERCTAP) the cost per day pupil (DAYFEES) and per

boarding pupil (BDFEES) to the parents or guardians was also

recorded.	 The school's physical characteristics would not

adequately be captured by noting, say, the construction

materials used in the buildings, but whether or not there were

flush toilets (FLUSH) would capture something in the way of

the degre. of sophistication of the physical plant. Whether

or not there were adequate numbers of desks for all the pupils

(DESKS) would also hel p in this respect. The DESKS variable

was coded as "adequate number of desks" if the number was

greater than or equal to 90% of the total enrolment. This

figure thus made allowances for specialist classes, e.g.

woodworking, domestic science, etc. where a normal classroom

setting is inapplicable. The total enrolment was not used in

the calculations if hot-seating' was practiced, but a revised

figure taking into account the number of classes hot-seated.

Aggregate variables representing the total teachin g body's

characteristics form another set of school-level variables.

This set includess the percentage of women teachers out of the

total number of teachers (TCHSEX), the percentage of European

teachers (TCHRACE),	 the average age of all the teachers

' Where different fees per form were levied, those for
Form IV were used.

'I "Hot-seating" is the term given to the practice
whereby a school's classrooms are used double-time, i.e. one
part of the school will attend mornings-only sessions and
another part afternoons-only session. to effectively double
the utilisation of the school plant.
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(TCHAGE). the average number of years s pent at the particular

school by all the teachers (TCHTHIS), the average number of

years of teaching experienc, of all the teachers (TCIfEXPER),

and finally four variables dsnoting the percentage of all the

teachers having certain qualification levels (TCUQUALA through

TC}IQUALD) .

Other variables consisting of pupil-level variables aggregated

to the school-level wer• also considered in the models. These

included the Grade 7 Examination scores for each subject

averaged for the school (SCHGR7E1, SCHGR7E2, SCHGR7M),

father's occupation similarly aggregated as was done at the

class-level (SCHFJB1 and SCHFJB2) and ethnic group as well as

father's educational level (SCBETH1, SCHETH2, and SCH?EDO

through SCHFED3).

Finally, data on school-level recurrent costs were collected

from a variety of sources, depending in part on whether the

school was government-run or private. In the case of

government schools, actual expenditure is itemised by certain

categories which were replicated for the private sector, for

the sake of consistency. Government fi gures were extracted

from Ministry records, whereas the responsible authorities for

the private schools were asked to complete a form concerning

1985 running coats (Item N • Appendix 3.1). (Figures for

district council-run schools were obtained directly from the

district councils, after personal consultation.) Government

and district council school headmasters were asked to complete

an additional form (Item L, A ppendix 3.1) giving details of

' See Note 20 for original coding of teachers'
qualifications.	 TCHQUALA comprises 1-6 of the original
coding, or standard trained teachers plus university
graduates; TCHQUALB comprises cate gories 6-7 or non-standard
train*d teachers, i.e. the 'old' qualifications which yielded
PTH and PTL certification; TCRQUALC comprises category 8 or
teacher trainees, and TCHQUALD category 9 or untrained teachers.



subsidiary fundraising and expenditure. Salaries war. taken

from the February, May, August and September paysheets, when

available, or otherwise from one of the paysh.ets for each

quarter, and extrapolations were made for •ach quarter.

Teachers' allowances were included in overall costings as well

as bonuses. Boarding costs were itemised separately, together

with any allowances and specific boarding staff salary costs.

In the case of Government boarding schools, thre•-quarters of

the expenditure on water, li ght and sanitation was allocated
to day costs.	 One-quarter of the expenditure on post and
telecommunication services was allocated to boarding costs.

Several final cost variables were constructed from the above

data. First is the cost per day pupil (COSTDAY) which took
the specifically non-boarding costs and divided them by the
total number of pupils at the school, secondly the cost per

boarding pupil (COSTBD) which added to the cost per da y pupil,

all thos. boarding costs itemised separately. Third, the per

capita cost to government was calculated (COSTGOVT), isolating
th. total expenditure per pupil made from government funds.
In the case of government schools, wher. tuition fees

ultimately revert to government, the net cost was calculated.

In addition, separate cost fi gures were worked out to estimate
the specific per capita expenditure on textbooks, library and

stationery (TLS) as well as professional salary costs (PROP).

ID ± f -	 - .t w	 1. t >

Having pr.sented the whole list of variables on which data

were collected, the differences between schooltypes, according

to the three sets of variables at the pupil, class and school

levels will, be illustrated in the following sections. Tables

3.9. 3.11 and 3.12 depict these differences, giving the
averag, responses for all schools and then broken down by the

six schooltypes. These responses are taken from the total

sampl, of 3413 pupils. Although in the final models the
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TABLE 3.9

Diff.renc.a B.tween Schooltype. by Pupil Level Variabi..

All Seh. A(Urb) B(Urb) B(Rur) Indep. Mission D.C.

Number
Pupil a

Veriables
SEX'

DAYBDING2

AGE

ETHN ICGP3
(N-S-E)

?AVORSCH4

FEEPAYER'

LIVEHOME

LIVEPROV

FEDUC
(01234)

MEDUC
(01234)

FWORKS

FJOBT

MWORKS

MJOB

LIVSPAC

RADIO

TV

29-11
-60

0.8

69%?

30%Y

57-10 22-15
-33	 -63

1.0 0.8

90%? 79%?

71%Y 30%?

10-7 71-16
-83	 -11

0.6	 1.4

*2%? 97%?

1%? 91%?

48-4
-*8

0.9

8 5%y

46%v

8-8
-85

0.7

41%?

3%?
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TABLE 3.9 (CONT.)

Diff.r.ncea Between Schoolt yp•a by Pupil L.vel Variable.

Variablee	 All Seh. A(Urb) B(Urb) B(Rur) Indep. Miccion D.C.

ELECTRIC	 54XY	 91%V 82%?	 2%Y 98SY 65%Y	 6XY

NEWS	 45%Y	 74%? 60%Y 12%Y 89%? 56%Y	 9%Y

HOMEWORK'

HELP

0R711

0R7E2

GR7M

OLEVENG1

OLEVENG2

OLEVMATH

3.2

49%?

5.8

5.7

5.7

2.6

2.4

1.7

3. 4

6 IL XV

6.4

6.7

6.1

3.4

3.0

1.9

3.1

49%?

5.8

5.7

5.7

2.6

2.2

1.4

3.1.

40%?

5.6

5.6

5.9

2 .1.

2.1

1.7

3.2

82%Y

7.9

8.0

7.8

5.7

5.7

5.1

3.4

67%?

6.2

6.0

6.1

3.3

3.3

2.1

3.0

31%?

5.2

5.2

5.1

1.5

0.9

1.2

BKGRDE1 1	na	 3.5	 2.8	 2.0	 3.7	 2.8	 1.9

BKGRDE2	 na.	 3.1	 2.4	 2.0	 3.9	 2.6	 1.9

BKGRDM	 na.	 2.1	 1.5	 1.5	 2.3	 2.5	 1.6

Percentage female atudenta
' Percentage day etudente
Percentage Ndebele (N). Shona (5) and European (E)
YYee for thia and aubeeQuent variablee

' Percentage whoce father or mother pay. their echool face
' Percentage in each of the five collapeed educational level
categori•e: 0) No Schooling; 1) Standard 3-5; 2) Standard6/
Grad. 7; 3) Forme I-V; 4) Form VI and higher. Applicable to
MEDUC ac well.
' Percentage in each of the three collapeed, occupational
categoric.: 1) White Collar and Commercial Farmer.; 2) Blue
Collar; 3) P.aeant Farmere, Informal Sector and Unemployed.
Applicable to MJOB a. well.
• Roome per percon
' Hours per night
" See Chapter 4 for conatruotion of index variables.
Applicabl• to BKGRDE2 and BKGRDM as well.
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sample size is much reduced - to 2366. due to the current size

limitations of the aultil.v.l r.gression mod•l us.d - the

responses from the smaller sam ple are very similar to those

for the total sample, as can be seen in A pp.ndix 3.3.

Differences Between Schooltypes by Pupil Level Variables

Ttts percentage of female pupils for the total sample was 38%,

showing the disparity betw•en boys and girls who reach Form

IV. This is the same percentage as was recorded for the total

population in 198b (the most recent year availabl, fox' such

information). The percentage of female pupils by schooltype

is skewed for Government Group A schools, independ.nt schools

and mission schools due to the fact that two boys-only Group A

schools were selected in the sample, two girls-only

independent schools, and one girls-only mission school. The

fact that the percentage of female Form IV pupils at rural

GrOUP B and district council schools is lower than the average

for all schools, being 33% and 2% respectively is notable and

probably indicates the greater conservatism with which girls

are afforded full secondary education, particularly in the

rural areas.

The percentages of day pupils at the sampled schools are not

indicative of the overall population, but of course reflect

whether the actual schools selected had a boarding component

or not. In fact, out of the sample of 32 schools. 12 (37%)

were boarding schools: 3 Group A. I Group B (urban), the 3

independent schools, the * mission schools and 1 district

council school. The overall percentag. of 83% day pupils,

however, is not far of f the figure for the total secondary

school population in 1985 of 87%.

The average age of the Form IV pupils does not vary greatly

over the schooltypes, but it is notable that th. lowest

average age, 16.5 years. is at the independent schools, and
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the highest average age. 18.6 years, is at the district

council schools. Thu is as one would expect. It is far more

likely for independent schools to have a student body

primarily composed of pupils who have progressed continuously

throughout the years of primary and secondary education,

whereas the new, rural district council schools are catering

for many pupils who have had sporadic education or who started

late.

The overall breakdown of the sample by ethnic group is fairly

representative of the overall population breakdown between

Jidebele and Shona people. No new percentages are as yet

available from the 1982 Census, but in 1969 15% of the total

population were Ndebele-speaking (Zimbabwe, 	 Census of

Population, 1969). The European population is over-

represented in the sample, with % of the total, but this is

due to the need to have a minimum of four schools per category

and the consequent oversampling of Europeans in the

independent schools where they constitute 32% of the total.

The estimated number of Europeans in the total population is

some 2% of the population, about 1ft71OOO.

Not much can be deduced from the variable FAVORSCH. although

it is notable that the highest percentage of pupils saying

that their present school was their first choice is found in

the independent school sector, whereas the lowest percentage

is found in the district council schools. In the case of the

latter schools, there is probably little choice for the

pupils: the district council school may be the only

accessible school, given distance and cost.

' Main Demographic Features of the Population of
Zimbabwe: An Advance Report Based on a Ten Percent Sample.

Central Statistical Office, Rarer., June 1985. Table 11.6,
p.16.
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Of the three variables PEEPAYER. LIVEHOM!. and LIV!PROV. there

is not a lot of variation between schoolt ypes. However, the

lowest percentages of pupils whose father or mother pay their

school fees, live at home or live with those who provide for

them are found in Group B (rural) and district council

schools. The FEEPAYER variable, picks out a distinction

between Group B (rural) schools and the rest: Just under one-

third of the pupils at these schools have someone other than

their mother or father paying their school f.es.

The variables FEDUC and MEDUC. denotin g the educational

backgrounds of the fathers and mothers of the pupils are much

more telling of the differences in the composition of the

pupil bodies across schooltypes. For instance, the percentage

of fathers having a Standard 5 education or less varies from

2% in the case of the inde pendent schools to 63% in the case

of the district council school.. 	 The intake of pupils is

markedly different across schooltypes. Ranking the

gchooltyp.s by the percentage in the first two educational

categories, i.e. fathers having no schooling or only up to

Standard 5, and then by the percentage in the top educational

category, i.e. having Form VI or higher, the picture is as

follows:
TABLE 3.10

Ranking of Schooltypes by Father's Educational Level

Rank	 Std.5 or Less (%)	 Form VI. (%)
Highest	 I	 Indep.	 C 2)	 Indep. (36)

2

3

a

5

Lowest	 6

A Urb.

Mission

B Urb.

B Rur.

D.C.

(11)

(17)

(27)

(")

(63)

A Urb. (19)

Mission( 8)

B Urb. ( 3)

B Rut'. ( 1)

D.C.	 ( 0)
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Thus, whether one focuses on the bottom or top educational

levels, the ranking is the same, thou gh with more marked

contrasts at the lower levels. The other socio-eeonomia

variables, FWORKS, P303. MWORKS. and M3OB further corroborate

th, picture, with minor variations. P303 illustrates well how

skewed is the distribution of occupational categories at the

top and the bottom of the ranking. Whereas nearl y three-

quarters of the fathers of the Form IV pupils at independent

schools axe in the 'white-collar' occupational catsgory, more

than half of the fathers of the district council school pupils

are in cat.gory three, comprising peasant farmers, the

informal seotor and the unemployed. While none of these

results is surprising, they do confirm the picture of great

disparities between schooltypes in terms of pupil backgrounds.

Of the variables describing the level of home am.nities the

variable LIVSPACE does not discriminate well between

schooltypes, no doubt for reasons alread y mentioned, whereas

the spread of the other variables RADIO, TV, ELECTRIC. and

NEWS follow the expected patterns, with the lowest percentages

being in the poorest rural schools, the district council

schools, and the highest among the independent schools

followed by Group A urban schools. Even the variable HELP

follows this pattern, though with mission schools slightly

ahead of Group A urban schools.	 The variable HOMEWORK does

not contribute to any delineation of schooltype differences,

The average grades by schooltype for the Grade 7 Examination

are ranked in a similar way. Independent schools always come

first, and district council schools always come last. Group A

urban schools and mission schools nearly always take up the

next two places (they are not so dissimilar)t and Group B

rural schools follow. The only exception to this ranking is

for Grade 7 Mathematics, where Group B rural •vhools take

precedence over Group B urban schools.	 The ranking of the
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background index variables which are meant to represent the

influences of differ.nt background factors, as discussed in

Chapter ft, also exhibits the same pattern for English Language

and Literature. However, for Mathematics, whose constituent

background variables are different from the En glish subjects.

the ranking is different, with mission schools followed by

independent, Group A urban, district council, and finally the

two Group B schooltypes at the bottom.

Th. general picture emerging from this data is of a quite

disparate array of schooltypes in Zimbabwe, charact.rised at

the top by pupils of independent and Grou p A urban schools

having relatively well educated parents, in the hi ghest status

Jobs, with the best provision in terms of home amenities and

the most favoured background abilit y. The pupils of the

mission and Group B urban •chools are favoured next in terms

of the above characteristics,	 having less well-educated

parents in less high status jobs, with fewer home amenities,

and less favoured background abilit y. At the bottom end of

the scale are the pupils of the Group B rural and district

council schools, who are the least privileged on av.rage than

pupils from the other schoolt ypes. This summary, of course,

only gives the broad outlines of the socio-eaonomic

background.	 However, it does give a good indication of the

differences in the composition of the student bodies and how

misleading it would be simply to draw schooltype comparisons

of examination results without in some way accounting for

these differences in background, initial ability and

privilege.'

See, for example "Big Surprises in A-Level Results",
The Herald. 10 February 1987.
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Differences Betws•n Schooltypes by Class Level Variables

The differences between .ohoolt ypei by class-lev.l variablss

az• illustrated in Table 3.11.

TABLE 3.11

Difference. Between Schooltypes by Class Level Variables

All Sch. A(Urb) B(Urb) B(Rur) Indep. Mission D.C.

Plumber
Classes

Variable.
CSIZE

EVERBAL

EHMWK

MVERBAL

EAGE

EATHISCH

EEXPER

MAGE

MATHISCH

MEXPER

ETEXTCHR

MTEXTCHR

ELAN PUPL

ELITPUPL

MTEXPUPL

ESTUDY2

E FAVS Cli

ECMTMNT

MSTUDY

103

38

79

11.6

76

30

3

7

28

3

7

2

5

2

11

2

42%?

* 6%Y

92%?

33%Y

16	 36	 12	 7

	311	 *0	 113	 29

	

88	 80	 72	 86

	

3.8	 11.9	 4.0	 5.0

	

85	 76	 76	 90

	

3*	 30	 2*	 *2

	

1	 3	 1	 11

	

5	 6	 1	 10

	

29	 31	 211	 117

	

1	 11	 1	 11

	

6	 8	 1	 17

	

5	 1	 1	 2

	

5	 6	 5	 8

	

11	 1	 1	 4

	

6	 3	 1	 10

	

1	 1	 2	 3

0%Y	 50%?	 33%?	 57%?

60%? *0%? 25%? 75%Y

100%? 87XY 100%? 100%?

7XY 22%Y 50%? 29%?

10	 22
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TABLE 3.11 (CONT.)

Differences Between Schooltyp.s by Class Level Variables

Variables	 All Sch. A(Urb) B(Urb) B(Rur) Ind. p . Mission D.C.

MFAVSCH	 45XY	 %Y 25%Y 25%Y 86%Y	 67XY 75%Y

MCMTMNT	 90%Y	 100XY 78XY bOXY 71XY	 bOXY bOXY

ESEX'	 75%M	 53%M 81%M XOOXM O%M	 60%M b00%M

EETHNIC	 79XN	 53%N 89%N lOOXif O%N	 70%N 100*11

EQUA LEV'
	

81 %T
	

iO0%T 92%T 75%T 100%T

MSEX
	

7 6%M
	

63XM 69%M 100%M 14%M

METHNIC
	

86%N
	

56%N 100XN 100*11 17*11
	

78*11 100*11

MQUALEV
	

76XT
	

100%T 83XT 75XT 100XT
	

1.00ST 32%T

CLSE1'	 2.5	 3.1	 2.2	 2.3	 3.9	 2.7	 2.3

CLSE2	 2.3	 *.1	 2.3	 1.2	 5.9	 2.7	 1.6

CLSM	 1.8	 2.1	 1.8	 1.3	 3.5	 1.6

• Hours of homework usi gn.d per week. Applies to MHMWIC also.

	

Y-Yes for this and subsequent variables	 -
M=Male for this and subsequent variables

' N-Non-European for this and subsequent variables
• T-Trained, implying categories 1-5 of coding for EQUALEV and
MQUALEV. S.. above.
' See Chapter *	 for' construction of index variables.
Applicable to CLSE2 and CLSM as well.

Averag, class sizes do vary considerably between schooltypes,

ranging from 29 per class in independent schools to *3 per

class in Grou p B rural schools.

Ther. is not much variation in the verbal aptitude scores of

English teachers; there is more variation between Maths

teachers, as can be seen from Table 3.11. The three leading

schooltypes are also those with the lowest percentages of non-

Europ.an t.ach•ra, as could be expected.

iO0%T 32%T

XOOXM 91%M
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The average age of the Form IV English and Maths teachers is

considerably lower for the district council and Group B rural

schools. As might be expected, these teachers also have the

least teachin g experience of all the teachers sampled, and

together with the teachers at the Group A urban schools, they

have taught for the least number of years at the particular

school in question.

The same pattern is not apparent for the variable measuring

the number of teachers' texts, and it may be that this

measurement, taken on average, is not useful. The variation

in the numbers of textbooks per pupil between schooltypes,

however, puts independent schoola in the lead for all three

subjects with either mission or Group A urban schools coming

second.

It is interesting to note that the highest percentage of

teachers currently stud'ing by themselves is found in the

district council schools.	 As these teachers have the lowest

qualification levels, this should not be surprising. 	 Many of

them are untrained and are studying either for their 'A'

levels or diplomas. This interpretation is further

corroborated by the fact that the lowest percentages stud'ing

are in the Group A urban and mission schools which, together

with the independent schools, have the most well-trained

staff. Where information was given on the qualifications for

which teachers at the independent schools were studying, this

was consistently degree-level and not the diplomas or 'A'

levels towards which, most of the other teacheri who stated

they were studying, were working.

The lowest percentages of teachers who felt that the present

school where they were teaching was their favourite school

were thoss at th. Group B rural schools or the Group B urban

schools.	 Given that the teachers in either of these
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government schooltypes already had more favourable conditions

of service than their colleagues in the private sector -and

are relatively more well-trained, one could surmise that their

dissatisfaction is due to a lower l.vel of amenities at the

Group B schools and more crowded conditions than in the Group

A government schools, as well as being further from the urban

areas, in the case of the Grou p B rural schools. For both

subject-teachers there is less dissatisfaction among those at

the district council schools than one might otherwise expect-

perhaps due to thsir gratefulness for teaching jobs, given the

poor qualifications on average of the teachers at these

schools. On the other hand, their colleagues at the

government B schools may be expressing dissatisfaction with

their appointments, given the alternatives otherwise open to

them.

The lsvel of commitment to teachin g as a profession is at its

weakest in th. mission and Group B urban schools. The

relatively low percentages of teachers who stated they were

committed to teaching at the mission schools are surprising.

One could surmise that this mi ght be due to the mooted

changes, at the time, in the conditions of service of these

teachers, whereby under a unified teaching service rather than

the separate private and Government services, they would

become government rather than specifically mission

employees." The relatively low commitment of teachers at the

Group B urban schools is probably due to the changes that had

been carried out up to and including at the time of the

survey. These changes - the crowded conditions, the double-

sessioning , the diversity in student bodies in terms of

' Th. two teaching services have been merged as a result
of the 1987 Education Act. Thus there are no longer different
conditions of service between th. private and public sectors.

" See 1987 Education Act.
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background ability, relativ, to the past - will have affected

their conditions of service and may hay. l.d to this

dissatisfaction.

The sex and ethnic breakdown of the Form IV English ..nd Maths

teachers by schooltype can be seen from Table 3.11. Male

teachers predominate except at the independent schools;

otherwise, higher percentages of female teachers are found in

the Group A schools. European teachers predominate only in

the independent schools as well, also with large numbers still

occupying posts in the Group A schools.

Th. largest disparity between schooltypes of all the class-

level variables is found in the qualifications of the

teachers. For both subjects, only the district council

schools have less than one-third of their Form IV English and

Maths teachers in the first five categories of qualification

levels, i.e. comprising either standard, trained teachers or

graduates, The next step up from the district council level

of 32% in this category is three-quarters of all the teachers

in the Group B rural schools having these qualifications. The

Group B schools come out clearly as poor cousins to the Group

A government schools in terms of qualification levels.

The ranking of the class index variables by schooltype clearly

puts the independent schools in the lead and the Group B rural

and district councils schools at the bottom. The poor showing

of the Group B rural schools in the ranking of the class index

variable can most likely be attributed to such factors as

their larger class sizes and their relative underprovision of

adequate numbers of student textbooks.

The disparities between the different schooltypes at the

class-level parallel thos. that were found at the pupil-

level, with the poorest resources in the district council
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schools and the best-provided schools being the independent

schools, though on many of the measures the Group B rural

schools are on a par with the district council schools in

terms of poor resources.

Differences Between Schooltypes by School Level Variables

Table 3.3.2 illustrates the differences between schooltypes by

school-level variables, some of which ar. the same variables

as those measured at the class-level for the teachers of Form

IV English and Maths alone, whereas here at the school-level,

they comprise measurements of all the teachers in the school.

The ages of the different schools vary, though one must treat

with skepticism some of the averages reported. For instance,

in the case of the district council schools, undoubtedly, the

headmasters must have reported the age of the associated

primary school, for most of the district council secondary

schools were established after Independence.

There is not a lot of variation in the number of hours spent

per week at different schooltypes on academic subjects, but

the ranking of the schooltypes for this variable is

surprising. Mission, district council and Group B rural

schools s pend the most time on academic subjects and

independent schools the least. Perhaps this is a reflection

of the smaller selection of subjects at the former schools,

but the obsession with sport in some of the independent

schools could also be manifesting itself in these figures.

There is a tremendous amount of variation in the size of the

different student bodies, averaging 363 pupils at the district

council schools, compared with an average of 153 for the
Group B urban schools.
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TABLE 3.12

Diff.r.nc.. Betw.•n Schooltyp. by School Levsl Vsr1bl•s

All Sch. A(Urb) B(TJrb) B(Rur) Ind.p. Mi.sion D.C.

Numb.
SchoolB	 32	 4	 4	 4	 3	 4	 -13

Var1bles
SCHAGE	 22	 36	 17	 5	 60	 41	 11

ACADTIME'	 22	 19	 21	 23	 18	 25	 23

SSIZE	 634	 925 1453	 621	 455	 551	 363

TPR	 27	 28	 25	 31	 15	 28	 27

PERCTAF	 93	 81	 100	 100	 46	 100	 100

TCHSEX'	 32%?	 37%? 35%? 19%? 82%? 25%? 23%?

TCHRACP	 15%E	 37%E	 5%E	 3%E 77%E 16%Z	 0%E

TCHAGE	 29	 34	 30	 25	 43	 33	 23

TCHTHIS	 2	 2	 3	 2	 4	 3	 1

TCHEXPER	 6	 7	 6	 2	 15	 9	 3

TCHQUALA4	 57	 84	 85	 54	 88	 93	 25

TCHQTJALB	 2	 5	 2	 1	 6	 3	 2

TCHQUALC	 7	 9	 9	 21	 6	 2	 3

TCMQUALD	 33	 6	 10	 23	 9	 3	 69

DAYFEES	 133	 186	 94	 83	 343	 116	 100

BDFEES	 447	 480	 375	 na.	 681	 313	 255

COSTDAY	 b22	 598	 453 246 1213	 626	 215

COSTBD	 1605	 1685	 1237 na. 2208	 895	 637

COSTGOVT	 304	 549	 368	 161 534	 386	 176

TLS	 42	 31	 33	 39	 81	 50	 39

PROF	 305	 362	 356	 174 913	 422	 162
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TABLE 3.12 (C0NT.)

Differ.nces Between Schoolt ypes by School Level Variables

Variables	 All Sch. A(Urb) B(tTrb) B(Rur) Indep. Mission D.C.

EVESTUD	 A7%V 100%Y	 50%?	 0%Y 100%? bOXY 15%?

ADMIT'	 59-13	 100-	 75-0 25-25	 --	 0-50	 85-8
(1-2-3-U	 -9-19	 --	 -0-25 50-0	 -100	 0-50	 8-0

STREAM	 53%'! 100%?	 50%Y 50%? 100XY 50%?	 31%Y

BOARD	 38%?	 75%?	 25%?	 0%? bOXY 100%?	 8%?

FLUSH	 62%Y 100%? bOXY 75%Y 100%? 100XY	 8%?

DESKS	 58%? 100XY	 50%? 75%? 100%? 100%Y	 17%?

SCHLE1'	 2.A	 3.5	 2.7	 2.0	 A.0	 3.8	 1.9

SCHLE2	 2.9	 3.3	 3.0	 1.9	 6.3	 3.A	 1.6

SCHLM	 1.8	 2.3	 1.9	 1.3	 A.1	 2.A	 1.3

Hours spent per week on academic subjects
FFemale

$ EaEuropean
' TCHQUALA. TCHQUALB, TCHQUALC, and TCHQUALC refer to the
collapsed coding of teachers' qualification levels: a)standard
trained teachers plus university graduates; b)non-standard
trained teachers (old PTL/PTW); c)teacher trainees;
d)untrained teachers. See above.
• Y-Yes on this and subsequent variables
' The numbers refer to the types of admissions policies:
1)feeder schools/first come, first served 2) Grade 7 Exam
results; 3) combination of first two; A) entrance exam and/or
interview. See above.

Independent schools are significantly different from the rest

of the schooltypes in having the most favourable teacher pupil

ratio, whereas there is not much in the variation of this

variable among the other schooltypes. This is not surprising

since the government applies the same staffing ratios to all

schools and clearly the independent schools stand out in

hiring additional t•achers, at their own expense. Similarly,
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independent school. are the only schooltyp. to have less than

a majority of African pupil.; they average 6% African pupils

which is very likely higher than the average for the total

population of this schooltype, given the schools that happened

to be selected."

Taking the whole teaching force of each schooltyp., female

teachers average about one-third of the total or less, with

the exception of the independent schools in the sample which

average 82% female teachers. Th. highest percentages of

European teachers are found 1 as could be expected, in the

independent and Group A sectors, though it i. onl y in the

independent schools in which they predominate with more than

three-quarter. of the teaching force being European. The

Group A schools' teaching force, like its student body has

subsumed a majority of Africans since Independence.

The differences in the other teacher body variables are not as

marked as at the class-level, though the same patterns

indicated earlier appear' to hold. The oldest average

teachers' age is found at the independent schools and the

youngest at the district council schools. Inde pendent schools

on average have teachers who have been at the school for four

years, whereas district council schools have a higher turnover

with the average number of years at the present school being

one. There is not much in the differences between the other

schooltypes for this variable. Group B rural and district

council schools stand out as having the least experienced

teachers on average, whereas independent schools have the

teachers with the greatest number of years of experience.

" Some of those selected hav, a tradition of majority
non-European attendanc., though this is th. exception, not the
norm.
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A comparison of the breakdown of the four teacher

qualification level variables illustrates well th. disparities

in the distribution of trained and untrained teachers across

the schooltyp.s. The district council schools stand out as

having the least number of standard trained teachers, or

conversely, the greatest number of untrained teachers. There

is not a lot of difference between the other schoolt ypes in

the distribution of trained teachers, with the exception of

the Group B rural schools which fall behind the others. They

seem to have the bulk of the teachers in training.

The various cost variables, loaded as they are with the

aggregate effects of different class sizes, staffin g ratios,

salary scales, levels of school amenities, etc. display the

largest disparities between sahooltypes. The ratio of cost

per day pupil at an independent school as compared with a

district council school is more than 51 to ones even excluding

th. independent schools the ratio comes to 3:1. For the cost

per boarding pupil the comparison is about 3:1 between the

independent and district council schools. Ironically, if

understandably, the cost to the government per pupil is the

highest at the most well-provided schools, reflecting as it

does the different salary costs which are directly related to

qualification levels. The differences in government costs do

not embrace all of the differences in expenditure per pupil at

the different schooltypes, of course. This can be seen from

an examination of the variables PROF and TLS which illustrate

how subsidised are the salaries of tsachers at the independent

schools and to some extent at the mission schools, as well as

expendjtur on textbooks, library and stationery. The

professional salary cost averaged out per pupil is greater

than the cost per pupil to the government for these two

schooltypes. In terms of cost to the government, Group B rural

schools and district council schools ar. on a par for
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cheapness, Group B urban and mission schools comprise the next

rung up and at the top are Group A and independent schools.

Certain school-level amenities are measured by some of the

other variables, such as whether or not evening study

facilities are available at the school. The disparities are

great here, reflecting both an urban/rural divide as well as

the divide between the Grou p A and B urban schools. The

admissions policies clearly divide the schooltypes between

those able to admit pupils of their choice vs. those having to

serve the feeder schools in the area. The streaming variable.

as already mentioned, is thou ght to be unreliable in view of

the more detailed analysis on a class by class basis that

counters the statements by some of the headmasters as to

whether streaming is practised or not. The BOARD variable

merely illustrates what proportion of the schools within each

schooltype had a boarding component.	 No further compapisions

are intend.d.	 The availability of flush toilets gives some

indication of the sophistication of the school plant. The

district council schools are singled out as being the most

underdeveloped in this respect, not surprisingly, given their

recent establishment. Whether or not there are adequate desks

at the school also illustrates and singles- out the new

secondary schools, the district council and Group B rural

schools as being the least well provided.

Finally, the ranking of schooltypes according to the three

school index variables further substantiates the differences

that have been described at the school-level. At the top are

th. independent schools, followed by the mission and Group A

urban schools, then further down the rungs come the Group B

urban schools followed by the Group B rural schools, and at

the bottom are the district council schools.
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Having covered each variabl, on which data were collsct.d in

this study, the next step presented in Chapter Four, is to

detail the construction of the three index varialbes, which

consolidate the most influential constituent variables for the

purpose of the multilevel analyses which follow.
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PEFsIDIX	 1.

TABLE A3.1

List of Forms and Questionnaires

Item A: Initial letter to all headmaster. of the 36 schools
in th. sample

Item B: Second letter to all headmastera, containing Items C-H

Item C: Form IV Student Questionnaire

Item D: Form IV English and Maths Teachers' Questionnaire

Item E: Headmaster/Headmistress's Questionnaire

Item 7: Teachers' Verbal Aptitude Test "Vertical and Lateral
Thinking" (and answer sheet)

Item Gi Checklist of Recommended Form IV English Books

Item H: Checklist of Recommended Form XV Maths Books

Item I: Follow-up letter to headmaster. who had not replied
by deadline

Item J: Follow-up letter to headmaster. who had not sent all
the forms by the deadline

Item K: Letter to government and district council school
headmaster. containing Item L

Item Ls Government and District Council Schools' Additional
Recurrent Income and Expenditure Account, January to
December 1985

Item Mi Letter to Mission and 'Independent' School headmaster.
containing Item N

Item N: Recurrent Income and Expenditure Account: January to
December 1985 (Revised for use by mission and
independent school headmaster.)
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ITEM A

URVC 01? COST Ii)UjkJIPt O1 SECONDARY SCHOOL1S	 2 fe'uiry 1985

Pear Head,iaster.

Your school has been selected as one of 3, sch	 in tie

country to be part of a survey into the c' a	 c..ialftj c srccary
schools in Zimbabwe. The purpose of the survey is to sc:rtin 1h 1cct

costly educational practices which still maintain c cticr1 ot'-

ness as measured by Carnbrido 'O level results. Ph: afwhod f• 'i is
urgently required in order to extract furth..r ifc:'rLttc tm heaJ

Office on the Form IV students and Form IV £n,lizh and Ya.hs teachrs

at your school. I would be grateful if you could corp .e it listing in

Part I the names and BC nunbors of only your rr IV Ln' I ch a-d
teachers, indicatin, which class/strean/s thy teach in :chsubjec.
In Part II what is required are the names of only ti .cci IV studcnts
t your school, their class or stream, the name of in: sc"ol and the

?gion whore they sat the Jrade 7 exam and the ycar in hch it was taken.
•	 In the third term I will be visitin3 your chool as part of the
same exercise and I &hall look forward to ncotin,^ ycu 1•-.

Thank you very much for your cooperation. Do t.ieh acditional
shocts if required.

Yours sincerely,
A.R. Riddoll

Namo of School -	 Region	 -

I. TEACHER IN1RflATION
Name of Poacher	 BC number	 I4L.cate	 F.,zni v ctreaaV

taught mi
-	 Eri	 - -
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sano oI $ 31	 ic,n_

a-, - -
II. STUEIT	 RAJOJfl
Name o Stu4ont	 CLasa/	 Grad3 7 Schocl ..'d	 !:.r 5..t ara

_____	 - Stram	 Roion	 7 Exan
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April 1 1985
RESEARCH INTO THE COS?JND QU&LITT O SECCNDARY SCHOOLS

• You will recall iy earlier letter of 28 iebruarj 1985. requesting

the names of jour Form IV students,and their En,lish and !raths

teachers. Thank you for sending this information, those who were

able to collect it, for' those who have still not sent off these

lists, I have incorporated the same questions in the accompanying

questionnaires so no loner require these earlier 1istins, as the

deadline has passed.

I would be extremely rate'u, fo? your full cooperation in the

main data collection (or this survey into the cost and quality

of seoondar schools. As I exp.eined earlier very briefly, the

purpose of this researeh is is ascertain the least costly educa..

tional practices which still aajntaln their educational effective-

ness, as measured by Cambide 'O level results in n4ish and

?aths. The study assumes that future educational expansion and

quality improvements at sPondary level will be effected under

conditions of financial ccnstrairt. Therefore, it is extremely

important to be amble to determine prioritica not just in crude

fiancial terms, but in terrs of the educational impact which is

made by different sorts of financial inputs, be they improved

teachers' qualifications, textbooks, class size, etc. If all

of the enclosed forms are completed by each school in the survey,

together with information available at Head Office, it should be

possible to determine the diTerent relative contributions made

by various inputs to secondaxy education.

Although the detail necessary at the level of each school is

considerable, the purpose o' the survey is !	 to investigate
individual choo]s, nor individual students or teachers, but

rather to be able to wake enei-slieations about different types

of schools which organise their secondary education in different

ways. A further aim of the study is to distinuih how students
of different sqo$o..economio backgrounds fare unccr different
school conditions. I can confirm that the infornation which is
made available in the enclosed questionnaires and tests will be
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treated in strict confidence sd will not be dicclosad in suo)t
manner a to draw attenttoi.eithor to indiviva1 schoo].e or

individual etudente •r toaher,. It 2$ only for the urpoe eZ
buildin.' tip a better undorstan4in, of how difer ' networks of
oducational	 inp%rts_attect studont' educattonal ou1cono,

There are 6 different sets of forms which accorpany this 1etter

and which I will explain below.

1) eadiater/Headrnistrets' Questionnairc,]. copy. ••.-

This is, of course, to be completed by yourself.

2) Forn IV English and r.ath5 Ieachers' Questionnaires,

aufliciont copies for every teacher of lorm IV Zrgltsh

and Form IV atha only. This is to be completed bP tech

of these teachers and returned to you.

3) Forr IV Students' Questionnairestsufficietit copies or

every Form IV student. If you have goru V classes or

students oittth their '0' 1.vcls after 5 years rather
than L years of secondary school, do not have those

additional students corpleto th forms;th3y are on

for Form IV students. These are	 be ccu].etei by every
Form IV student and returned to you.

4) Cheoklta* of Recomnended 1?orm IV nlis' ookssufftcient
copies for one check.ie'G for each form IV ngljsh cass/

streami These are to be completid by every teacher of

Form IV Eljsh. If a teacher teaches more than one
stream of Yorm IV gllsh, he/she is to oomplote oie
•hlist for each olass. Those &ro to be retuxited to you.

5) &eckiist ofeeoeded Fo. n IV raths Booss as for 4)

6) TMVertical knLtera Thikin.test for :orm IV Engtsh

end Paths teaccrs, LnJSfojentcopies for every teacher

of 7orm JY English or I.aths. Althouh ori.inal1y it had

been intended that this test would be dninistered by the

Education Vfficers, it is not certain that the dueattøn

Officers will make it to all, of your choo1s i the

second term so I must kindly ask you to adninister this
test, preferably wcler 'examination' conditions, t)i Is,
with the test being sight wisei b the teachers before

it is given, and with no opportu.hlty for the comparison

of test responses between teachtrs.
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I must reiterate that	 indiv&cual teacher's rcsu].ts
will be dSsclosed. These tests will be treated in strict
confidence and are given bolely for the purposs of corre-
latii teachers' nlish proficiency wi .i students'
out cones.

The teachers should be allocated a ma,drum time of one
hour to complete the test, but in practice, it is likely
to take then considerably lese tine, around 30-35 minutes.

If you as headmaster or headmistress tcach io.cr IV English or flaths,
of course the above forms would 2150 apply to yourself.

I am dispatching these forms in time for the beinning of the second
term. Pay I kindly request that you coordinate their conpletion
and return then not later than 7 June l95 toa

Dr. c.N. }awkes
Curriculum Development Unit
P.O. Box b.P 133

}Iount Pleasant, (arare
I have estimated from your EM6s(Pa1rt 1) the nuibor of forms needed
at your school. Should I have underestimated the number you require,
additional forms can be obtained from Dr. Ija'kes 25 well.	 o that
you can keep a record of the nu!iber of each set of coripletcd
forms you send, I also am enclosing a checklist for dispatch with
the completed forms.

I do realise that I am making a heavy demand upon what I am sure
is already a very busy schedule for you, bt I hope that you will
embrace the goals of this reserch which has been enthusiastically
received by the Minister of Education and that you will be able to
cooperate fully in the necessary data collection. t?or the results
of the research to be rncaninful, it is i7tportant that cch school
provide all the requested information.

I truly will be most grateful for your help in this excrcise.

Thanking you in advance.	 Yours sincerely,

AR. Riddel].
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RESEARCfl INTO THE COST NDqWLuY O ECONDtJY .CHOOLS

HEAD ASTER/H ADi1ITRE,S' CHEC}4IIST F( DI.PPTCHCL .L1)R' .)

INSTRUCION.: Please indicate the nwnber of •ac' of tte iter, hch

you are enclozirig. It any forms are inizsing,	 ixpl21n why

and when th3J will be s2nt.

Name of school -
No. Forms	 Are Any

? l0!éd	 Item	 Fissi

Ncadnaster/Hediiistress S Que4tionnaire

.LorllI IV English and aths Tcachers
Qucstjonnajre&

form IV Students Questtonajros

Checklists of Rccormnended :'orn IV

Enlish Books

C1IOC}:1Its of Reconp en4ed .?orm IV
rath Books

"Vertica.1. and Ltara) Thin3Ung-
Tcst or Forr IV Enljth and ilaths
Teachers



9 . Please circle appr.priate

1A t

RZSEARC) IKTQflE COST AND QUALITY OP SECONDARY SCHOOJaS
	 ITEM C

POR)i IV STUDENT QSTIONN

I. Nate of School -	--

2. !(are of Student________________________________

3. Please circle appropriate numbers

which ForE IV class or streas are you in?___

Blank Boxes
for_Office U5eIi
1]

aale	 2 J
Lii

5. Nase of English teacher______________________

6. Na.se .1 Maths teacher	 -	 [__]

7. Please circle appropriate nuaber, 	 ay student	 1

rding 9tudeflt	 2

8. Date of birhs day______	 geinyears -	 1 1]
Eonth -

year_____

JO. In which school and in whick year did you sit
-the Grade 7 exam?

Name of Grade 7 school_________
Region________________________
Year Sat Grade? exams 19

11. In whIch year did you first start attending
	 t

this school?	 19



fres	 1

No	 2

other 1 -

2

3

uncle k

5

fres	 ii

2

2. ft2

12. Was this school your first choice for secondary

school?(Please circle the appropriate number).
	 free	 1

[No	 2

13. Who pays your school fees?(Please circle

appropriate number) a

I	
I

DAY STUDENTS ANSWER QUESTIONS 1k, 15, 16 THEN QUEsTIONS20-37

BOARDING STUDENTS GO DO QUESTIONS 17.18. 19 THEN QUESPIONS 20-li?

DAY STUDENTS ONIYj	 -

111. Do you ]i've at home during the school term?

(Please circle the appropriate number).

• 1 5 . With whom do you live during the school term?

(Please circle the appropriate number),_

ther

ther(s

16. Are the people whose numbers you have circled

• in Question 15 your parents or guardians,

that is, the people who provide for you?

(Please circip tJe approprite nuiber).

NOW GO TO QUETIONS 20-37
I,
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BOARDING STUDENTS ONLY'

17. Do you live at home during the school holidays?

(Please circle the appropriate number), fr!11
tNo	 21

18. With whom do you live during the school holidays?

(Please circle the appropriate number),

father and mother 1

	

ther only	 2

	

nother only	 -	 3
aunt and/or uncle 1Lrand parent/s	 5

cifv)	 6

19. Are the people whose numbers you have circiel

in Question 18 your parents or guardians,

that is, the people who provide for you?

(Please circle the appropriate number). fres	 1

2

ALL STUDENTS TO ANSWER REMAINING QUESTIONSi

Please answer questions 2O 29, referring to your

parents 'or guardians, that is, the people who provide

for you. If only one parent or guardian provides for

you, answer only those questions which apply in your

case, that is, either for your father/male guardian

or for your mother/female guardian.

20. What is the higliest academic level reached by
	 11

your father or male guardian?________________

21. What is the highest academic level reached by
	 C]

your mother or female guardian?______________

22. Does your father or male guardian earn a living?

(Please circle the appropriate number).	 Yes

2j
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23. If you have answered 'Yea' to Question 22, w}iat 	 -.	 ____

18 the main thing he does tO eatn a living?

Please describe his position and what he actually

does in his works

21. Does your father or male guardian do arsything else

to earn a living? (Please circle appropriate number),

es

iNo	 _2

25. If you have answered 'Yes' to Question 211. please 	 _____

describe the other things he doess

26. Does your mother o' female guardian earn a living?__________

(Please circle the appropriate number), 	 fres

27. If you have answered 'Yes' 10 Questioh 26, what 	 I
is the main thing she does to earn a living?

Please describe her position Itd what she actually

does In her works

I-

28. Does your mother or female guardian do anything else

to earn a ljvin?(Please circle appropriate numberE) s -
fres	 1

INc	 2
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29 . If you have answered 'Yes' to Question 28, please

describe the other Lhings she does.

For Questions 30-37, day students please an5wer for
where you live during term time; boarding students

please answer for where you normally live during

the school holidays.

30. How many rooms(not including toilets or bathrooms)	 [_]
are there in the house you live in?

31. How many people live in the house you live in?_____	 {	 ]

32. Is there a radio in the house you live in?	 ___________

(Please circle the appropriate number).	 kes	 -1
ro	 2J

33. Is there a television in the house you live in?
(Please circle the appropriate number).
	

fres	 i

34. Is there electricity in the house you live in?

(Please circle the appropriate number),	 es	 14
o2J

35. Are there current newspapers regularly in the

	

	 ___________

house you live in?(Please circle appropriate no. )s'fes

No	 2]

36. How many hours of homework, on average, do 	 [	 j

youdo every day?______________________________

37. When you have problems in qoing your homework

is there anyone living with you who can help? 	 ___________

(Please circle the appropriate number),	 s_._LJ
No

THANK YOU VERY )iUCH FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. PLEASE MAKE

SURE THAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL THE QUESTIONS WHICH YOU WERE ASKED

TO COMPLETE !ND RETUR1 THE QUESTIONNAIRE TO THE aEADwSTER/MISraEss.
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RESEARCH INTO THE COST AND QU/1JITi ' SECONOiRY SCsft)OLS 	 ITEM 0
?O1 IV ENçtISH AND MAT}IS T3/.CRS' QUESTIONNAIRE	 Blank Boxes for

OfFice Use
1. Name of School_________________________________	 J ]

2. Name of Teacher______________________________ 	 1

3. Teacher's UTS or EC number___________________	 [ -1
14, Subject taught at Form IV level 	 nglish	 1

(Please circle approprito number) 	 aths --	 2

5.Please list below the orrn IV classes/streams you

teach, indicating the class size for each streams

- Form IV English	 Form IV Maths

Class/Stream	 Class Size	 Clas./Stream	 Class size

6. Are you presently enrolled in a cours of study in ___________

order to obtain a further qualification?(Plcasc 	 (es	 ii
circle appropriate number)	 INo	 2J

If yes, please state which qualificationg	 I

7. Please estimate the number of hours homcwork per week 	 -
you assign in cach Forrn IV English or 'aths classs	 _____

1'orm IV English______________ 	 _____

FormIV ?4aths_________________	 _____

8. Was this school your first choic3 for a toachin,g ____________
-	 assignment when you bcan here'?(Pleaso circle 	 IYes	 -

-	 appropriate nuiber)	 o	 2J

9. Do you think you will continue to teach, or would

you prefer another occupation(Please circle

appropriate numbcr)	 continue to teach	 iJ

Drofer another occupation	 2	 -

THANK YOU VERY )UCH FOR CO?PLETIN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. PLEASE RETURN

IT TO THE HEADflASTER/]{E..D,:IsTREss FOR POSTING.
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ITEM I

RESEARCH INTq T} COST A1D QUALITh F SECONDARY SCHOOLS

A1)kASTEiVKEADJISTESS'S Q1Th.STI(n4AIRE 	 Office Use Only

1. Name of School_	 [J

2. Age of Schoolin years)

3. Is the headmaster or headmistress a teaching or non-
teaching hoad?(Ploase circle one)

Teaching head

Non-teaching head

Z. Total number of teachers at school(inclUd1fl . head

onlyif he/she is a teachin3 head)______________________

5. Numbi,r of tcachers(includifl3 hcad)whosc salaries are
grant-aided by Govc..rnment_________________________________

6. Number of teachors(i.ricludin head) whosc salaries are
notaided by Government___________________________________

7. Number of administrative staff(ineludin hcad if he/she

is a non-toachin, head)________________________________

8. Number of non-professional staff with non-boarding

duties

9 . Number of non-profosional staff i:ith boarding utics

10. Are there study facilities at the school for the use of

students in the venin"(Pl.aso circic on)

Yes

No

If yes, please state the scatin capacity

13.. Number of ordinary clascs________________________________

12. Number of hot-scatd classes_______________________________

13. What is the length of a class period'(in minuts)_

[I

L]

I	 i

L1

I

L1

iii
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1k. P].caso specify the total nuibcr of cla...3 	 i3ds in

a week dcvotd to;

academic subccts____________________________

practicalsubjects_____________________

sports(cornpulsory)

othcr(specify________________ )______________

TO1'AL XUBER OF CLASS PERIODS PER EK_

15 . %hat is tho admissions policy of tho school? How aro

those students who gain admission to th school scic.ctcd?

Plcasc describe the procedures

I	 -]16. Is strcamin practiced at the schoo1'(Plase circ].o one)

Yes

No

If yes, please describe thc baois of scioction for

each stream;

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COT'PLETIN THIS QUSTICAIRE. IT SHOULD BE

POSTED ALONG WITH ALL THE OTHER QUESTIONNAIJES NOT LAr.R THAN 7 JuNE
1985 TO;	 Dr. C.N. Hawkcs

Curriculum Developient Unit

P.O. Box MP 133

Tount Pleasant, Harare
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ITZM F
''	 Cr TrAH	 - _______Kd -' i.	 '.Ci.i	 -

1'J: Please read the folloin passage anä fill in each blani'

'.jth the word that you think fits best. Each blank should be filled

in vith o'e word only.

71pLE : The sUn was corin°- out	 from	 behind a cloud. I reached
for	 y sunlasses to protect my eyes

VERTIC A.L PJ'D LATER A L TNIII!

rany years ago, v'hen a person who oed cney could be throvn into 2511,

a 'erc1ant had the sisfortune to owe a hu:e su to a roney-lerder. Th

'rc:'-le-ider, 'ho 'as old and ugly, fancied the erch'nt's beautiful

daughter. He proposed a barein. He said that he v'ould cancel the

rrchant's debt if he could have the girl instead.

roth the "-erchant -	 his daughter "ere hcrrified at

___________ idea. So the cunnin, rnoney-lender __________ that they

should let Providence ___________ the iatter. He told the-i -

h v3uld put a black _________ and a w'ite pebble into _________

epty roney-bag and then the	 - rould have tc pict cut

__________ of the pebbles. If she __________ the black pebble she

would ___________ hIs ''ife and her f p t!'er's __________ "ould then be

cancelled. If __________ chose the shite pebble she __________ stay

with her father and	 - debt 'ovl still be cancelled. ___________

if she refused to pick ___________ a pebble her father would -

thrc 'n into jail and she ___________ starve.

eluctantly the nerchant a Greed. __________ were standing en a

ebble-strev'n __________ in the rerchrnt's arden as __________tal'ed

and the one;-lender stooped ___________ to pick p the t"o ___________

s he did so the __________, sharp-eyed with friht, noticed that

___________ Tic:ed up two black pebbles ___________ put t}er both into

the ___________• He then ac:ed the rl __________ pick out the pebble

that ___________ to decide her fae en'i __________ of her father.

Inaine that ___________ are standin on that ath __________ thr'

erchant's garden. what would __________ l'ave dcne if you had

__________ the v rifort.intc	 If 'ok' _________ "c to dve -'er

what___________ you have advised her to ___________

•.'hat type of thlnt-inZ 'ould __________ use to solve the prcble

___________ ry believe that carcThl lo;ical __________ rust sclve the

probien if -	 is a solution. This type __________ thinkin;

is straight-forward vertical. thinking; __________ other type is
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!ateral thinrin-.

__________ thin'ers are not usuafly uch __________ to

in this ___________. The 'ay they nalvse it, __________ are three

oribi].it1ct

1. The 1r1 __________ refvse to tae a eble.
2. __________ girl should so" that there -	 t 'o blc1'

pebbles in the ___________ and epoe the -c'ney-lendr as

__________ cheat.

3. The girl should __________ a black pebble and sacrifice

__________ in order to save her __________ fro m prison.

T one of the _________ is very helpful, for if _________ girl

does not take a ___________ her father ces to rriscn, __________ if

she does take a ___________ , she has to narr: r the ___________

The story shows the dj.fference ___________ vertical thinkin , and

lateral thinking. -	 thirf'ers are concerned "ith the

__________ that the girl has to - 	 a pebble. Lateral thinkers

becore -________ with the pebble that is - behind. Vertical

thin:erc tace the ___________ reasonable v:ew of a sitution ___________

-then proceed lo3ically and carefully ___________ or}: it ot't. Lateral

thinkers	 - to explore all the different ___________ of looking

at scnthin, , rather ___________ acceDtirg the riost pro'iising way

__________ proceeding fro"n that.

The girl __________ the pebble story put her - 	 into the

icney-bag and drew __________ a pebble. 	 t1'ot lockin at __________

she fu"bled and let it ___________ to the path here it ___________

iriediately lost aon all the ___________

'Oh, how clurisy of ne,' _________ said, 'but never mind - if

___________ lock into the ba you ___________ be able to tell hich

_________ I took by the colour _________ the one that is left.'

___________ the rerainin pebble is of __________ blc ic , it rust

be assur ed ___________ she has taken the white ___________ , since the

oney-] ender dare not ___________ his dishonest y . In this wa',

___________ usin: latcral thinkin g , the girl __________ 'that see"s an

i"possible situation ___________ an extrenely advan;aeous one. The

___________ s actt)ll" •botter cff thn ___________ t'e "y-]e.r

had been honet __________ had p.'t one blao' and __________

pebble into the ba Z, _________ then she 'ould have had _________

an even chance of being raved. As it is, she s sire of renaming

with her father and at the saTne time having his debt cancelled.
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Answer Sheet for Teachers' Verbal Aptitude Test:
"Vertical and Lateral Thinking"

Paragraph 1:
1. the this
2. proposed,

suggested,
decided

3. decide, settle,
resolve

A. that
5. pebble
6. an his
7. girl, daughter
8. one
9. chose, picked,

took, drew
10. become
11. debt
12. she
13. would
14. the, his
15. But, However
16. out
17. be
18. would

Paragraph 2:
19. They
20. path
21. they
22. down, over
23. pebbles
24. girl, daughter
25. he, he'd
26. and
27. money-bag, bag
28. to
29. was
30. that
Paragraph 3:

31. you
32. in, inside
33. you
34. been
35. had
36. would
37. do

Paragraph 4:
38. you
39. You
40. analysis, thinking

deduction, reasoning

41. there
42. of
43. the

Paragraph 5:
44. Vertical, Logical
45. help, use
46. situation,

predicament
47. there
48. should
49. The
50. are
51. bag
52. a
53. take, pick, choose
54. herself
55. father

Paragraph 6:
56. suggestions, above,

solutions,
alternatives,
possibilities

57. the
58. pebble
59. and
60. pebble
61. money-lender
Paragraph 7:
62. between
63. Vertical, Straight-

forward, Logical
64. fact
65. take, pick, choose
66. concerned
67. left
68. most
69. and
70. to
71. tend, try, prefer
72. ways, angles
73. than
74. and
Paragraph 8:
75. in
76. hand
77. out
78. it
79. fall, drop
80. was
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81. other. rest,
pebbles, stones

Paragraph 9z
82. She
83. you
84. will
85. pebble, stone, colour
86. of

Paragraph 10
87. Since, As, Because
88. course
89. that
90. pebble, one
91. admit, confess,

display, show,
disclose, reveal,
expose

92. by
93. changes, converts.

turns, transforms
94. into
95. girl
96. if
97. and
98. one
99. for, as, because

100. only , dust
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ITEM 0

RESAJ'VH INO THE COST ANJ QUI.LITY O ECOND/.RY SCHOOLS

CCKLIST OF iECO?t'DED FORfl IV ENGLISH BOOKS

INSThUCTIONS, Please fill out one chcclist for each Form IV English

clac /stream indLating in te boxs oppolte each listed book the

number of copies of that prtcular book that is available for that

class/stream. At the end of the lIsting, please indicate in the

space provided the number of additional texts vailable for that

particular class/stream which ar 	 on the recomnendod list.

Office_Use

Naneof School_____________________________________

Nan'e of Form IV English Class/Stream______________ 	 11
Name of English Teacher	 -

NO.	 TITLE Ar;D (PUBLISHER)	 AUTHOR

GLISH LANGUAGE

jEnglish through Reding(cmil1an)	 Bhasker

JSructures and Skills in English,Bksl-k(;iacmillan) 	 Dawson

'0' Level English for Ovcrsers C.ndidtcs(racnillan) Cox

Enlsh Exorciss(;adrnillan) 	 Edwards

-_fElih icr Conmuniction, Book l(College)	 Hurry
____	 in	 li	 t.urc nd Uscgc(!craillan) 	 Stone

- frew Cmhriege First Certificate English(flacnillan)	 Stone
F

Errors in .flli3h Lngua€(?1crnillan)	 olding

_ .... 4Revision Exercises .nd Test Pepers in Eng1ish(acmill)o1ding
_.!ecve n3i1sh, Pupils' Boolts l-5(Evans )	 Montgomery

_4InTegta-t2d English Coursc(CUP)	 Howe/Tom.

JFouidation So3ondry English Books l+2(Lonnn) 	 NcAdam

ig1ish for Zib2b'/c, Stud:nis' Bks l-4(Lonan) 	 Grant

4Rr3ading for a Purpose,Bks l-3(Lonman) 	 Grant

46 Graded Secondary Enlish Courso,Bks l-2(Longtin) 	 Etherton

JA New Certuicate C°rprehensIon Coursc.(Longinn) 	 Etherton

Ipractical English,Bks l+2(Lonman) 	 Ogundipe
_jH0W to lrite GOod Letters (LcriZrc.r1)	 Roberts



E
Ehkcspears

N

'I

N

'S

N

'S

Hardy
'I

'S

IS

Bronte
I,

olding
Sheridan
Dickens
Auston
Conrad
Eliot

;dcwoye
Okpi
Dube
Opi
Emecheta
Ebosi
Thorpe
Okpi
anguwa

Tutuola
Lbrahams
Ephahlcle
Tutuola
Hunter

ams

15

'J	 IITLE	 -

Macbeth
The Tercpest
P.s You Like It
The Taming of the Shrew
King Lear
Ierchant of Venice
Twelfth Night
Far from thc. Madding Crowd
Jude the Obscure
Mayor of Casterbridge
Woodlanders
Jane Eyre
Wuthering Heights
Lord of the Flies
The School for Scandal
Great Expectations
Pride and Prejudice
Lord Jim
"urder 'in the Cathcdra].

Th3 Botrayer
The South African Affair
State Secret
Cross-Fire
Naria Power
The Cyclist
The Instruzent
The Srugglcrs
Son of Woman
Portrait of hprhoid
Palm Viine Drunicard
wreath for lJdorno
Down Second .hvenue
ry Life in the Bush of Ghosts
odern Short Stories

Tell Freedom
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TI

Plate of the Peacock

Jikinya

The March and Other Pieces (Longman)

The Coming of the Dry Season

Dew in the Morning

Weep Not Chile

Chirundu

Jande's Ambition

Growing Up at Lcna

Keep My Words

Shaka

Mapondera

Muriel at Metropolitan

Nothing is Impossible

1aiting for the Rain

No Easy D1k to Freedom

Petals of Blood

Devil on the Cross

Non-Believer's Journey

Battlefront Namibia

Baridlet

wilSon

Ndhlala

iungoshi

Chincdya

ugi

1 phah].l

Oldhe

Ogutu	 -.

Lant

?lutsvvairo
T].ali

Chifls oro

ungoshi

?iandela

Ngui

i'gui

Nyfukudza

ya-Otto

Lewin

Tiali
Forced Landing	 I.:atsatse
Call Me Not a Nan	 !.tshoba
With the People	 Ngagumbo
Forward Ever(Lif 0 of K Nkruah)(Panaf Books)

Game of Silence	 Irnbuga

King Emene	 Imbua

Eori	 anaka
The River Between	 Nugi
Houseboy	 Cyono
Myths and Legends of the Swahili	 Knappert
The Black Hermit	 Ngugi
The Girl from Abroad	 Kahiga
Maru	 Head
The Only Son	 Junonye
The Trial of Dedan Kimathi	 Ngugi

Ie Killed Mangy Dog	 Ron'aa
The Real Life of Dor'ingo Xavier	 Vieira
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NO. TITLE -

______Chaka	 iotolo
_______Rebel

______Year of the Uprising 	 Snngc
______V3fl Mo Quick	 Thangi
______The Wedding Zein

______The White Man of God	 Jur!bm
______A Simple Lust	 Brutus
______.1ission to Kala	 Bc-ti

______POems of Black Africa 	 So;inka

______Grain of Wheat	 Ngui

______God's Bit of Wood 	 Ousmane

______Anthem of the Decades	 Kunene

______Climbie	 Didie

______A \alk in the Night	 LaGuina

______-----any other African Wrjter' series books

.e Sun Ien

te Battlefield

e Breaking Branch

Le End of the Beginning

e Scapegoat

Le Bystander

e Last Laugh

e Sacrifice

ay of the Shepherds

ass Butterfly

Will Wait

neratlon Gap

hen Bullets Begin to flower

ong of Lawino and Ocol
ong of Lawino
ong of Ocol
choes of My African 1in4
ingfisher, Jikinya nd Cther ocs

hought Tracks

p in hrrns

ongs thet Won the Revolution

nd Now the Poets Speak

imbabweari Poetry in English

)at mdi

G2tanyu

Chubu].e

Lakumi

Garchago

Green

Bro dfl

Brown

Bron

Goldin
?.us ora

Pearce

Dickinson

p'Bitk

p'Bitek

p'Bitek

Iuronda

Z irnuriya

Zitunya

}ove

Pongweni

Z imunya

Muchemwa
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NO. TITLE ApJPUBLISHER) - 	 AUTHOR -

DICTIO

Dxford Advanced Learners Dictionary of Current English Hornby

Dxford Student's Dictionary of Current English	 flornby

Dxford Dictionary of Current Idioirt1c English	 Cowie/Mackin

[,ongman Dictionary of Current English 	 Proctor

[,earning with the Longman Dictionary of Current Eng. Whitcut

n International Reader's Dictionary(New Ed.)(Lonman) Wost
ongnrrn's Dictionary of English Idioms

oget's Thesaurus of English Words and Phrascs(Longman)

'0' Level Senior Dictionary (Oxford) 	 Hawkins
I	 P1M1C

Structures and Skills Form i Teachers Book(College)	 Dawson

Effective English Teachers' Books l-5(Evans) 	 M0ntgomery

English for Zimbabwean Teaôhers, Bks l-k(Longmn) 	 Grant

4

TIONAL STUDENTS' BOOKS NO LISTED ABOVE

TIONAL TEACHERS' BOOKS NOT LISTED ABOVE

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COMFLETING THIS CHECKLIST. PLEASE RETURN IT

TO THE ]rEADMASTER/)iEADMISTFESS, TOGETHER WITH THE CHECKLISTS FOR THE

OTHER FORM IV ENGLISH CLASSES YOU TEACH. FOR POSTING.

I Total number of Recommended Studonts' Books

I J.Total number of Rocoru'ended Teach2rs' Books

II Total number of Students' Books

1	 1 Total number of Teachers' Books
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RESEARCH INTO THE COST AND QUALITY 0/ SCCNDA1.f SCHOOLS	 ITEM H
CHECKLIST OF R CO?1!1EDED FORItI IV ATHS BOO1S

INSTRUCPIS Please fill ou one checklist for each Form IV raths class!
stream, indicating in the boxes opposite each listed book the number of
copies of that particular book that is available for that class/stream.
At the end of the listing, please indicate in the space provided the
number of additional texts available for that particular class/stream
which are	 on the recommended list,

Office_Use
Name of Sohool	 1
Name of Form IV aths Class/Stream________________	 _____I

Nameof Iaths Teacher______________________________ 	 I	 ]
N0	 NTLE AND (PUBSHER) 	 AUTHOR

- Lodern Nathematics for Zimbabwe.Bks l-4(Collce) 	 Ferris

_____ odern Alternative rathemat jos.Fts l+2(Collee)	 Lefcwre

____ lathematics, An jntcrated Approa'chQ'.acmillan)	 En'ood

-	 ornerstone }athematics. Bks 1-ZI(!iacmillan)	 larris

_____ !our /igure flathematics Tables(?aomillan) 	 Castle

_____ .,ogarithmic and Other Tables for Schools(Nacmillan) Castle

-	 ew General rathematics 4 Bks l-4,OLD EDITION(Lonrnan) Channon

ew General athematicssA ?odern Course for Zimbabwe, Charmon
_____ 3ks 1LIREVISED EDIPIONLL0rIgr,an ) -

econdarv 1athematics for Zi,nbabwc(FEPI/Boka)

'EACHERS' BOOKS
Lath ematic for Today (acmillan)	 Buckwc

;athematics-A School Certificate Revision 	 Chacko
curse (Tiacmillan)

'roblernsi.n rathematics Ø-iacrn&llan)	 - Buckwe
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NO.	 TITLE AND (PUBLISHER)

TEAC}fiRS' BOOXS CONTINUED
- ilastering ?1athomatios (iacmjllan

____ ?athematjcs to 16 Bks 1-5JNTP)

'0' Level rathcmatjcs (Heinoriann

Nathernatjcs for Schools (Hoinomann)

A First Course ide rahemat

hz'nYathematics at '0' Level	 ci

rry

Bolt

Clarke

Cl rk a

nIMd erson

Anderson

I New General )athcynatics - A I odorn Course for	 Channon
____ Zimbabwe (with answors)(j,ongmanj

____ ADDITIONAL STUDENTS' BOOKS NOT LITED ABOVE

ADDITIONAL TEACHERS' ?OOKS NOT LISTED A3Q-- - -	 -- -

THAIK YOU VERY !UCH FOR COLPLETIN THIS CWCLIST. PLASE RLTURN IT

TO THE ADU.STEWHzLDnIS TB SS , TOGETHER dITH THE CHECKLISTS ?OR THE
O!HER FORE IV hTHE CLASSES YOU TEiCM, iOR POSHIi.

O_ flOi - RITE	 ELO%i	 THIS	 I_	 (O.u?ICEUSE1

L1 Total nurber of Rccomncnded Studcnts' .3ooks

Iii Total nunber of Rccomncndcd Toachera Books

[1 Total nunbcr of tudonts' rookS

____ Total nuinbcr of Teachcrs' Books
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ITEM I

Curriculum Devel#pment Unit
P. 0. Pox )' 133
!TJ PLEA SAT
Harare

June 17, 1985

Dear •	 -

You will recall that in April (vr earlier) you received a letter and a
number of questionnaires from Mrs . Fiddell, because your school had been
random-selected to take part in a research programme on the cost ana
quality of Secndary education in Zimbabwe. My name and address was given
as the 'Post Office' for the research.

Unfortunately 1 have nt received any papers frrn you.
Whale appreciating that you and 3cur staff are extremely busy 1 I am writing
to remind you of this matter, and to ask you to send in all the papers
(forForin TV students, their English and Naths teachers, and self)
as a mtter of rgncy. Most schools have already replied.

This is a uniquely important research study into the cost-effectiveness
of secondary schools, whose results will be of great pract.&cal value to
Zimbabwe. Nay I repeat Mrs Riddell's assurance that there is no intention
of fccussing attention on your school as such; it has been chosen in a
random and therefore representative sample, and all dtta will be treated as
strictly confidential.

I look forward to recti.±n€ your parcel within the next 10 days.
Please ensure that all questionnaIres, tests and booklists are returned
ccmpl eted.

With many thanks,

Yurs sancerely,

Dr C. 1. }1a.kes
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ITEM

Curriculum Development Unit,
P. 0. Bc'x I	 133,
?IcAThT PLEASAT
Tarare

June 19, 1985

Dear

Thank you very much for sending in the papers for the research

programme into the cost and quality of Secondary schooling a Zimbabwe,

whichreachedme .	 . .	 . .	 . . .	 . • • • ' Theywillbe

of great value in the study. 	 Unfortunately however, certain papers

were lacking in your returns, and these are listed below. The effect of

their absence will be to reduce, or even to cancel out, the value of the

data you have provided.

Could I therefore ask, on behalf of Y.rs Riddell, that you make good

the deficiency' Papers are enclosed as necessary.

With apologies for troubling you again,

Yours sincerely,

Dr C. N. Hawkes
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XTM K

Thank you very muc
questionnaires and
cost—efflc tivaness
cooperation which
schools chosen.

h for oranising the compiction and desatchef all the
related papers concerning th* research into the
of secondary sehoolg I an very grateful for your

will enhance the representativenees of the sarrple of

I am writing, finally, to request certain income and expenditure data which
is not available at Bead Office but which also concerns the effective
running costs at your school. Specifically, en the income sitc, I need to
knew how much has bcn collected by the school in fees, levies or fund raising
which is in addition to tuition and t.arding fees, in other w.rds, all the
income which is retained by the school for its own discretionary use 1 Your
school nay have a General Iurpeee Pee •r a PL Pee or a School )'anageent
Levy, What I need to know is h.w much has been cellected in such fees si
other fund raising in this school year, how much has been spent from such
funds, and in general, on what such expenditure has been made, be it
additional salaries, sports equipment, textbooks - net an itemised account,
but just what categories of expenditure, (I am not concerned with any
Building Fees, as this entail. capital, not recurrent expenditure).

J,s I am interested in the total income and expenditure for January t.
December 1985, lea. wait until your accounts are ti'alised f.x the year
before •onleting the attL.ched form 1 but I would be grateful if it could be
sent to me as soon as p.ssible in the New Year.

Thank you once more for all your eooperatior. The ccmpleted ferns should be
addressed as follovss

ttention ; Mr I. Menashe
Mrs I.?. Riddell
Ministry of Education
P.O. Box CO22
Cau sway
}Iarare

Yours sinc.-rcly

/.R. Riddell
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rrEM (_

ESE).RCH INTO THE COST AI CUJILITY OF SECONDiiY SCHOOLS:
c-oV2,tMENT ND DISTRICT COUNCIL SCHOOLS' ADDMICaAL RECURET
INCOTE iND EJNDITU ACCOUNT: January to Dece'tber 1985

Name of School

Total
.xnount
Collected1. INCOME (NOT including Building Fees)

General I'urpose Fund/PTA:

School I4anagement Committee Levy:

Other 'undreising:

2. E)2DITURE (NOT including Building reds)

General Purpose Fund/PTA:

School Ilanagement Committee Levy:

Other Fundreising:

3. CATGOUS OF EDITUE
Could you please indicate	 these funds have been spent, indica-
ting approximate erounts on different categories of expenditure,
e.g. additional teachers' siex'ies+, science ecuipent, sports
eouirment, practical subjects' ec-uiment, maintenance of buildings
and furniture, etc. (You may have other cateories than t'ose
suggested.) If some of the above funds have been used for capital
exenditure, such as for the construction of fleW classrooms or
other facilities, please indicate what arount has been so spent
'as it needs to be separated from your recurrent cxperxditure.

CJ'TEGO1lIS OF EXrENDITURE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

An3otnt Soent

Many thanks for your cooperation. Please scnd ccpletd forms to:
ttLntaofl: Hr. I. ?cnashe

1Jrs. J.R.hdde1l
Ninistry of Education.
P.O. Box 8022
Causcwey, Hararo

+ I you hveused thse funds for âditiona eechós' saIeies
pleese indicate on a separate sheet the number of additional
teachers employed, their total annual salaries for 1985 and any
allowance..s paid on top of their salaries, nd thether or not
these teachers havc been rcportcd on the ED 46 Part II.
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ITEM N

Thank you very much for organising the completion and despatch of all the
questionnaires and related papers concerning the research into the cost
effectiveness of secondary schools. I am very grateful for your cooieration
which will enhance the representativeness of the sample of'sehoo].s cfoen.

I am writing, finally, to request certain information on your running costB
which, together with the student and teacher information already provided,
will corn lete the picture. )ay I once more reiterate that the information
which you provide will be kept strictly confidential. The purpose of the
investigation is not to identify your particular school's running costs,
but to investigate different combinations of educational inputs (together
with the costs of these inputs) which go towards producing different
educational outcomes. Without this final information concerning school
running costs, the data which you have already kindly submitted will be
invalidated.

The enclosed account sheet divides income and expenditure into a number of
headings. Regarding the first heading, Income - Received from Government,
I vii]. have collected this infor1lation from Head Office and this section
is merely to corroborate what has been compiled. If this item is not
straightforward in your accounts, please do not bother with it. The other
headings concern information which is not available at Eead Office, however,
and I hope that it will not be too much trouble to complete. as I am
intereeted in the total income and expenditure for January to December 1985,
please wait until your accounts are finalised before completing the form,
but I would be grateful if it could be sent to me as soon as possible in
the New Yer.

Regarding £xpenditure on Professional Salaries, if it is easier to itemise
only those salaries not aided by government, rather than combining the
overall totals for aided and unaided staff, as requested under Experditure,
as long as you indicate that you are only supplying information on unaided
salaries, that is fine. I know that where a icsponsible Jtuthority has more
than one school on its pay-roll, this item could prove troublesome.

Where day and boarding students attend the same school, an exact demarcation
is not possible in allocating expenses between the two sectors I will assume,
however, that 75 of expenditure on water, light and sanitation, post and
telecommunication services, maintenance of buildings, furniture and
maintenance of grounds, should be allocated to boarding expenses unless
you indicate a more realistic division for your school.

May I thank )ou once more for your cooperation in helping to compile a mere
substantive data base which should contribute greatly towards policy making
in this fraught area of educational finance.

Plezs aidrsss all correspondence to : Jttertion 1r I. Yenashe
rrs I.R. TLlddell
ninistry of Education
P.O. Box 8022
Causeway

Yours sincerely

LR. Riddel].
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tTEt\PJ

RESEARCH INTO HE COST AND QUALITY 0r SiCcNDhffL SCriUOLS,

P11Nr 1N(O AND EXPENDITURE .WCOUNTs JaflUari ODCC

Namo of School
to nearest

INCO11E	 -

Roccivd from ovcrnront

- Per capita grant

Boarding grant

.-Salary grants	 -

Tcachcrs' salaries	 ____________

Teachers' allowances	 ____________

P-eh1'E' pansten eentributin$	 ____________

	

.eeeher-3	 in lit uf1vt-	 _____________

Othc-r(spccify__________________ ) 	 ____________
Received from ParcntsJStudcnts

Tuition fees collected 	 ____________

Boarding foes colloctud 	 _____________

cnoral Purpose fce3 coll..ctd	 ____________

Sports foes collccted	 _____________

Textbook ices collected 	 _____________

Cther foes collectcd(NOP including building lee) ____________

(Ploase specify_	 )
Received fror House Rentals	 ____________

Received from Other Sourccs(c.g furidraisin etc.) 	 ___________

(Please specify	 )
EXPENDITURE

Profssioal salarics(includo in eddition to the

Government salary grant any paynents raado by tho school

over and above this '.mount)t

reachers' salaries(include hEad if tech.n head) ____________

)Tcachors' pcnsion contributions I

'i	 (
1,. çTezchers' cash .n licu of lcav	 ___________

L,.,n.' (

	

p •.i.. \.Teachers' additional bnofiti 	 ____________-
Aditinistrativc sa1aris

Hoadnastr's salary(only if non-tc-acni head) 	 ____________

Cicrical salaries	 _____________

Teachers' allowances	 ____________

Administrative oxpcnses(spocify aiount ap:licd	 ____________
toward administrativc oxpnss if dcductcd

from grant)
* r.ç	 ii.-	 t	 ô k'y 6cu'i, pki	 ;,du j-e 11t

s.J4: ________	 tii4t &4.DU%t.	 -
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Non-professional salaries and wages

Non-boarding salaries and wages (e. . roundien,

messengers , etc. )

Boarding and supervisory allowances for teaching

staff

Boarding salaries and wages(e.g.matron, cook,otc.)

Tuition Expenses(not including salaries)

Textbooks, Library, Stationcry

Science Equipment

Practical Subjects Equipment

Sports Equipment

%'ater Light, Sanitation
Poa P 3ctCC	 1(CA)Y% ?84'ICSi
aintenanco 01 buildings, furniture

Maintenance of grounds

Transport

iscellaneous

Oth3r(Plcase specify	 )
Boarding Epenses(not including salaries)

Provisions

Fuel

Laundry

Transport (specil'ic?lly boarding)

iscellanoous

Other(Please specify____________________________

-
-I

Government Income 	 ___________

Tuition__________

Boarding__________

Salaries___________

Parent/Student Incorac	 ___________

OtherIncome	 ___________

TOTAL INCOME	 __________

Professional Sal?ris Expcncliture 	 --

Administrative Expenditure	 __________

Tuition Expenditure	 -

Boarding Expenditure	 __________

TOTAL EXPENDITURE	 ________
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1PPEF1DXX

TABLE A3.2

Glossary of Variable Names

Pupil Level Variables
SEX	 sex of pupil

CLASS	 class

ETEACRER	 English teacher

MTEACHER	 Maths teacher

DAYBDING	 day or boarding school

AGE	 age of pupil

ETHNICQP	 ethnic group of pupil

ATHISCU	 number of years at this school

FAVORSCH	 whether present school was pupil's first

choice

FEEPAYER	 who pays school fees

LIVEHOME	 whether pupil lives at home

LIVEWBOM	 people with whom pupil lives

LIVEPROV	 whether pupil lives with those who provide

for him

PEDUC	 father's educational level

MEDUC	 mother's educational level

FWORKS	 whether father works

FOB	 father's occupation

MWORKS	 whether mother works

MJOB	 mother's occupation

LIVSPACE	 rooms per person at home

RADIO	 whether there is a radio at home

TV	 whether there is a tv at home

ELECTRIC	 whether there is electricit y at home

NEWS	 whether there are regular newspapers at home

HOMEWORK	 number of hours of homework per day

HELP	 whether anyone at home can help with pupil's

homework
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GR7E1

0R7E2

GR7M

OLEVENG1

OLE VENG2

OLEVMATH

BKGRDEI.

BKGRDE2

BKGRDM

Grads 7 En glish Language Exam Score

Grads 7 English Literature Exam Score

Grade 7 Mathematics Exam Score

'0' Level English Language Exam Grade

'0' Level English Literature Exam Grads

'0' Level. Mathematics Exam Grade

background index variable for English

Language

background index variable for English

Li tezatuze

background index variable for Mathematics

Class Level Variables

CSZZE	 class sio

ETEXTLAN	 number of English Language texts available

ETEXTLIT	 number of English Literature texts available

ETEXTCHR	 number of teacher's English texts available

MTEXT	 number of Maths texts available

MTEXTCHR	 number of teacher's Maths texts available

EVERSAL	 English teacher's verbal aptitude score

ESTUDY	 whether English teacher is currently studying

ESTUDLEV	 qualification for which En glish teacher is

studying

EKMWK	 number of hours of English homework assigned

EPAVSCR	 whether present school was English teacher's

first choice

ECMTMNT	 English teacher's commitment to teaching

MVERDAL	 Maths teacher's verbal aptitude score

MSTUDY	 whether Maths teacher is currentl y studying

MSTUDLEV	 qualification for which Maths teacher is

studying

MHMWK
	

number of hours of Maths homework assigned

MPAVSCH
	

whether present school was Maths teacher's

first choice

MCMTMNT	 Maths teacher's commitment to teachirt
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ESEX

EETHNIC

EAGE

EATHISCH

KEXPER

EQUALEV

ESUBJ

MSEX

METENIC

MAGE

MATHISCH

MEXPER

MQUA LEV

MSUBJ

CLSE1

sex of English teacher

ethnic group of English teacher

age of English teacher

number of years English teacher has taught

at present school

number of ysars of English teacher's

teaching experienc.

qualification, of English teacher

whether English teacher is qualified in

subj .ct being taught

sex of Maths teacher

ethnic group of Maths teacher

age of Maths teacher

number of years Maths teacher has taught

at present school

number of years of Maths teacher's

teaching experience

qualifications of Maths teacher

whether Maths teacher is qualified in

subject being taught

class/teacher index variabi. for English

Language

CLSE2	 class/teacher index variabi. for English

Literature

CLSM	 class/teacher index variable for Mathematics

School Level Variables

SCHAGE	 age of school in years

EVESTUD	 whether evening study facilities are

available

ACADTIME	 hours per week spent on academic subjects

ADMIT	 admissions policy of school

STREAM
	

whether streaming is practiced

SSIZE
	

school size

BOARD
	

whether school is day or boarding

TPR
	

aggregate teacher pupil ratio
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PERCTAF	 percentage African pupils

DAYFEES	 fees for day pupil

BDFEES	 fees for boarding pupil

FLUSH	 whether there are flush toilets at the

school

DESKS	 whether there are adequate numbers of desks

TCHSEX
	 percentage female teachers at the school

TCHRACE
	 percentage European teachers at the school

TCHAGE
	 average age of teachers

TCHTHIS
	 average number of years teachers have taught

at present school

TCHEXPER	 average number of years teaching experience

TCHQUALA	 percentage teachers having standard

teachers' qualifications

TCHQUALB

TCHQUA LC

TCHQUALD

COSTDAY

COSTBD

percentage teachers havin g non-standard

teachers' qualifications

percentage teachers in training

percentage untrained teachers

cost per day pupil

cost per boarding pupil

COSTGOVT	 cost per pupil to government

TLS	 per capita amount spent on textbooks,

library and stationery

PROF	 per capita amount spend on professional

salaries

SCHLE1	 school index variable for English Language

SCHLE2	 school index variable for English Literature

SCHLM	 school index variable f or Mathematics

Notez Further categorical variables were derived from the
above set of variables, such as FJOB1 and F3082. denoting the
coded categories for FJOB of 1 and 2. respectively. These
further variable names are straightforward derivations from
the original variable names and should need no further
explanation than is given in the text.
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17.8

16-74
-4

67%?
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18%?

8 0%D

17.1
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39%?	 33%? 81%? 63%?

95%D i00%D 46%D 20%D

17.6	 18.0	 16.5 17.5

22-70 5-94 6-45	 15-82
-0	 -O	 -32	 -0

68%? 74%? 81%? 66%y

79%	 69%	 92%	 81%

24%?

93%D

18.6

24-74
-0

60%?
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PPEP4DIX

TABLE A3.3

Differences Between Schooltyp.. b y Pupil-L.v.1 Variabl•si
Reduced Sample

All Sch. A(Urb) B(Urb) B(Rur) Indep. Mi..ion D.C.
Number
Pupils	 2366	 323	 400	 400	 182	 325	 736

Variable.
SEX'

DAYBDING2

AGE

ETHNICGP
(N-S-E)

FAVORSCH'

FEE PAYER'
F/M

LI VEHOME

LIVEPROV

FE DU C'
(01234)

MEDUC
(01234)

FWORKS

FJOB'

MWORKS

MJOB

LIVSPACE'

RADIO

	

90%?	 97%? 91%? 85%? 98%? 94%?	 87%Y

	

89%Y	 97%? 91%? 81%Y 96%? 96%Y	 83XY

	

7-29	 3-6	 3-24	 7-38	 1-1	 6-12	 14-49
-30-27 -13-43 -40-31 -36-18 -16-47 -34-40 -28-10

	

-6	 -14	 -3	 -1	 -36	 -8	 -0

	

13-39	 4-19	 5-37 11-52	 1-3	 8-25	 25-56

	

-24-22 -18-39 -37-20 -28-9 -20-55 -28-39 	 -15-4

	

-3	 -8	 -1	 -0	 -22	 -0	 -0

	

78%?	 94%? 90%? 63%Y 98%? 89%?	 63%?

	

31-41	 52-42 24-65 19-32 74-25 49-37	 12-37

	

-28	 -6	 -11	 -49	 -2	 -14	 -51

	

51%Y	 63%? 41%? 50%? 69%? 63%?	 42%?

	

30-10	 58- 9 16-19	 9-7 71-16	 47-4	 8-8

	

-61	 -33	 -66	 -8*	 -14	 -49	 -85

	

0.8	 1.1	 0.8	 0.6	 1.4	 0.8	 0.7

	

65%Y	 91%? 79%Y 42%? 97%? 85%Y	 41XY



HOMEWORK' 3.2

HELP

OLEVENG2

GR7E1

GR7E2

GR7M

OLEVENG1.

OLEVMATH

5.7

5.7

5.7

2.6

2.5

1.8
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TABLE A3.3 (CONT.)
Difference. Between Schoolt ype. by Pupil-Level Variable.:

Reduced Sample (Cont.)

Variables	 All Sch. A(Urb) B(tJrbl B(Rur) Indep . Mission D.C.

TV	 29%Y	 73%? 30%Y	 1%? 91%? 112%Y	 3%?

ELECTRIC	 115%Y	 92%? 83%?	 2%? 98%Y 65%?	 6%Y

NEWS	 39XY	 75%? 57%? 12%? 89%? 56%Y	 9%Y

3.11

6 5%Y

6.11

6.7

6.1

3.5

3.3

2.0

3.1

118%?

5.8

5.8

5.7

2.8

2.11

1.3

3.1

110%?

5.6

5.6

5.9

2.1

2.1

1.7

	

3.2	 3.11

82%? 69%?

	

7.9	 6.0

	8.0	 6.0

	

7.8
	 6.1

	5.7
	

3.3

	

5.7
	 3.5

	

5.1	 2.1

3.0

3 ixY

5.2

5.2

5.1

1.5

0.9

1.2

BKGRDW•	na	 3.5	 2.8	 2.0	 3.7	 2.8	 1.9

BKGRDE2	 na.	 3.1	 2.11	 2.0	 3.9	 2.6	 1.9

BKGRDM	 na.	 2.1	 1.5	 1.5	 2.3	 2.5	 1.6

* Percentage female students
Percentag. day students

' Percentage Ndebele (N), Shona Cs) and European CE)
• Y-tes for this and subsequent variables
• Percentage whose father or mother pays their school fees
• Percentage in each of the five collapsed, educational level

categories: 0) No Schoolin g; 1) Standard 3-5; 2) Standard6/
Grade 7; 3) Forms I-V; 11) Form VI and higher. Applicable
to MEDUC as well.

' Percentage in each of the three collapsed, occupational
categoric.: 1) White Collar and Commercial Farmer.; 2) Blue
Collar; 3) Peasant Farmers, Informal Sector and Unemployed.
Applicable to MJOB as well.

• Rooms per person
' Hours per night
See Chapter 11 for construction of index variable..
Applicabl, to BKGRDE2 and BKGRDM as well.
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CHAPTER FOUR
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Given the large number of variables on which information was

collected in this research and the high degree of correlation

expected between some of them, index variables wer. computed

to cover the three levels of effect under investigationt the

pupil's own background, the influence of the class and the

particular teacher on the pupil's achievement, and the

school's influence on the pupil's '0' level results. These

three index variables were computed separately for each of the

three '0' level examination results, and therefore for each of

the three models. The choice of different subsets of

variables was based not only on a view of which individual

variables really matter, but also on the necessity of

isolating those variables which covered for others due to high

intercorrelations between them.	 For instance, whether one

chooses day pupils' fees or the total cost per day pupil is

not a simple choice of preference. Day pupils' fees are

'covered' by the total cost figure which is a more

comprehensive measure of the cost per pupil, but one would not

include both figures due to the hi gh correlation (.78) between

them.

The first step in the construction of the index variables was

to test individual regressions for each subeot, a variable at

a time, in order to determine whether it was at *ll worthwhile

to include particular variables in the overall regression

equations. (The results of these single level regressions can

be seen in Appendices *.1 to 11.3.)	 The second step was to

examine the correlations between the subsets of variables to

be considered for inclusion in the final equations. Where

oorrelst joris above .30 wer. found, the stronger of the two



variables in terms of the T-t.st statistic was normally

chosen. However this did not mean that the stronger of the

two variables was always included in the final regression for

in some instances, there were whols chains of high

correlations which excluded particular variables. The third

step was to examine the si gnificance of the variables after

their inclusion in the regression equation and to weed out

those whose significance fell below the 90% significance level

benchmark. Finally, having chosen the 'best' set of variables

to be included in each of the three index variables for each

•ubJec5 regression equation, the three index variables were

combined in a new regression equation and the si gnificance of

their constituent variables in combination tested. As with

step three, if they fell below the 90% T-test statistic, or if

as a result of their inclusion, other variables' coefficients

became counterintuitive, they were excluded.

The T-test was used as a heuristic cut-off point since the

standard errors used in computing the T-test statistic, of

course, are biased due to the misepecification of a single

level model in the SPSSx regression programme, as explained in

Chapter 2. The final three index variables for pupil, class

and school level effects on achievement were thus tested

internally as well as in combination with each other, before

being entered into the multilevel regression equation.' In

addition, Judgement as to 'meaningfulness' was exercised at

each stage.

In the following sections each index variable will be taken in

$ Although the Grade 7 Examination score was taken as a
separate explanatory variable in the subsequent multilevel
regressions, it was included with the constituent background
variables at this earlier stage to test its interaction with
them and the other index variables because of its strength and
its eventual inclusion in the fully specified model.
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turn, subject by subject, with a discussion of the final

constituent variables and their weights.

'LZL'i]..	 Zrc

Table 4.1 lists the variables finally selected for inclusion

in th. pupil background index variable for English Language,

BKGRDE1. Reference should be made to Chapter 3 for the

definitions of the variables and their exact coding. Appendix

3.2 contain, a glossary of variable names, for reference.

TABLE 4.1

Final Constituent Variables of Background Index Variable
for English Language

Variables
	

B
	

T

MEX (Male)	 .311
	

4.307
ETH1 (Ndebele)	 -1.07	 -6. 523
ETH2 (Shona)
	 - .85	 -6.169

ETH3 (Coloured)	 .62
	

1.833
FJBi. (White Collar)	 • 86
	

7.800
FJB2 (Blue Collar)	 .37
	

3.921
FEDO (No Schooling)	 - .68
	 -3.1199

FED1 (Up to Std.5)
	

- .71
	

-5. 470
FED2 (Up to Gr.7)
	

- .57
	

-I&. 610
FED3 (Up to Form V)
	

- .25
	 -2.001

ELECY(Electz'icity)	 .78
	

9.274
(CONSTANT)
	

2.86
	

16.4112

Not.: B stands for regression coefficient; T stands for T-t..t
statistic, for this and subsequent tables.

The final background index variable for English Language

controls for several different	 aspects of a pupil's

background. It consists of sex, ethnic group, father's

occupation and education and certain home amenities,

represented by the presence of electricity at home. As can be

seen from Table 11.1, boys do marginally better than girls, and

in the ethnic grouping variable in which Europeans serve as a

refarenc. point, Ndebel. and Shona children ar. at a
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disadvantage, wh.r.as Coloured children appear to have a

slight advantage.

The occupational and educational background, of both parents

were found to be significant variables on which to regress

pupils' '0' level English Language results. However, as has

been explained in Chapter 2, the low response rate r.garding

the mothers'	 background characteristics necessitated a

reliance solely on the father's background. In relation to

occupational category, (peasant farmers, the informal sector

and the unemployed serve as reference point), there is a clear

disparity between the three categories, with the white collar

and commercial farmers' sector ahead of the other two

categories, as would be expected. The effect of the father's

educational level, the reference point being any education

above Form V. is similarly delineated, with the distinction

being greater between those having reached secondary school

and those who had not, rather than between any of the smaller

gradations in the variable.

The presence of electricity at home, serving as a proxy for a

variety of 'modern' home amenities such as a radio, a TV and

regular newspapers, appears to make a final positive

contribution toward English Language achievement.

Table *.2 illustrates the very similar constituent variabl.s

of th. pupil background index variable BKGRDE2 for English

Literature.
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TABLE 4.2

Final Constituent Variables of Background Index Variable
for English Literature

Variable.	 B	 T

MEX (Male)	 - .17	 -1.718
ETH1 (Ndebele)	 -1.16	 -5. 566
ETH2 (Shona)	 -1.38	 -7. 893
ETM3 (Coloured)	 - .36	 - .842
FJBI (Whit. Collar)
	

1.13	 8.205
F352 (Blue Collar)
	

46
	

3.966
FEDO (No Schooling)	 -1.13	 -4. 659
FED1 (Up to Std.5) 	 -1.24	 -7.628
FED2 (Up to Gr.7)	 - .85	 -5. 430
FED3 (Up to Form V)	 - .57	 -3. 589
(CONSTANT)
	

4.00	 19. 151

The constituent variables and their influences on achievement

in English Literature are almost identical to those for

English Language, with the exception of the variable

electricity, which covers for a variety of home amenitiss, and

is not included in BKGRDE2. The only other differences

between the two sets of variables is that for English

Literature, it appears that girl., rather than bo ys achieve

better results and the Coloured pupils in the sample, rather

than exceeding European pupils, do slightly worse.

Table 11.3 depicts a quit, dissimilar set of constituent

background variables for Mathematics, however.

TABLE 4.3

Final Constituent Variables of Background Index Variable
for Mathematics

Variables

MEX (Male)
ETHI. (Ndebale)
ETH2 (Shona)
ETH3 (Coloured)
DAY (Day Pupil)
HOMEWORK (Hr.. /Nigh t)
(CONSTANT)

B

• 88
-1.20
- . 87
- .35
-1. 55

.09
3.03

T

10.347
- 6.880
- 5.985
- .963
-14. 182

3.536
16. 310
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What is most striking about the above table is the absence of

the two sets of variables measuring the father's occupation

and educational levels. Interestin gly, for Mathematics, these

variables did not exert the influence they did for the two

English subj ects. (Their weaker influence was notable at the

first stage of regressing achievement on individual variables,

shown in Appendix £1.1.) What immediately springs to mind from

this result is that unlike English achievement, where the

reinforcement at home of things learned at school can be

decisive, this is not the case with Mathematics. In contrast

with the two English subjects, the pupil's sex has a marked

effect, with boys being favoured over girls in Mathematics

achievement. The influence of the pupil's ethnic group is the

same as for the two En glish subjects, though the effect of

being of Coloured origin has become formally insignificant. A

strong factor which comes into play in the case of Mathematics

achievement is whether the pupil is a day or a boarding

scholar, the latter presenting a clear advantage. A small,

additional influence on Mathematics achievement is brought to

bear by the number of hours of homework the pupil reports s/h.

does every night.

L . is is ..' -	 is	 I rt ci is V	 ± t is

The higher degree of correlation between the class and the

school level variables, (such as, for instance, between class

size or teachers'	 qualifications and cost per pupil-

teachers' salaries correspond directly with teachers'

qualifications) means that the final constituent variables of

either of these indices, contain fewer, but more 'loaded'

variables than was th. case for the background index variables

in each subject. It also means that the bare skeletons of

constituent variables remaining are more awkward to interpret.

As a help toward understanding how the final constituents were

arrived at and which variables are being 'covered', reference

can be made to Appendices 	 and	 .5 which show those
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constituent class and teacher variables included prior to

testing in combination with the other index variables for the

two English subjects. (Mathematics had more straightforward

regressions.)

Table *.* illustrates	 th.	 final	 constituents of the
class/teacher index variable for En glish Language.

TABLE 1L4

Final Constituent Variables of Class Index Variable
for English Language

Variables
	 S
	

T

EX	 (Male)
	 -1.28	 -12. *21

TEXTO1 (^1)	 -	 - 5.957
TEXT2 (>1)
	 - .30	 - 2.792

(CONSTANT)
	

3.85
	 *5. 885

Only two class-level variables survived the combination with

the school-level variable, cost per day pupil: the sex of the

teacher, and the number of textbooks per pupil available in

the classroom. It would appear from Table *.* that to have a
female teacher is an advantage to the pupil regarding her/his

English Language achievement. The significance of this

variable, however, is as much related to the ethnic ori gin of

the teacher as to her/his sex, due to high intercorrelations

between the two variables, European teachers having a stronger

positive influence on their pupils than non-European ones, as

could be expected.	 If more than one textbook per pupil is

available, the pupils of that class are at an advantage,

again, followin g common sense.	 (The reference point for the

textbooks variable is having at least two textbooks per

pupil.) The strong influences exhibited previously (see

Appendix *.) of such important aspects of a teacher's
background as qualifications, age, verbal aptitude, years of

experience as well as experience at the particular school in

question, appear to have been subsumed under the highly

aggregated school-level variable, cost per day pupil.
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The final constituents of the class/teacher ind.x variable for

English Lit•ratur. are listed in Table $.3 b.low. They are

quite different from thos. for English Language. Whereas the

final variables for English Language consisted of textbooks

per pupil and the sex of the teacher, in the case of English

Literature the final constituent variables are EVERBAL, the

teacher's verbal aptitude score, which also covers here for

the teacher's qualifications, CSIZE, th, class size, NONEUR,

whether the teacher was non-European and EX, the sex of the

teacher. P.rhaps there is something in the fact that more

class/teacher variables are represented in the case of English

Literature than for English Language which, it might be

assumed, would be influenced more greatly by background

factors than English Literature which relies more heavil y on

classroom inputs.

TABLE 4.5

Final Constituent Variables of Class Index Variable
for English Literature

Variables
	

B
	

T

EVERBAL	 .04
	

8.017
EX (Male)	 -1.09	 -8.758
CSIZE	 - .08	 -8. 591
NONEUR	 - .97

	 -7. 312
(CONSTANT)
	

3.85
	

6.751

For evsry ten points increase in the teacher's verbal aptitude

score the pupils' '0' level English Literature grades go up by

.4 points. For an increase of ten pupils to the class, the

pupils' English Literature grades go down by .8 points.

Finally, as can be seen, female European teachers seem to have

a positive effect on the pupils' grades in this subject.

Table 4.6 shows the final constituent variables of the class

index variable for Mathematics.	 As for English Literature,

the variables retained, after the cost per day pupil is tried
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in combination, are more comprehensive than for English
Language, in which the school-level index variable took on the

influence of many of the class/teacher variables.

TABLE 4.6

Final Constituent Variables of Class Index Variable
for Mathematics

Variables
	 B
	

T

CSIZE	 - .02	 -2.140
MEXPER
	 06
	

9.679
NONEUR	 -1.14	 -7. 316
TEXTO1 (^1)	 - .34	 -3. 195
TEXT2 (>1)
	

- . 35
	 -3.040

(CONSTANT)
	

3.35
	

9.310

For every additional year of teaching experience, Maths '0'

level examination grades increase by .06 points. European

teachers achieve better results than non-Europeans. For every

additional 10 pupils per class grades are reduced by .2

points. Pupils with access to more than two texts each,

achieve higher grades. Although these are formally

significant results, they are not all that decisive, as can be

seen from the low B-coefficients, with the exception of

NONEUR.

c!rc]- Zrc	 r1t]

The variables for possible inclusion in an index variable

denoting the school's characteristics are desribed in Chapter

3. They can be grouped into three subsets pertaining to the

school's costs, the type of school and its amenities and the

composition of the teaching body. As has already been

mentioned, the variable, cost per day pupil, covers for many

of the class/teacher characteristics having a cost

implication, such as class size, teachers' qualifications.

year. of teaching experience, etc. At the school level, this

is also the cass where aggregate variables describing the
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teaching body ar. subsumed under th. one variabl•.	 In

addition to teachers' qualifications and experience, it is

also assumed that the t.acher pupil ratio is covered by the

comprehensive variable, cost p•r day pupil.

For English Language only two school level variables survived

the different combinations tasted, the coat per day pupil, and

whether or not the school had boarding facilities. This

latter variable also covered for the pupils' access to evening

study facilities. Table 4.7 shows the final constituent

variables of the school index variable for English Language.

TABLE 4.7

Final Constituent Variables of School Index Variable
for English Language

Variables	 B
	

T

COSTDAY	 .003	 15.420
BOARDY	 .80	 8.213
(CONSTANT)	 1.28	 18.382

For every additional *100 spent on each pupil, th. pupil's

English Language '0' level examination grade rises by .3

points. The advantage of attending a boarding school is a .8
increase in the pupil's English Language grade.

For English Literature and Mathematics the composition and

interpretation of the school index variable is very similar to

that for English Languag.. Whether the school has boarding

facilities was further subsumed under the very influential

cost per day pupil variable, which is the onl y, heavily loaded

constituent variable of the school index variable as can be

seen from Tables 4.8 and 4.9 below.
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TABLE 4.8

Final Constituent Variable of School Index Variable
for English Literature

Variables
	 B
	

T

COSTDAY	 • 004
	

24. 641
(CONSTANT)	 • 61

	 7.070

TABLE 4.9

Final Constituent Variable of School Index Variable
Mathematics

Variables
	 B
	

T

COSTDAY	 • 003
	

16.911
(CONSTANT)	 • 67

	
8.858

For every $100 spent par pupil, the pupil's grade rises by

either .4 or .3 points, in the case of English Literature and

Mathematics, respectively.



- .09*1	 - .08*
- .71*1	 - .47*
- .60*	 1%	 - .57* :-
- .53*1	 - .07*

.21
- .49 1 U%)

- .54

	

.53	 -

	

.78	 (1%)

- .20*
- .42* 1-

- .59

.0009* -

.16* -

-1.80	 - .87
-1.77 1
	 - .89

-1.19 : (7%)	 - .91	 (2%)
- .55 1
	 - .43

-1.68
-1.34
- .66 1 (6%)

4	 I
I

- .30 1

- .43
n/a (1%)

• 18*:
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#VIEI'ilDIX 4.- 1

TABLE A4.I

Single Level Regressions on Individual Background Variable.:
Beta Coefficient. and (R2j'

Variable.	 English Lang. 	 English Lit.	 Mathematics

Sex(M)	 .03* -	 .46 (1%)	 .64 (2%)

Day Pupil	 -1.34 (5%)	 -1.87 (9%)	 -1.42 (5%)

Age	 - .37 (5%)	 - .40 (5%)	 - .24 (2%)

Ethnic Group (European-ref.):
Ndebele	 -1.52 1

Shona	 -1.28 : (4x)
Coloured	 .92

Favech	 - .07* -

Peepayer (other-ref.):
Parents - .01* 1

Aunt s/o Uncle - .18*
Grandparent.	 - .57* 1 -

Sister/Brother - .34* 1

Livewhom (Other-ref.):
Father/Mother	 .07*
Aunt a/o Uncle - .23* : -
Grandparent/s - .60

Liv.home	 .56	 -

Liveprov	 .62 (1%)

Father's Educ. (>Form V-ref.):
No Schooling -2.32
Up to Std.5	 -2.24
Up to Std6/Gr7 -1.84 : (ix)
Up to Form V -1.09

Mother's Educ. (>Form V-ref.):
No Schooling -3.25
Up to Std.5	 -2.92 1

Up to Std6/Gr7 -2.44 1 (8%)
Up to Form V -1.72

-1.67	 -1.01
-1.80 1 (5%)	 - .72 : (1%)
- .15*:	 - .11*:

.41	 (1%)	 - .04* -
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TABLE A4.1 (CONT.)

Single Level Regressions on Individual Background Variabl.s
Beta Coefficients and (Rj

Variables	 English Lang.	 English Lit.	 Mathematics

Father's Occup. PJOB3=ref.)z'
FJOB1	 1.48 1	 1.60 :	 .94
FOB2	 .67 : (6%)	 .ss 1 (7%)	 .29	 (2%)

Mother's Occup. (MOB3-ref.)i
MJOB1	 1.34	 1.64 :	 .93
MJOB2	 .72	 (5%)	 .78	 (6%)	 .22*: (2%)

Livspac. (per cap.) (>1.3rms -ref. ) :
^ .4 rooms	 -1.57 :	 -2.19 :	 -1.15
^ .6 rooms	 -1.12 :	 -1.67 :	 - .99
^ .8 rooms	 - .82 : c*%)	 -1.52 1 (7%)	 - .79 : (2%)
^1.3 rooms	 - .9 :	 -1.35 :	 - .76

Radio	 .98	 (4%)	 1.15	 (5%)	 .48	 (1%)

TV	 1.41	 (8%)	 1.41	 (8%)	 .81	 (2%)

Electricity	 1.24	 (1%)	 1.29	 (8%)	 .50	 (1%)

Newspapers	 1.00	 (5%)	 1.19	 (6%)	 .57	 (1%)

Homework (>4 hrs.-ref.)
^lhour/daw	 -.371	 -.97:	 -.89:
2hours/day	-.17:	 -.34:	 -.371
3 hours/day	 .09* (1%)	 - .09* (2%)	 - .27 : (2%)
4 hours/day	 .03*:	 - .30*.:	 -

Help from home	 .51 (1%)	 .80	 (3%)	 .18	 -

Grade 7 Exam	 .59 (23%)	 .63	 (24%)	 .74 (34%)

' '*' denotes not significant at 90% significance levels ''
denotes that the direction of the ralationschip is
counterintuitive; '-' in pace of R denotes "less than 1%".

' FJOB1: White Collar and Commercial Farmers
FJOB2 Blue Collar
F OB3: Peasant Farmers. Informal Sector and Unemployed
(See Chapter 3.)
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PPEF1DXX 4.2
TABLE A4.2

Single Level Regressions on Individual Class/Teacher
Variables: Beta Coefficients and (R!J

Variabl.s	 English Lang.	 English Lit.	 Mathematics

Class
Class Size	 - .08 (4%)	 - .15	 (12%)	 - .07	 (3%)

Textbooks per cap. (^ 2 - ref.):
1parpupil -.95:	 -.68:	 - .55

> I and < 2	 - .7 : (4%)	 -1.23+: (4%)
	

- .37 : (iX)

Teachers' Texts (>6-ref.):
No texts	 - .52 :	 -1.09	 •

1-3 texts	 - .18	 (1%)	 - .58	 (4%)
	

- .lo*+: -
4-6 texts	 - .j5*	 -1.48	 - .31

Teacher
Verbal Apt.	 .07	 (9%)	 .07	 (11%)	 .007	 -

Studying	 -1.18	 (6%)	 -1.88	 (15%)
	 - .27	 -

Pavsch	 - .23	 -	 .41	 (1%)	 .21	 -

Commitment	 -1.03+ (4%)	 - .84	 (2%)	 .27	 -

Sex(M)	 -1.50	 (7%)	 -2.05	 (13%)	 .16	 -

Non-Europ.an	 -1.92	 (12%)	 -2.12	 (14%)	 -1.69	 (6%)

Age	 .07	 (9%)	 .08	 (10%)	 .08	 (7%)

Experience	 .06	 (3%)	 .08	 (6%)

Qualifications (untrained-ref.):
Standard Trd.	 1.22 :	 1.35 :	 .21	 -
Trainee	 .59 : (4%)	 .3 : (5%)	 n/a

I '*' denotes not significant at 90% significance levels ''
denotes that th. direction of the relationsohip is
counterintuitive; '-' in pace of R 2 denotes "less than 1%".
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APPEP4DIX 4...ZN

TABLE A4.3

Single Level Regressions on Individual School Variables:
Beta Coefficients and (R2j'

Variables	 English Lang.	 English Lit.	 Mathematics

PM Study	 1.30	 (8%)	 1.87 (16%)	 .91	 (AX)

Academic Time - .12+ 	 (3%)	 - .15+ (4%)	 - .08+ (1%)

Admissions	 -1.82	 (8%)	 -2.56 (15%)	 -1.41	 (4%)
(not by intorview/
exam-ref.)

Streaming	 .70	 (2%)	 1.18 (6%)	 .6*	 (2%)

School Size	 .0002 -	 - . 00008* -	 - .000* (1%)

Boarding Sch.	 1.62	 (11%)	 2.25 (21%)	 1.27	 (6%)

PTR	 - .10	 (11%)	 - .13 (7%)	 - .09	 (3%)

% African	 - .003	 (1%)	 - .01 (14%)	 - .003 (1%)

Day Fees	 .01	 (9%)	 .01 (13%)	 .009	 (7%)

Flush Toilets	 1.57	 (9%)	 2.06 (18%)	 .89	 (3%)

Adequate Desks 1.07	 (5%)	 1.57 (11%)	 .7*	 (2%)

X F Teacher.	 .0*0	 (8%)	 .05 (10%)	 .03	 (3%)

% Eur. Tchrs.	 .04	 (13%)	 .05 (24%)	 .03	 (10%)

Av.r.Ag• Tchr.	 .18	 (18%)	 .21 (23%)	 .12	 (7%)

Average No. Yr..
at this school	 .56	 (8%)	 .72 (13%)	 .36	 (3%)

Average No. Yr..
Tohing. Exper.	 .2*	 (14%)	 .28 (19%)	 .17	 (7%)

% Std.Training	 .03	 (9%)	 .03 (10%)	 .01	 (2%)

S Untrained	 - .03	 (13%)	 - .03 (14%)	 - . 01	 (3%)

Urban	 .97	 (4%)	 .96 (4%)	 .31	 -
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TABLE A4.3 (CONT.)

Single Level Regressions on Individual School Variables:
Beta Coefficients and (Ra)

Variables	 English Lang .	 English Lit.	 Mathematics

$ per cap. on
TLS	 .02	 (5%)	 .003* -	 .02	 (2%)

* per cap, on
Prof. Salaries	 .005 (20%)	 .002 (3%)	 .003 (7%)
Total coat per
pupil	 .00k (16%)	 .004 (25%)	 .003 (9%)

Gov't cost per
pupil	 .005 (13%)	 .006 (16%)	 .003 (4%)

I ,, denotes not significant at 90% significance levels '4-'
denotes that the direction of the relationschip is
counterintuitive; '-' in pace of R denotes "less than 1%".
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MFFEP$DIX 4-4.

TABLE A4.4

Constituents of Class Index Variable for English Language
Before Combining with Background and School Index Variable.

Variable.	 B
	 T

K VERBAL.	 .06
	

13. 709
EX	 (Male)	 -.79	 - 7.093
TEXTOI (^i)	 -.57	 - 6.069
TEXT2 (>1)	 -.18	 - 1.625
CSIZE	 -.0*	 - 4.780
(CONSTANT)	 • *7
	 1.013

Notet At this stag, of the analysis, the verbal aptitude of
the English teacher (EVERBAL) wa, covering in addition for the
age, experience and qualifications of the teacher, similarly
in Table A4.5.

1IPEI%1DI X 4..

TABLE A4.5

Constituents of Class Index Variable for English Literature
Before Combining with Background and School Index Variables

Variables	 B
	 T

EVERBAL'	 • 01
	 2.262

EX	 (Male)	 - .86	 -6. 611
CSIZE	 - .07	 -7. 563
NONEUR	 -1.07	 -8. 237
STUDY	 -1.12	 -9. 455
FAVY	 • 41
	 4.199

(CONSTANT)
	

5.88
	 9.276

' See Note for Table A4.4. It is of interest to note that a
negative influence on the pupil's achievement in English
Literature is brou ght to bear if the teacher is engaged in a
course of study. At an earlier stage, this was also true for
English Language.
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CHAPTER FIVE

IJht	 ttr	 ba '0'
#cI,ia"mr.t in Ev1ih ndIIthU #n Mn1's'i	 a? bh

Liri 'lad1B Itc*
The previous two chapters have described how the overall study

was desi gned how the variable. wer. chosen, collected and

coded, and how index variables at the three levels for the

three subjects ware construct.d. In this chapter is presented

a description and anal ysis of the different models which were

tested as the '0' level results of the students sampled ware

regressed on different variables. Tables 5.1-5.3 summarise

the English Language, English Literature and Mathematics

models, respectively.

The discussion will lead from an explanation of the particular

model in question for English Language and then compare the

results for English Language with those for the other two

subjects.

IIDL. As 'I't
7 I r t . 1_	 -	 -

The starting point for the different analyses is Model A which

fits a constant term only, i.e. studies variation about an

overall mean of the Grade 7 English Language intake score

involving schools and students. It is a 2-level anal ysis with

the class grouping at Form IV, which is not the class grouping

when the students took the Grade 7 Exam, as this prior class

grouping is not known.' There is a high intra-achool

correlation of 58%. i.e. there is a clusterin g of grades

within school.. This would imply a strong selection factor at

Model A is th. only model regressing the Grade 7
results and not the '0' level results. Tables 5.1 through 5.3
therefore, should not be read from Model A across, but rather
from Model B across, for comparative purpose..
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TABLE 5.1 PART I

ENGLISH LANGUAGE NODELS

	

A	 I	 C	 I	 I	 F	 Fe

	

5.7	 2.66	 .18	 .44	 -.80	 -2.64	 -2.67

	

(0.4)	 (.23)	 (.fl)	 (.34)	 (.29)	 (.56)	 (.55)

	

.40	 .29	 .39	 .40	 .40

	

( . 03)	 ( . 11)	 ( . 03)	 (.03)	 (.04)

.0I

(.01)

	

.43	 .41	 .41

	

( . 08)	 (.09)	 (.0)

	.72 	 .73

	

( .21)	 (.21)

SCHICI

Caic. at

Aver.

RANDOII	 GRill

Sc..1	 Ceastait 3.3241 	 1.2205	 .55657 .54577 .29106 .15205 .085U .04277

	

( . 11)	 (.44)	 ( . fl)	 (.21)	 ( . 15)	 ( . 12)	 ( . 11)	 (11)

	

C.var.	 .0165% .191532

	

(.02)	 (51)

	

GRill	 .016679 .009361

	

(.011)	 -

1	 581	 221	 141	 141	 81	 41 Tst. us	 .24366

Class	 - 1.1435	 .5178 .51471 .50025 .53676 .63536

	

-	 ( . 23)	 (.13)	 ( . 12)	 (.13)	 ( . 15)	 (.17)

I	 -	 201	 131	 131	 131	 151	 lii

Stvdeit	 2.4494 3.2425 2.9462 2.9458 2.9501 2.8777	 2.825

	

(0.0)	 (.10)	 (.10)	 ( . 10)	 ( . 12)	 ( . 12)	 (.12)
1	 421	 581	 731	 741	 791	 811	 761

Tstal	 5.7735 5.6065 4.02057 4.00634 3.14141 3.56651 	 3.70402

N.. Stid.	 1960	 2240	 1882	 1882	 1395	 1252	 1252

N,.Schl.	 32	 32	 32	 32	 32	 29	 29
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TABLE 5.1 PART II

ENGLISH LANJA0E NODELS

UPLAL VARIABLES	 0	 H	 I	 i	 K

FuEl

Custaat	 -2.03	 -2.31	 -2.72	 -2.12	 -2.30

	

(.63)	 (.70)	 (.41)	 (.36)	 (.54)

7(1	 .39	 .46	 .39	 .31	 .46

	

(.03)	 (.05)	 (.03)	 (.03)	 (.05)

0R71 158

6RDE1

CLSEI

SCHLEI

Sc'

SCLuGR7EI

SC2

SC2xGR7EI

5C3

SC3xGR7EI

5"

SC4xGR7E1

scs

SCSxGR1EI

RA$DON

Schul

I

Clais

I

Studnt

1

T.tal

N.. Stud.
N.. Scbl.

	.38	 .36	 .30	 .31	 .31

	

(.09)	 ( .09)	 (.09)	 (.09)	 (.09)

	

.37	 .34	 .26

	

(.24)	 (.26)	 (.22)

	

.63	 .68	 .48

	

(.18)	 (.13)	 (.22)

	

.22	 2.33	 2.03

	

(.37)	 (.80)	 (.82)

	

-.33	 -.34

	

(.11)	 (.11)

	

.45	 1.54	 1.58

(.28) (.63)	 (.56)

	

-.19	 -.23

	

(.10)	 (.08)

	

.41	 .31	 .25

(.29) (.54)	 (.54)

	

.01	 .02

	

( . 08)	 (.08)

	

1.97	 4.12	 3.84

	

(.63)	 (1.93	 (1.94)

	

-.28	 -.34

	

(.22)	 (.22)

	

1.04	 2.08	 3.04

	

(.40)	 (.74)	 (1.15)

	

-.18	 -.29

	

(.10)	 (.14)

	

0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0

.52679 .63257 .58071 .58989 .62148

	

(.12)	 (.14)	 (.13)	 (.13)	 (.13)

	

151	 191	 171	 171	 181

	

2.871	 2.8131	 2.8728	 2.9148	 2.836

	

(.12)	 (.12)	 (.12)	 (.12)	 (.12)

	

851	 III	 831	 831	 821

3.40379 3.46627 3.45351 3.50449 3.45748

	

1252	 1252	 1152	 1234	 1234

	

29	 29	 27	 29	 29
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SCIzGR1(2

SC2

SC2xGR7E2

8C3

SC3xGR7E2

SC4

SC4xGR7E2

ScS

SCSxGR7E2

RANDOM

Sck..l

I

Class

I

StId(Ut

I

Ti tat

N.. Stud.
N.. Ichi.
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TABLE 5.2

	

ENGLISH	 LITERATURE	 MODELS
EXPLAN. VARIABLES 	 A	 I	 C	 I	 I	 F	 0	 H	 I
F I lID

Csustaut	 5.1	 2.54	 -.57	 .49	 -.07	 -1.62	 -1.95	 1.44	 -1.93

	

(.04)	 (.30)	 (.27)	 (.44)	 (.54)	 (.40)	 (.37)	 (.44)	 (.43)

6R712	 .48	 .06	 .13	 .42	 .42	 .33	 .41

	

(.03)	 (.14)	 (.17)	 (.04)	 (.04)	 ( . 06)	 (.04)

GR7E2SQ	 .04	 .03

	

(.01)	 (.01)

BKGRDE2	 .25	 .25	 .22	 .21	 .16
(.09)	 (.09)	 (.09)	 (.09)	 (.10)

CLSE2	 .38	 .23	 .fl	 .33

	

(.13)	 (.14)	 (.14)	 (.15)

SCHLE2	 .24

(.21)

.85	 -.05

(.49)	 (1.35)

.15

(.18)

.46	 -.57

( . 31)	 (.80)

.18

(.12)

1.07	 .19

(.31)	 (.44)

.16

(.09)

1.21	 -.001

(1.22)	 (.002)

1.69

(2.21)

2.07	 1.34

(.39)	 (.74)

.14

(.11)

	

3.2163 1.9885 .66257 .639U .50151	 .2278	 0.0	 0.0

	

(.10)	 (.67)	 (.26)	 (.25)	 (.23)	 (.18)	 -	 (.13)

	

581	 341	 181	 171	 141	 61	 -	 11

	

- .84162 .36382 .34015 .43951	 .56632 .37201	 .36001	 .52527

	

(.23)	 (.12)	 (.12)	 (.15)	 (.19)	 ( . 11)	 (.11)	 (.19)

	

-	 141	 101	 91	 121	 161	 122	 121	 161

	

2.3371 2.9807 2.7261 2.7119 2.7502 2.7673 2.7731 2.7614 	 2.797

	

(0.0)	 (.11)	 (.11)	 (.11)	 (.13)	 (.14)	 (.14)	 (.14)	 (.15)

	

421	 511	 731	 731	 141	 181	 882	 881	 831

5.534 5.81082 3.75249 3.69169 3.69302 3.56142 3.14571 3.12141 3.37223

	

1960	 1547	 1282	 1282	 994	 881	 881	 887	 782

	

32	 27	 27	 27	 26	 22	 22	 22	 20
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TABLE 5.3

	

MATHEMATICS	 MODELS

EXPLAR. VARIABLES	 A	 I	 C	 I	 £	 F	 0	 1	 1

FIXED

Custat	 5.7	 1.85	 -1.57	 .90	 -.03	 -3.68	 -3.53	 -3.46	 -1.41

	

(.04)	 (.20)	 (.19)	 (.30)	 ( . 32)	 (43)	 (.39)	 (.37)	 (.47)

GRiN	 .58	 -.46	 -.44	 .61	 .61	 .61	 -.25

	

(.02)	 (.10)	 (.10)	 ( . 03)	 (.03)	 (.03)	 (.13)

GR7MSQ	 .10	 .09	 .08

	

( . 01)	 ( . 01)	 (.01)

B8RD$I	 .54	 .54	 .54	 .49	 .50

	

(.07)	 (.08)	 ( . 08)	 (.09)	 (.08)

CLSN	 .62	 .65	 .19	 .57

	

(.14)	 (.19)	 (.17)	 (.14)

SCHLN	 -.29

(.23)

sd

SCLzGR7M

8C2

SC2xt3R7N

SC3

SC3xGR7B

SC4

SC4xGR1N

5C5

SC5xGR7N

WDOM

Sco.l

S

Class

I

Stidut

S

Tital

Ms. Stud.
N.. Schi.

-.50
(.34)

-.43

(.30)

.05

(.33)

.26

(.67)

-.38

(.38)

	

3.5065	 .52	 .16391	 .18286	 .06941	 -	 0.0	 .00948	 -

	

(.11)	 (.34)	 ( . 13)	 ( . 12)	 ( . 08)	 -	 -	 (.08)	 -

	

582	 91	 41	 51	 21	 -	 -	 0.31	 -

	

-	 2.031	 .82956	 .60027	 .49756	 .5630	 .49795	 .52037	 .4878

	

-	 ( . 37)	 (.11)	 ( . 13)	 (.12)	 ( . 13)	 ( . 12)	 (.15)	 (.12)

	

-	 351	 221	 181	 161	 171	 162	 171	 162

	

2.5561	 3.3058	 2.7292	 2.6006	 2.5538	 2.6633	 2.6581	 2.5464	 2.583

	

(0.0)	 ( . 10)	 ( . 09)	 (.09)	 (.09)	 ( . 11)	 ( . 11)	 ( . 11)	 (.11)

	

421	 562	 131	 771	 821	 831	 842	 832	 842

6.0626 5.8568 3.72267 3.38373 3.12077 3.2263 3.15605 3.07625 3.0708

	

1960	 2205	 1838	 1838	 1725	 1188	 1191	 1011	 1188

	

32	 32	 32	 32	 32	 2-Iev.l	 26	 24	 2-livel
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work in the secondary schools. Recalling some of the

sohooltype differences described in Chapter 3, it was found

that some schools did continu, to us. the Grade 7 Examination

as a selective measure, despite its downgrading to simply an

indicative examination,	 as per Ministry of Education

instruction.	 Therefore, besides amounting to an indirect

selection factor, it also has continued to be used by some

schools directly for selection purposes. 	 Indeed, the mean

Grade 7 scores by schooltype ranged from 5.2 for district

council schools up to 7.9 for independent schools. 2 The level

of pupil variation, A2%, illustrates that a similar, if

smaller, proportion of the variance lies within schools

(between pupils) as between schools.

Comparison

The models for the other subjects produced the same overall

picture as regards the variation of the Grade 7 score

involving schools and pupils. It is worth drawing attention

to the rankings of the different schooltypes by mean Grade 7

score by subj ect for purposes of comparison with the rankings

of the final models. Table 5. illustrates this.

As can be seen from Table 5.6 a much reduced sample
resulted from the elimination of missing values as well as the
constraints of the multilevel programme. The range of mean
Grade 7 English Language scores by school (not sohooltyp.) for
those students surviving to th. last models was even greater,
from .3 to 9.0.	 It is interesting to note that no school's
average Grade 7 score is below the pass level.
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TABLE 5.ft

Ranking of Schooltypes by Mean Grade 7 Scor. for English
Language, English Literature and Mathematics

	

Mean	 Mean	 Mean
Rank Schooltype GR7E1 Schooltype GR7E2 Schooltyp. GR7M

1	 Independent 7.9	 Independent 8.0 Independent 7.8

2	 Group A	 6.	 Group A	 6.7 Gp A/Mission 6.1

3	 Mission	 6.2	 Missitn	 6.0	 Group B(rur) 5.9

Group B(urb) 5.8	 Group B(urb) 5.7	 Group B(urb) 5.7

5	 Group B(rur) 5.6	 Group B(rur) 5.6	 Dist.Council 5.1

6	 Diet.Council 5.2	 Dist.Council 5.2	 -

P4DL	 s	 'I'1-	 "z'±.1±r	 f
I..	 ] E c .m £ r . t L	 _	 - _

A further base-un. is constructed in Model B, regressing '0'

level results on a constant and thus giving a basic analysis

of the overall variation between pupils, classes and schools.

There emerges a different picture. 	 The variation between

schools is less for '0' levels than it was for Grade 7. 	 For

English Language, whereas the intra-school variation at Grade

7 was 58%, for the '0' level, it is only 2%. It is this

variation for which an explanation will be sou ght in

subsequent models that are develo ped. Of course Model B is a

three level model because the pupils' results are being

analysed in the actual classes from which they sat their '0'

level examinations. The between-pupil variation forms a large

proportion of th. total variance, 58%, lar ger in fact than the

clustering that occurs through streaming and the effects of

the same treatment factors within classes within schools.
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That variance,	 which is the total	 intra-classroom

correlation', is 2%.

Comparison

The pictur. for the other two subjects is not quite th. same.

For both English Literature and Mathematics, there is a drop

in the total intra-school variation to 8% and 4%

respectively, implying, as was the case with English Language.

that grades are less homogeneous at th. school level than was

the case for Grade 7.	 However, the differences between the

three subjects emerge when one compares the between-school

variation. On the one hand, for English Literature, 3b% of

the variation in '0' level achievement is due to between-

school factors, whereas on the oth.r hand, for Mathematics,

only 9% of the variation in '0' level achievement is similarly

accountable. In other word., whereas for Mathematics,

selection into a particular school accounts for little of the

variation in '0' lev.l grades, for English Literature, the

prior selection into a particular school is more significant.

IV1cDDL., cs	 f'cx Qx'
7 Z r t .	 _- r'

Model C takes the analysis one step further: differences in

Grade 7 intake are controll.d for and th. effects on the

variation in '0' level grades at the three levels are

analysed. The results are dramatic. The between-pupil

variation is reduced, the proportion of the variation

accounted for rising from 58% to 73%. Controlling for Grade 7

scores confirms what is already known from Model A, that on

1 Intra-claasroom correlation is used here to signify the
correlation between different pupils in the same class. This
is in order to distinguish it from the term intra-class
correlation used in the sample survey literature, which
desinstes the proportion of variance due to all higher level
units. (See Goldstein, 1987, p.13.)
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intake, pupils differ markedly in their achievement. Once

controlled for, the between-school and between-classroom

variation is reduced by more than half, the intra-classroom

and intra-school correlations being reduced to 27% and 14%.

respectively. This still Quite preliminary step of

controlling for some of the intake characteristic, of the

pupils, illustrates the large amount of variance between

schools and classrooms accounted for by selection and which in

a single level model would be confounded with school or

classroom treatment differences. More than one Quarter of the

total variance in '0' level English Language grades is

explained by the prior achievement measured by the Grade 7

examination, 28%.	 The coefficient of the Grade 7 score is

naturally highly significant.

Comparison

The models for English Literature and Mathematics are affected

in much the same way. Indeed, the respective proportions of

th. total variation accounted for by the class and the student

are virtually the same. However, whereas 28% of the total

variance in English Language grades was accounted for by the

prior intake score,	 for English Literature and for

Mathematics, the proportions accounted for are 35% and 36%

respectively. For Mathematics, even at this very early stage

in the analysis, it i, found that there are no significant

between-school differences.4

' As Goldstein points out, however, this does not
necessarily imply a true zero between-school population
variance, especially given the fsw schools in the sample-
only 32 here (Goldstein, 1987,cha pt.r 2).
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I"IIE L. D *	 'X	 -t iri	 -t l-	 i.a .c1 x't ±
7

]rc La £cr

In Model D the square of the Grade 7 score was added to the

model as a further explanatory variable. 	 For English

Language,	 the coefficient for this variabl, was not

significant, so it was not included in any subsequent models.

For English Literature and Mathematics, Grade 7 squared was

found to be a significant explanatory variable, thus

uncovering a non-linear relationship. Although there were

minor reductions in the three residual variances for English

Literature, the effect of the inclusion of this variable on

the Mathematics model was more puzzling.	 The between-school

variance was raised, together with the between-pupil variance,

though the intra-classroom correlation was reduced. The

overall effect was a reduced residual variance, however, which

one would expect. It is not obvious why the Mathematics model

was so differently affected. It could simply be sampling

variation, but it could also be related to the narrower

distribution of '0' level Mathematics grades, leading to a

non-linear relationshi p with Grade 7. Whereas the range of

grades is the same for all three subjects, from 0 to 7, and

the mean grades for the English subjects are both about 2.5

and the median grades both 3, the mean grade for Mathematics

Model D is presented at this stage because it is
logical to consider the explanatory variable, Grade 7, after
considering Grade 7. In fact, however, this analysis was
carried out after some of the subsequent models reported,
which accounts for th. absence from some of these later models
of the significant variable Grade 'P for English Literature
and Mathematics. Given the slight changes in the residuals as
a result of the inclusion of this variable, it was not thought

worthwhile to rerun all the subsequent models Just tor the
saks of its inclusion.
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is 1.8, with a m.dian grade of 0. It could be that the

improved specification of the Grade 7 score results in better

•stimations of the residual variances at the three levels.

Indeed, the result of the inclusion of the Grade 7 quadratic

term for Mathematics is that the proportion of the total

variance explained by the intake score rises to ft2%. For

English Literature there is a more modest increase of 1%

resulting from the inclusion of this variable.

z	 ritx'].1.±ri	 ex Pai.].
B	 w	 ta r ci	 -t r L b

In Model E a background index variable is introduced, intended

to measure the influence on the pupil's achievement of the

pupil's home background. Chapter ft detailed the construction

of all the index variables. 	 The constituents of the

background index variable for English Language comprised the

following pupil-level variables: sex, ethnic group, father's

occupation, father's education (by proxy occupation

and education as well), and electricit y (which also 'covers'

for radio. TV and newspapers).' The result of the inclusion

of this variable was a further, dramatic reduction - almost by

half - in the school-level variance to 8% of the total

variance. This is about one-third the level before any

factors were controlled for in the equation. What this means

is that some of the differentiation in achievement by school

seen in the earlier models, was actually due to the previous

selection into those schools on the basis of characteristics

related to the pupil's home background and not due to

achievement at '0' level. Once these factors are controlled

' The constituent variables and their coefficients are
given here again, for ease of reference:

MEX .3ft;
ETHI. -1.07. ETH2 -.85. ETH3 .62;
FJB1 .86. F332, .37;
FEDO -.68, FED1 -.71, FED2 -.57, FED3 -.25;
ELECY .78
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for, the differentiation in achievement between schools is not

so great. This i. hardly surprising. The coefficient of the

background index variabl, for English Language is highly

significant and positive. The result of its inclusion tells

us that family background and the level of home amenities do

matter to achievement in English Language and unless

specifically controlled for would confound the identification

of school or classroom-based factors which influence

achievement. Again, as with controlling for Grad. 7 intake,

the pupil's background index variable helps to weed out those

factors which do not relate directly to the school's input to

the pupil's achievement, but are the 'given.' before any

learning takes place. This variable accounts for a further 5%

of the total variance in English Language grades at '0' level.

The intra-classroom correlation is further reduced to 21% and

the pupil-level variance rises to 79% of the total variance-

a figure that was reduced considerabl y itself by the inclusion

of this variable.	 The proportion of the overall variance

(Model B) accounted for i. 33%.

What is interesting about the models from Model C onwards is

that although there are changes in the intra-school and intra-

classroom correlations with the inclusion of this and further

variables, the class-level variance on its own does not fall

below 13% of the total variance. There is little change

between Model C and Model E in this variance', from one

interpretation implying that classes are not formed on the

basis of the variables covered by the background index

variable, which stands to reason. Classes within Zimbabwean

secondary echools are not segregated by sex, ethnic group or

soclo-economic class, the factors being measured by the

constituent variables. This, of course, is not what was found

' These two models are compared, rather than D and E
because th. quadratic for the Grad. 7 scors tested in Model D
was not found to be significant.
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when the Grade 7 intake score was introduced. The dramatic

drop in the class-level variance betw..n Models B and C

illustrated well how classes are indeed formed on the basis of

these intake scores. Another interpretation might be that

including the Grade 7 intake score, as it serves as a proxy

for other pupil background characteristics, has already

eliminated the variance due to these factors in Model C. This

view would be supported by the observation that more often

than not the top stream classes have the hi ghest proportion of

pupils the category FJOB1, th. category comprising pupils

whose fathers axe in white collar Jobs, or who axe commercial

farmers. It is of further interest to note that this was not

the case with respect to the educational backgrounds of the

pupils' fathers - but this reflects the newly widened

educational opportunities opened to the maJorit y African

population.	 Many of the pupils sampled are the first

generation of secondary school pupils in their families.

Comparison

For Fnglish Literature there is a much smaller reduction in

the intra-school correlation and no reduction at all in the

intra-classroom correlation between Models D and E', but an

increase in the class-level variance taken on its own. It is

difficult to interpret this surprising increase in the class-

level variance when a significant variable such as BKGRDE2 is

introduced because the side-effect of its introduction is the

necessary elimination of all cases with any missing values,

and this has resulted in the loss of one school and some 300

pupils in the sample.'	 It may be that this increase in the

This is the relevant comparison for English Literature
because both models contain the quadratic for the Grade 7
score which was found to be a significant variable in Model D.

' This changing sample siz. as one adds new variables
also confuses the progression of subsequent models. It was
thought desirable to us• the fullest data set possible fox
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class-level variance relates only to the different sample

under study and not explicitly to the effects of introducing

the new pupil background index variable. This would stand to

reason since it is only the class-level variance which is

increasing, that is the differentiation in achievement

between classes in different schools is greater; the fact that

the intra-classroom correlation remains constant illustrates

that the differences in achievement between classes within a

school do not change as a result of the inclusion of BKGRDE2.

Indeed, there is an increase in the mean '0' level grade from

2.24 to 2.34 for the reduced sample, so this may be the reason

for the unexpected results here.

Models E for English Language and English Literature reveal

that schools are more homogeneous in their English Literature

achievement levels than for English Language. As for English

Language, from Model E on. the proportion of class-level

variance does not go below 12% of the total variance, a fact

which will be discussed further below. The proportion of

pupil-level variance rises only marginally to 74% of the total

variance; this may further corroborate the fact that the

earlier inclusion of the Grade 7 score accounted for the bulk

of pupil background differences. The constituent variables of

the background index variable for En glish Literature are the

same as those for English Language with the exception of

electricity." The proportion of the total variance (Model B)

explained is 36%.

each analysis, rather than to use a reduced data set for all
of the models in order to retain as much information as
possible.

" The constituent variables of BKGRDE2 and their
coefficients are as followsi

MEX -.17;
ETR1 -1.16, ETH2 -1.38. ETH3 -.36;
FJB1 1.13, FB2 .46,
PEDO -1.13, FED1 -1.24, FED2 -.85, FED3 -.57
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For Mathematics, the already small intra-school correlation

becomes statistically non-significant by the inclusion of the

background index variable, whose constituents are: sex, ethnic

group, day/boardin g pupil, hours of homework - not the same as

those for the two English subject&'. What has been revealed

here is a reduction in school-level differences in achievement

and an increase in pupil-level differentiation. As with the

other two subjects, the class-level variance from this model

on, remains at an almost constant 16% of the total variance.

The proportion of the overall variance (Model B) accounted for

is 47%.

IIDL.	 P. *
cL . _ _	 - -
1z'	 xL -t ±

In this model a classroom/teacher index variable is added to

the equation. In the case of English Language, this variable

comprised the following constituent variables: the sex (and by

proxy, the ethnic group) of the teacher, and the number of

textbooks available per pupil, (but also covering for other

variables such as class size and teacher's verbal aptitude

which are omitted in combination with other school-level

variables, as explained in Chapter 4. )' (Other variables of

importance which were lost due to high correlations include

the number of years of teachin g experience and the number of

" The constituent variables of BKGRDM and their
coefficients are as follows:

MEX .88:
ETH1 -1.20, ETH2 -.87, ETH3 -.35;
DAY -1.55;
HOMEWORK .09

' The constituent variables of CLSE1 and their
coefficients ar. as follows:

EX -1.28;
TEXTO1 -.56, TEXT2 -.30
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yeats at the particular school in question, the amount of

homework given, and the age and qualification, of the

teacher.) The •ffeot of the inclusion of this additional

index variable was to reduce the school-level variance to a

small,	 statistically non-significant value for English

Language and marginally to increase the class and pupil-level

variances. The fact that the school-level variance is so

greatly reduced in this model indicates that in earlier models

the class-level variance was being confused with the school-

level variance due to correlations between the class and

school-level variables. The inclusion of the class index

variable results in an increase to 36% of the overall variance

explained, indicating that the class index variable has

exposed class and teacher characteristics which are important

in understanding why pupils in some classes achieve better

results than in others. For instance, the availability of

textbooks would seem to be an important factor related to the

levels of achievement reached in English Language '0' levels,

as well as having a European teacher.

The reduction in the school-level variance due to the

inclusion of the class index variable can be ex plained by

referring back to Table 3.11 in Chapter 3 which illustrates

the distribution of the different class/teacher variables

covered by the index variable across the different

schooltypes: Group B (rural) and district council schools

have by far the youngest teachers with the least teaching

experience as well as the fewest number of years at the

particular school in question, and district council schools

have the worst qualified teaching staff -	 only 32% are

trained in the sample.	 Once these characteristics are

controlled for, the school-level variance is reduced.
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Comparison

For English Literature, the classroom/teacher index variable

comprises the following constituent variables: the

verbal aptitude score, the sex and ethnic group of the

teacher and class size.' 3 The result of including this index

variable is to lead to a fall in the school-level variance of

more than half to 6% and its loss of formal significance.

There is a larger rise in the class-level variance than for

English Language but the intra-classroom correlation. i.e the

percentage (school and class) is just marginally down, as

happened for the other subject. This increase in the class-

level variance implies that we probably have not yet

identified all the classroom/teacher variables that matter in

differentiating the inputs to pupils at the class level. The

proportion of the total variance (Model B) now explained is

39%.

For Mathematics the constituent variables of the class/teacher

index variable are: class size, the years of teaching

experience of the teacher, the teacher's ethnic group and the

number of textbooks per pupil." A two-level model is used

because (from a previous run) it was shown that the school-

level variance was eliminated completely by the inclusion of

this index variable. The results show that there is a small

rise in the class-level variance, as occurred for the other

' The constituent variables of CLSE2 and their
coefficients are as follows:

EVERBAL .04;
EX -1.09;
CSIZE -.08;
NONEUR -.97

" The constituent variables of CLSM and their
coefficients are as follows:

CSIZE -.02;
MEXPER .06;
NONEUR -1.14;
TEXTO1 -.3*, TEXT2 -.35
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subjects, as wall as a small increase in the pupil-level

variance." The proportion of the total variance (Modal B)

•xplain•d is 5%.

I4DI_	 jr.Is	 '7i_
I . r ci m ] '	 - -	 Ii	 ] -

In Model 7*, instead of assumin g that the Grade 7 intake score

has a fixed coefficient, as has been the assumption in the

previous models, the coefficient of the Grade 7 score was

allowed to vary randomly across schools. Only in the cas• of

English Language, however, were the additional two random

coefficients at the school level non-zero. Table 5.1 (Part I)

reports the results of Model F* for English Language. It can

be seen that none of these school-level coefficients is

formally significant, but the small sample size - only 29

schools - must be borne in mind. In order to compare Mod.l F*

with the other models, given that the school-level variances

in Model 7* are not fixed but vary according to the Grade 7

score, the school-level variances were calculated at the

average Grade 7 score, as shown in Table 5.1 (Part I). The

class-level variance then is an average for all the Grade 7

scores. Model F* looks more akin to Model E than Mod.l F.

The between-school variance is more considerable when the

coefficient of the Grade 7 score is allow.d to vary randomly

across schools, 7% of the total variance. Between-school

differences, therefore, are not primarily due to differences

in Grade 7 intake scores.	 Between-pupil differences are

' The fact that the proportion of variance ex plained by
this model is less than in Model E can be understood by the
absence of the quadratic for the Grade 7 score, for as will be
seen in Modal K which is the same as Model F but includes this
variable, the proportion of variance explained rises to *8% of
the total variance (Modsi B). The r.ason for including Model
F, however, is in order to test th. progression of models
which do not includ, this quadratic, Models 0 and I.
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reduced in Model PC.	 In Model PC 3% of the total variance

(Model B) has been explained.

Q z	 'F	 -t ±ri
Drt±cr

In Model G five schooltype variables are considered, using the

district council schools as the reference point, before adding

a school index variable to the equation, which is done in

Model I. As a result of the inclusion of these variables, the

school-level variance is eliminated completely from the

equation for English Language. In addition, the coefficient

of the class index variable is no longer formally significant.

The pupil-level variance increases to 85% but the class-level

variance remains at 15%, compared with Model F. The

differences between the schooltypes in this model were found

to be highly si gnificant, with the rankin g of schooltypes as

follows: 1) Independent, 2) Mission, 3) Group B (urban), )

Group B (rural), 5) Group A and 6) District Council. With the

exception of the Group A schools which have moved down from

second in the ranking of mean English Language '0' lev.l

scores to fifth here, the order is the same as before. There

is little difference, however, between the two Group B

schooltypes. The fact that the school-level variance is 0.0

is an interesting result because it indicates that whilst

schooltype differences in English Language achievement are

significant, no differences can be detected between individual

schools within schooltypes: this variance has been accounted

for by the inclusion of the variables to this point." In

Model G 39% of the total variance (Model B) has been

explained.

" The same earlier proviso made, regarding this zero
school-level variance possibly being accounted for b y the
small sample size must be noted here as well, however.
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Comparison

Model G produces even more striking results for English

Literature than for En glish Language, though in the same

direction. The school-level variance is eliminated completely

also for English Literature, but ther. is a reduction in the

class-level variance, down from 16% to 12%. and a rise in the

pupil-level variance, from 78% to 88%. The differences in

class treatment up to this stage clearly have been overstated.

The schooltype differences were found to be highly

significant. Their ranking was as followsz 1) Mission, 2)

Independent, 3) Group B (rural). U Group A, 5) Group B
(urban) and 6) District Council. This is different from the

raw ranking of mean English Literature '0' level scores by

schooltype (See Table 3.9); it is also quite different from

the ranking of schooltypes for English Language. There is a

rise in the proportion of the total variance (Model B)

explained by this model, up from 39% in Model F to A6% here.

For Mathematics, where the school-level variance has already

been eliminated, the introduction of these schooltype

variables has hardly any effect and their coefficients are not

found to be significant. The class-level variance has

decreased slightly and the pupil-level variance increased

slightly and with a 1% increase in the proportion of the total

variance (Model B) explained.

IVIQDEI_. Hz	 'I't±rk
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Model H introduces five variables representing the interaction

between schooltype and the Grade 7 intake score. The

differences between schooltype accounted for b y the Grads 7

score are found to be highly significant for English Language.
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The coefficient of the class index variable is still not

formally significant, but this model is pres.nt.d for purpose.

of comparison with the case of English Literature. The

spread of the diff.rences in the coefficients of these n.w

interaction terms is much narrower than in the previous model.

In order to compare the ranking by schoo]ti'pe, the value of

the schooltype/Grade 7 interaction terms is taken at the

average Grade 7 score and th. sum of this product plus the

schooltype coefficient can then be compared across schooltypes

as follows:

SC1 (Group A)	 .42
SC2 (Group B urban)	 .44
SC3 (Group B rural)	 .37
5C4 (Independent)	 2.50
SC5 (Mission)	 1.04

This ranking is not very different from that in Model G.

There is litti. difference between Group B (urban), Group B

(rural) and Group A schools in this new ranking.	 The class-

level variance has risen. 	 In order to understand this, the

interactions would have to be explored further.'

Comparison

For English Lit.rature, the schooltype differentiation

described in Model 0 is not found to be the result of the

differences in the Grade 7 intake scores. The new interaction

terms were not found to be significant. Recalling Model B,

the proportion of variance attributable to the school level

was greater than that for either of the other two subjects.

It would appear that for English Literature, schooltype

differences obtain, beyond those which are due to Grade 7

selection.

" Given that the class index variable is no longer
si gnificant, this would be of dubious value.
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Given the lack of significance of the schooltype differences

found in Model G for Mathematics. Model 0 was not pursued for

this subject. The variance due to differences in achievement

at the school-level in Model B. of course, was much smaller

for Mathematics than for the other two subjects, and as has

been explained, was eliminated at an earlier stage than for

the English subjects.

14cDL.. Zz	 f'X
Itz'	 r'L

Model I is developed from Model F rather than from Models 3 or

H. Although it is already known that the schooltype variables

eliminate the school-level variance, the effect of the

inclusion of the school index variable on the equation without

these schooltype variables is not yet known. As with Model 3,

the school-level variance is eliminated b y the inclusion of

the school index variable which, for English Language

comprises the cost per day pupil and the distinction between

boarding and non-boarding schools." The class-level variance

is increased, no doubt due to the direct relationship between

cost per day pupil and the effects of this variable on the

provision of facilities at the class level. Indeed firmer

evidence of this correlation between the two levels is

obtained by examining the coefficients for the class and

school index variables. The coefficient for the class index

variable is reduced once the school index variable comes into

play , so much so that it is no longer formally significant.

In Chapter A when the constituent variables of CLSE1 and

SCHLE1 were tested, such variables as class size and the

verbal aptitude of the teacher had to be eliminated due to the

high correlations with the variable, COSTDAY. cost per day

" The constituent variables of SCOLI1 and their
coefficients are as follows:

BOARDY	 .80;
COSTDAY	 .003
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pupil.	 The remaining CLSE1 still contains the variable,

number of textbooks per pupil, and this is directly oorr.lated

with the cost per day pupil. 	 Therefore, it should not be

surprising that it is not possible in Model I to fit both the

class and school index variables.	 For this reason, Model I

cannot be considered a valid model for En glish Language, and

indeed, from the relative strengths of the coefficients for

the two index variables, it would appear that the school index

variable, rather than the class index variable, should be

retained.

Comparison

For English Literature the inclusion of a school index

variable which in the end comprised only the cost per day

pUPil, 1. did not greatly reduce the coefficient of the class
index variable, as wit English Language, 	 but its own

coefficient was not formally significant.	 The school and

class index variables are correlated, as with English

Language. The effect was to reduce the alread y insignificant

school-level variance and the class-level variance, increasing

the pupil-level variance to 83%. In general, then. Model I is

not a valid model for English Literature, for the same reasons

as for English Language.

For Mathematics, the effect of introducing the school index

variable which again, comprised onl y the cost per day pupils',

was to increase the coefficient of the class index variable

but at the cost of producing an insignificant, and moreover,

counterintuitive coefficient for the school index variable.

" The constituent variable of SCHLE2 and its coefficient

COSTDAY	 .004

The constituent variable of SCHLM and its coefficient

COSTDAY .003
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The coefficient for SCHLM is negative, which would imply that

the greater the coat per day pupil, the worse that pupil would

perform on his '0' level Mathematics exam.	 This is not

entirely plausible. Once more, the correlation between the

two index variables makes it impossible to include both of

them in the same model and the inclusion of the school index

variable will hav, to be rejected on the basis of the results

of this model.

P44DDBL.	 3	 z

Model 3 is only applicable to English Language. On the basis

of the results of Model I in which SCHLE1 survived with a

significant coefficient whereas CLSE1 lost its significance-

the opposite of the case for English Literature and

Mathematics - it was thought worthwhile to test the inclusion

of only the school index variable and not the class index

variable, to see the difference in effect on the coefficients.

The coefficient for SCHLE1 is more significant than that for

CLSE1 when taken separately, the T-test statistic for CLSE1

being 3.3 and for SCHLE1 being 5.23. The proportion of the

total variance explained by Model 3 is 37%, compared with the

36% found for Model F. We can assume that the inclusion of

one of the two index variables, CLSE1 or SCHLE1, will cover

for the other.
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Model K for English Language is like Model H, utilising the

schooltype/Grade 7 score interaction terms, but given the

correlation between the class and the school index variables
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and their relative strengths seen in previous models, the

school index variable is utilised in preference to the class

index variable.	 The schooltype differentiation accounted for

by the Grade 7 intake is found to be highly significant, as

was the case for Model H." The school index variable is

formally significant, unlike the case for the class index

variable in Model H. The ranking of the schooltypes is very

similar to that found in Model H, but there are greater

differences between the three government schooltypes. the gap

narrowing between independent and mission schools:

SC1 (Group A)	 .06
SC2 (Group B urban)	 .25
SC3 (Group B rural)	 .40
SC4 (Independent)	 1.90
SC5 (Mission)	 1.40

There is not much difference in the proportions of variance

accounted for at the pupil and class levels com pared with

Model 3 in which none of the gehooltype variables were fitted.

Although the school level variance has been explained - albeit

with uncertain reliability, given the small size of the sample

of schools - a relatively hi gh proportion of the total

unexplained variation in English Language achievement grades,

attributed to the class level, is still left unexplained by

the variables fitted to the model. With the necessary

exclusion of missing values as new variables were fitted,

three schools and nearly 1,000 pupils had to be eliminated

from the sample under study, so in Model K 29 schools

comprising 1,252 pupils are included. Thirty eight percent of

the total variance (Model B) has been ex plained by Model K.

" Whereas for Model H the chi-square test statistic waM
16.3* (with five degrees of freedom), yielding a confidence
level of 99% for the differences b y schooltype being accounted
for by the Grade 7 intake score, for Model K the chi-square
test statistic was 20.37 (with five degrees of freedom),
yielding a confidence level of 99.9%.
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Comparison

For English Literature, it would appear that Model 0 i. the

final model to be used. Model H illustrated that the

schooltype differentiation found in English Literature was not

due to differences in Grade 7 intake score. Model I ruled out

the use of both class and school index variables, and the

class index variable was clearl y the stronger of the two,

unlike the case for English Language. The quadratic term for

the Grade 7 intake score is not included in this final model

because although it was found to be significant in earlier

Models D and E, once the schoolt ype variables were fitted, it

no longer remained 8O.	 The class-level variance left

unexplained by Model 0 is still some twelve percent of the

total unexplained variation in English Literature achievement

grades. The school-level variance has been explained by the

variables which have been fitted. Indeed, differences between

schooltypas seem to override between-school differences,

though, one must be cautious in drawing firm conclusions from

such a small sample site. With the elimination of missing

values, only 22 schools remain in the final sample under

study, comprising 887 pupils. Forty six percent of the total

variance in Model B is explained by this model.

Model K for Mathematics is reall y Model F to which the highly

significant quadratic term for the Grade 7 intake score has

been included. oust as its inclusion in Model D improved the

explanatory power of the equation, so in Model K there is also

some improvement as well. 	 Forty eight percent of the total

variation (Model B) has been explained by Model K. Models 0

and I ruled out both the schooltype and the school index

variables, so it would seem that Model K is the final model

for Mathematics.	 Like the other two sub j ects, a relatively

' For the sake of simplicity, not all the models tested
are reported here.
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high proportion of the total unexplained variation. 16%,

attributed to the class level, is left unexplained by Model K.

1,188 pupils remain in the final sample under study, from 26

schools, though it is a two-level model involving only pupils

and classes.

•	 .

Without going through a more detailed, variable b y variable

analysis, which will follow, what has the progression of

models culminating in Model K to tell us about the differences

in achievement on the '0' level English Language examination?

Firstly, and not surprisingly for studies of this kind, most

of the variance in achievement is due to individual

differences - 73% in Model C, after Grade 7 intake has been

accounted for, rising to 82%. by Model K. The Grade 7 intake

score plays a large part in accounting for between school

differences. This can be seen in the reduction in the

proportion of school level variance from 22% in Model B to 1A%

once this variable has been included. Additional pupil

background factors reduce this 1A% fi gure to only 8%, once the

background index variable has been fitted. After these intake

adjustments have been made (Model E) the class level variance

is 13% of the total variance remaining. One might have

thought that the introduction of the class index variable

would have reduced this class level variance, but this is not

the case, for from Model E on. this proportion increases,

reaching 18% by the final Model K.	 Despite the introduction

of various explanatory variables, this class level variance

remains unexplained by the final Model K. The between school

and between schooltype differences which can be observed in

the earlier models can be explained through differences in

Grade 7 intake scores between schooltypes.	 However, the

sinif Leant differences between ichooltypes are greatest

between independent and mission schools on the one hand, and
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the remaining schooltypes on the other. Th. district council

schools are not so far behind the government schooltypes as

might habe been thought from the comparisons of average '0'

level grades by schooltype, as can be judged by the valu. at

the average Grade 7 score of the sum of the coefficient of the

schooltype/Grade 7 interaction term and the schooltype

coefficient in Model K.

Comparison

For English Literature an even hi gher proportion of the

variance is accounted for at the pupil level than for English

Language, 88% by Model G, rising from the 73% figure in Model

D. once Grade 7 intake has been accounted for. The Grade 7

intak, score accounts for a great deal of the between school

variance. Between Models B and C. the 34% figure is reduced

to 18%.	 Once the background index variable has been added,

this is further reduced to 14%, not as large a drop as for

English Language.	 The class level variance, once all the

intake adjustments have bean made is 12% of the total variance

(Model K). Even after the class index variable has been

fitted, however, like En glish Language, rather than being

reduced, this figure increases to some 16% of the total

variance, illustrating the inadequate explanations provided by

the class index variable. The class level variance is never

reduced below 12% of the total variance, the figure it results

in by Model 3 when all the variables have been fit. Much of

the between-school differences can be explained by differences

in the intake achievement scores of the pupils, but the

between-schooltype differences override the between-school

differences and are not similarly accounted for by the pupils'

Grade 7 intake scores. There is considerable differentiation

by schooltype, however, the smallest differences, rather

surprisingly, being between Independent and Group B (rural)

schools, the greatest differences being between the mission

and district council schools.
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For Mathematics, after adjustments for Grade 7 intake score,

77% of the total variance was accountable at the pupil level.

This was increased to 8A% by Model K. The Grads 7 intake

score, as for the other sub j ects, accounted for a large

proportion of the class level variance, reducing the figure

from 35%, before any ad j ustments had been made, to 18% (Model

D). The inclusion of the further intake adjustment, the

background index variable, reduced the class level variance to

16% (Model E) and further reduced the between school variance.

Inadequate explanations of the variance in Mathematics

achievement at the class level are given by the class index

variable. If one compares Model K with Model K there is not a

lot of difference after the inclusion of the class index

variable. Between school differences in Mathematics were much

smaller than for the other two sub j ects, right from the start

of the analysis, constituting only 9% of the total variance,

before any adjustments had been made. Althou gh the sample of

schools is too small for it to be definitive, it would seem

that once Grade 7 scores have been taken into account, there

are no between school differences in Mathematics.

There is clearly much that is missing in the way of

explanation for the class-level variance in all three subjects

even after the different explanatory variables have been fit.

In all three 'final' models, some 12-18% of the total variance

is left unexplained.

rn x ± - Ti _	 - P r	 ± - Ti
xb±Yic,

Table 5.5 compares the proportion of the total variance

explained by the different explanatory variables for the three
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subjects.	 Of course, this has to be
perspective that less than half of all

explained in any case by the models,

proportion of the unknown and is used here

of comparison between examination subjects.

viewed from the

the variance is

o it is really a

only for purposes

TABLE 5.5

The Proportion of the Total Variance Explained by the
Explanatory Variables for English Language, English Literature
and Mathematics

Gr.7 Gr.73 Bkgrd.Class	 Schitype Total
Subject Score Score Index Index Schitype x Gr.7 Variance

English
Language 28%

English
Lit.	 35%

Maths	 36%

-	 5%	 3%

1%	 -	 3%

6%	 5%	 1%

3%	 -1%
	

38%

7%	 -

The final model for English Language shows that more than a

quarter of the variance explained in English Language O'

levels is due to prior achievement, as measured by the Grade 7

examination. Another 5% of the total variance explained is

accounted for by the pupil's own socio-economic background as

measured by the background index variable for English

Language, BKGRDE1. Three percent of the total variance

explained is due to classroom or teacher effects as measured

by CLSEI. Differentation b y schooltype accounts for a further

3% of the total variance. Thirt y-eight percent of the total

li The order in which the variables are entered into the
equations affects these proportions, of course, but the order
was the same for all three subjects, so there is some
legitimacy in the comparisons between subjects if less in th.
comparison between variables within the individual subject
models.
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variance in English Language '0' level grades is explained by

the fitted variables.

For English Literature, it can be seen from Table 5.5 that a

larger proportion of the explained variance is due to prior

achievement, as measured by the Grade 7 examination, than was

the case for English Language. Thirty-five percent of the

total explained variance is thus explained. This is raised by

1% when the quadratic for Grade 7 is added to the equation.

The fact that the background index variable does not raise the

explanatory power of the equation is hard to understand except

in view of the large amount of variance explained by the Grade

7 exam score, particularly when the interaction term with

schooltype is added. This opens up the possibility that the

Grade 7 score is in fact covering for other individual

background factors which are swamped by the Grad. 7 effect.

Schooltype differentiation accounts for a larger amount of the

explained variance, 7%, relative to the other subjects.

Classroom/teacher factors as covered b y the index variable

CLSE2 account for onl y 3% of the explained variance.

Altogether, 6% of the variance is explained by Model K for

English Literature.

For Mathematics, a similar proportion to English Literature,

of the total explained variance is accounted for by Grade 7

intake scores, 36%, but the effect of fitting the quadratic

for Grade 7 is more significant, increasing the variance

explained by 6%, whereas it had only a marginal effect for

English Literature. The effect of introducing the background

index variable for Mathematics, BKGRDM is to raise the total

variance explained by 5%. Classroom/teacher influences seem

to play a relatively marginal role, addin g only 1% to the

proportion of the total variance explained. This total

explained variance is some 8% of the total variance for

Mathematics.
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Having examined the progression of models, testing the

introduction of different variables at each stage, how does

one know whether the final models for each subject have been

reached?	 If an important explanatory variable has been

overlooked, the so-called 'final' 	 models will be very

misleading as to the determinants of achievement in each of

the three subjects. In order to test whether other obvious

explanatory variables should have been included, they were

plotted against the standardised class-level residuals for

each subject.	 The full set of plots resulting from the

variables tested for each sub j ect can be found in Appendix

5.2. No patterns were uncovered to warrant the inclusion of

additional variables in the 'final' models.

As stated, at each stag., the effect of the elimination of

missing values - necessary for the multilevel model utilised-

was a reduction in the sample size, together with an initial

reduction in the overall sample due to the constraints of the

model. This raises the question whether the changes in sample

size from model to model would alter the mean outcomes and

' The standardised class-level residuals of Model 3 for
English Language and Model F for the other two subjects were
used for these plots, that is before the schooltype/Grade 7
interaction terms were added to the two English subjects and
using the school, rather than the class index variable for
English Language. The strong correlation between the class
and school index variables makes the inclusion of either one
sufficient for testing. If patterns were to have been
uncovered in the final models, they would also have shown up
in th. models tested. The class-l.vol residuals were used, of
course, because the school-level variances had already been
eliminated by this stage.
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therefor• th. result. of the anal yses. In Table 5.6 the

effect on the mean '0' level grad.s by schooltype for each

subject is analysed. For English Language the elimination of

missing values by stage IV exaggerates th. differences in

achievement between Group A and Mission schools, and they have

switched places in terms of their rankin g. For English

Literature, although there is no change in the ranking by mean

grade by schooltype, the Inde pendent and Mission schools are

closer in mean scores than in the original sample by the time

stage IV ha. been reached. For Mathematics, despite there

being no change in the ranking by schooltype, the differences

in achievement between schooltypes are collapsed. This merely

reflects what has already been seen in the anal yses: that

schooltype as well as between-school difference. for

Mathematics achievement axe much less significant than for the

English subjects.



Mission

ALL SCHOOLS

Diet. Council

B (Rural)

Independent

2.07
( *61)

5.70
( 152)

3.30
( 385)

1.49
( 706)

2.62
(32*0)

2.09
C 385)

5.70
C 152)

3.29
C 319)

1.49
( 706)

2.62
(22*0)

2.09
( 378)

5.75
( 61)

3.2*
C 292)

1.52
C 639)

2.42
(1882)

2.17
C 266)

5.89
C *4)

3.57
( 165)

1.66
( 464)

2.46
(1252)
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TABLE 5.6

The Effect on Mean Grades by Schooltyps of the Reduction in
Sample Size Due to Model Constraints and the Elimination of
Missing Values (Number of Cases)

English Language

Schitype	 I	 II	 III	 IV

A (Urban)	 3.38	 3.46	 3.11	 3.07
( *03)	 C 312)	 ( 163)	 ( 116)

B (Urban)	 2.62	 2.77	 2.82	 2.69

	

(1133)	 ( 366)	 C 3*9)	 ( 197)

KEY
I Total - All Cases
II Reduced Sample - Due to Constraints of Multilevel Model

III Elimination of Cases having no Grade 7 Intake Score
IV III plus Elimination of Cases having Missing Values for

Constituent Variables of Background or Class Index
Variables



A (Urban)

B (Urban)

B (Rural)

Independent

Mission

Diet. Council

ALL SCHOOLS

Schitype

A (Urban)

B (Urban)

B (Rural)

Independent

Mission

Diet. Council

ALL SCHOOLS

I

3.01
( 190)

2.17
( 551)

2.13
( 341)

5.66
( 152)

3.30
C 354)

0.88
( 476)

2.39
(2064)

2211

TABLE 5.6 (Cont.)

English Literature

II

3.34
( 148)

2.36
( 188)

2.21
( 2811)

5.66
( 152)

3.48
C 299)

0.88
( 1176)

2.51
(1547)

III

3.38
( 71)

2.41
( 180)

2.20
( 278)

5.02
( 48)

3.44
( 275)

0.93
( 1130)

2.24
(1282)

Iv

3.53
( 58)

2.40
( 1118)

2.21
(205)

5.00
C	 3)

3.91
C 169)

0.97
( 304)

2.24
( 887)

1.90
( 402)

1.43
(1123)

1.72
( 439)

5.09
C 162)

2.10
( 382)

1.21
C 686)

1.75
(3194)

Mathematie

2.011	 2.00

	

C 310)	 ( 162)

1.35	 1.38

	

C 366)	 ( 3119)

1.72	 1.711

	

( 365)	 ( 358)

5.09	 5.37

	

( 162)	 C 57)

2.07	 2.06

	

( 316)	 ( 290)

1.21	 1.25

	

C 686)	 C 622)

i.81&	 1.69
(2205)	 (1838)

2.24
C 136)

1.62
C 220)

1.75
(2115)

5.15
( 53)

2.29
( 185)

1.56
( 352)

1.97
(1191)
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c

The scatterplots of the standardised class-level residuals

against the predicted values of the '0' level grades enable

one to identify any outliers in the final model.. The

analysis of outliers can indicate exceptional classes-

whether good or bad - the underlying causes of which may be

traceable to certain treatment effects." 	 These three
scatterplots - one for each subact - are found in Appendix

5.1. No outliers were detected for the Mathematics model

which means that the predictions based on the variables

included in the final model for Mathematics fit well the

actual grades achieved by different classes on the '0' level

examination.

On. outlier was uncovered for English Language, and one for

English Literature. Both classes did exceptionally well,

given their predicted mean scores. Each outlier will be

examined in turn.

English Language

In trying to discover what accounts for the exceptionally good

'0' level English Language grades achieved by the first

outlier, a small district council school having only one Form

IV class, the values of the pupil background, class/teacher

and school-level variables were compared with the averages for

district council schools as well as for all sohooltypes."
What is surprising is that upon examination, nothing stands

out to make the Form IV class in this school particularly

" For further discussion see (Cook and Weisberg.
1982).

a Comparisons with the averages for district council and
other schoolti rpes may b. made by referring to Tables 3.9, 3.11
and 3.12.
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exceptional.	 The mean Grade 7 score in English Language is

averag, for district council schools, 5.23. It is taught by

an untrained teacher with average verbal a ptitude score though

with four years teaching experience, more than the average for

district council schools, though less than the seven years

average for all schools. He is also slightly older than the

average age for his district council school colleagues, at 25.

but younger than the average English teacher at all schools.

There are 53 texts for the 3 pupils, so more than one per

pupil. The number of hours spent on academic subjects per

week is less than average, 19 hours. The pupils are assigned

five hours of homework per week, which is less than average

for district council schools, but average for all schools.

The school fees are among the lowest for all schools, *61 per

year, and the per capita expenditure on textbooks, library and

stationery, $35. is lower than average. The proportion of

trained teachers in the whole school is high for district

council schools, at 50%. but lower than the average for all

schools.	 The teacher pupil ratio is worse than average, 1:29

as opposed to the average for district council as well as all

schools of 1:27. Finally, the pupils' fathers' educational

levels are lower than average for district council as well as

all schools.

Whether one considers the variables fit in the model 2' or

other variables which might explain the pupils' achievement,

there is little that one can point to as bein g the reason for

the high performance. Yet, whereas the predicted mean English

Language '0' level grade for the class was 1.88, the actual

mean grade achieved by the class was A.27.	 The standardised

The variables fit comprise: Grade 7, Grade7/schooltype
interaction, the sex and ethnic group of the pupils and their
fathers' educational and occupational backgrounds, whether

they have electricity at home, whether th. school is a
boarding school and the average cost per day pupil.
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class-level residual for this class was 2.BA (.).

Examination of the pupil-level residuals does not help with

any explanations it is not the effect of a couple of pupils

accounting for the large residual. Although it was predicted

that all of the class would fail the examination, in fact all

but one passed.

One way of possibly interpreting this puzzling result is to

assume that th. pupils, with the hel p of the teacher, must

have cheated? Indeed, further investigation could prove this

to be the case. However, a preferred explanation would be

that the variables fitted in the final model for English

Language do not account for this outlier. Perhaps the teacher

employed a unique teaching st yle which had a positive impact

on the pupils' achievement. The limitations of this study are

highlighted in our inability to explain this outlier. Without

classroom (and examination) observations, this is one of the

missing pieces to the puzzle still not explained b y the

present research project.

If one assumes that this class was a legitimate outlier and

the pupils did not achieve high examination scores through

cheating, here is a low cost, 'effective' school, though it is

not possible to draw conclusions on the basis of one outlier.

It may be that the crucial factors in this case include such

things as the availablility of minimally adequate numbers of

textbooks and a teacher, albeit untrained, who can learn

through experience.

English Literature

Turning to English Literature, there was onl y one outlier, the

top stream in a large urban Grou p B school. Whereas the

predicted mean '0' level grade in English Literature was 2.,

the actual mean grade for the class was 5.0. The standardised
class-level residual for this class came to 2.87 (.A5). The
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school did not have a particularly favourable provision

relative to other Group B urban schools or *1]. schooltypes.

The overall teacher-pupil ratio was 1:28, whereas for its

type, the average was 1:25. The school had * hi gh proportion

of untrained teachers relative to other Group B urban schools:

one-quarter of the teachers had no formal teaching

qualifications, two and a half times the average for its

schooltype. The per capita expenditure on textbooks, library

and stationery was very low by all standards, only $1 per

pupil, as against an average for all schooltypes of $A2 and

for Group B urban schools of $31. This low expenditure was
paralleled by low professional salar y costs and low overall

recurrent costs, again, by all standards. The cost per day

pupil was $360 per year, against an average of **53 for its
schooltype and $22 for all schools.

Analysis of classroom provision does not hold out many clues

to help explain the exceptional achievement of its pupils.

There was a low number of texts available for the 38 pupils,

only 57 altogether. Only one hour of homework was assigned

per week by the teacher - perhaps due to the shortage of

texts, one might surmise. The teacher was very young - 22
years - and inexperienced - only two years of teaching

experience - as well as being untrained. The teacher in

question taught the two top streams and there is little to

distinguish between the two classes, except for the socio-

economic background of the pupils. Whereas 50% of the pupils

in the outlier class had fathers in occupational category

FJB1, 33% in the second stream had fathers in this category.

Similarly, whereas half of the pupils in the top stream had

fathers who had been to secondary school (in category FED3),

none of the pupils' fathers in th. second stream had gone as

far in their education. Yet, both classes had intakes of

among the hi ghest achievement levels, averaging on the Grade 7
English Literature exam scores of 6.7 for the top stream and
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7.0 for the second stream. With only these differences,

however, whereas the mean '0' level grade achieved by the top

stream outlier class was 5.0. the mean grade for the second

stream was only 1.0.

It is difficult to explain the reasons fox' this class being an

outlier, again, whether taking the variabales fit in the

model2' or other variables not included. It ii clear from the

results in general, that despite low costs of education, high

achievement levels in English Literature can be obtained, a

conclusion indicated also by examination of the outlier class

in English Language.	 One is struck by the fact that this

outliar class is the top stream in a large school. This may

be the most important factor. The already proven academic

ability (via their Grads 7 scores) of top stream pupils no

doubt conditions the teacher's attitude towards them, as does

this achievement nurture the pupils' own expectations.

However, it may be that without observational studies, the

most important contributory factors to the pupils' achievement

are being missed. For instance, it may be that this

particular teacher is hi ghly organised and has worked out a

rota for the use of texts, and together with high levels of

motivation on the part of the pupils, is able to achieve

exceptionally good grades.	 One is again brought back to the

need for	 observational studies 	 to complement the

identification of more physical inputs to education.

It is clear that no single factor can be attributed to the

success of these two outlier classes in the two English

subecte. It is hoped that in the analyses which follow, some

2' The	 variables	 fit	 comprises	 Grade	 7,
Grade7/schooltypes interaction, the sax and ethnic group of
the pupils and their fathers' educational and occupational
background., the sex, ethnic group and verbal aptitude of the
teacher and the class sire.
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of the factors included directly or by proxy in the index

variables play a part in the explanation. Although it would

be helpful if one could end up with a catalogue of 'affective'

inputs to education, the picture that one must draw of the

factors that foster achievement in '0' level English Language

or Literature is more complicated than a mere designation of

the important variables. Whilst this research can tell us

what things are more or less important in terms of

quantifiabl, inputs, it will never fully explain th, pattern

of results achieved by different classes. It serves more as a

first slice of the cake rather than constituting a finished

'piec, do resistance', and without further classroom

observational studies reporting on the actual interaction

which takes place between pupils and teachers, more will not

be uncovered definitively.

r

i - ± c ta ].. -

Because the school level variance has been eliminated b y the

inclusion of class level variables and the schooltype/Grade 7

interaction terms in the final models, it is not possible, as

is customary, to rank the schools according to their school

level variances (Goldstein, 1987. Cha pter 2). Rowever, it is

still possibl, to rank classes using the class level variance.

although it is more awkward, for different classes within the

same school are not necessarily ranked consecutively. These

class level residuals represent how much better or worse a

particular class has performed after all the controls have

been made, so in our case, the ranking of each class after the

adjustments necessary to control for background and intake

differences, as well as additionall y controls for those class

level factors in each subject which were found to be

significant in predicting achievement.
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Tb. ranking by class level residuals can b. compared with the

ranking by actual and predicted scores by •xamining Tables

A5.3a through A5.3c in Appendix 5.3. 	 It is instructive to

compare these alternative rankings with the more appropriate

ranking using the class level residuals, for it illustrates

the misleading use of unadjusted examination results in school

comparisons. Ranking by predicted scores is entirely

dependent on the fitted variables and therefore does not

represent a ranking based on th. full variance but onl y the

proportion which is explained b y the model. Although this

sort of ranking is an improvement on the ranking of raw

unadjusted mean scores, the ranking based on the residual

variances is of greater interest, for it is the ranking after

adjusting for the explanatory variables. i.e. about the

predicted values, and reflects the total variance.

Tables 5.7 through 5.12 present the rankin gs according to the

class level residuals. Because of th. large number of

classes, only the top and bottom 20% ar. ranked in these

tables, rather than th. full complement.2'

2' Tb. following key to schooltypes can be applied to all
these tables:

Group A
5-8	 Group B (urban)
9-12	 Independent
13-16	 Group B (rural)
17-20	 Mission
22-35	 District Council

In addition, these tables have been marked to show those
outliers which were uncovered by plotting particular variables
against the standardised class level residuals. The key to
these characteristics Is as follows:

0.	 Positive outlier
H	 High predicted achievement
prof+	 High per capita expenditure on

professional salaries
tls+	 High per capita expenditure on

textbooks, library and stationery
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	• 56

	
11.0
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	 3.6
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TABLE 5.7

Ranking of Classes by Class-Level Residuals
for English Languaget the top 20%

Class Level
	 Actual

Rank
	 Class	 Residual
	 Mean Grade

29	 O+;sd7+;c17+;sch7+
3.1.
6.3 sd7+

211.1
2.1
4 .2.
8.1 prof +;expex'+
1.1 fjbl.

12.1 H;prof+;ad7+;
sch7+; e17+

13.1
7.7
5.8

30
5.9
7.6
7.8
18.1
6.1
5.1

c17+;cl7- High/low class average Grade 7
sch7+	 High school average Grade 7
sd7+;sd7-	 High/low s.d. of class Grade 7
fJb1i	 High proportion of FJB1 in class
exper+	 High no. yrs. teaching experience
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TABLE 5.8

Ranking of Classes by Class-Level Residuals
for English Languageith. bottom 20%

Class Level	 Actual
Rank
	 Class	 Residual
	

Mean Grade

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

28.1
6.11
2.2
8.5 cl7-;prof+
9.1 tls+;prof+;0l7+
25.1
2.3
2.4

34.2 tli+
5.6

23.1
5.4

15.2
7.4

22.1
6.10
3.5
6.9
1.4

-.60
-.63
-.65
-.68
-.71
-.74
-.74
-.79
-.85
-.85
-.86
-.89
-.93
-1.09
-1.16
-1.27
-1.30
-1.33
-1.48

0.8
0.0
2.0
1.4
3.0
0.7
2.0
1.8
1.6
0.9
0.0
0.9
1.5
1.2
0.2
0.3
1.0
0.3
2.4

TABLE 5.9

Ranking of C1aRe by CIRSH-T.evel Rf'fl1dUaR
for English Literature: the top 20%

Class Level
	 Actual

Rank
	 Class	 Residual	 Mean Grade

1
2
3
Li
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

6.1 0+;sch7+;sd7+
8.1 cl7+prof+;exper+

24.1
22.3 H
5.2
1.3
2.1 H
16.2 tls+
4.1 H;c17+:sch7+
19.1
15.1
16.1

1.12
.87
69

• 62
61
58
54

• 54
53
51

• 51
46

5.0
3.6
2.4
2.2
3.6
4.2
5.2
2.7
5.3
4.8
3.3
2.8



Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
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TABLE 5.10

Ranking of Classes by Class-Level Residuals
for English Literature: the bottom 20%

Class Levsl
	

Actual
Rank
	

Class
	 Residual
	

Mean Grade

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

25.1
35.1
18.2
8.3 prof+

28.1
19.2 fJbl.
1.2
8.2 prof +;exper+
5.9

14.3
1.1 ad-;fjbl+;c17+

15.3

-.48
-.48
-.49
-.50
-.51
-.53
-.54
-.58
-.66
-.77
-.86
-.95

0.5
0.5
3.3
1.1
0.2
3.2
2.0
1.2
4.3
1.4
2.5
0.9

TABLE 5.11

Ranking of Classes by Class-Level Residuals
for Mathematics: the top 20%

Class

19.1
3.1

14.2
34.1 tl5+
1.1 fjbl.

14.1
29
28
7.8 exper+
5.1

14.3
7.9

34.2 tla+
2.2

Class Level
Residual

1.39
1.13
1.13
1.09
1.08
0.85
0.81
0.81
0.80
0.74
0.74
0.68
0.66
0.62

Actual
Mean Grade

5.1
4.9
2.5
4.6
5.2
2.0
2.6
2.0
3.9
2.2
2.2
4.9
3.4
3.8
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TABLE 5.12

Ranking of Classes by Class-Level Residuals
for Mathematics: the bottom 20%

Rank

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Class

8.2 prof+
3.4
15.3
1.2
4.2
2.3
19.2 fjbl+
2.4
8.4 prof+
3.2
7.5

13.2
3.5

18.2

Class Level
Residual

-.50
-.52
-.53
-.55
-.57
-.58
-.65
-.68
-.69
-.71
-.74
-.91
-.92

-1.11

Actual
Mean Grade

1.1
0.8
0.4
0.8
1.0
1.4
1.5
0.3
0.3
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.4

What makes the classes listed above as being in the to p 20%

more effective than others at the same school or, indeed, the

'average' classes in the sample? In order to answer this

question, the characteristics of these three sets of classes

deemed to be most effective in each subject will have to be

examined.

First of all it would be interestin g to note whether any of

the same classes are in the top 20% for more than one subject.

Although any such classes would have different teacher

variables, the pupils comprising the classes would be the

same. In fact, there are eleven such classes spread over the

range	 of	 schooltypes3 1.1(E1,M), 2.1(E1,E2), 3.1(E1,M),

4.1(E1,E2),	 5.1(E1,M),	 6.1(E1,E2),	 7.8(E1,M), 8.1(E1,E2),

19.i(E2,M), 24.1(E1,E2). 29(E1,M). All consist of the top

stream where there is more than one class per school, but

examination of the values of the different variables for this

set of classes does not produce any consistent pattern
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regarding the presence of certain characteristics across the

grouping.

English Language

For the classes found to be 'effective' in English Language,

the plots found in Appendix 5.2 of particular variables vs.

the standardised class-level residuals were examined and the

outliers on these plots were compared with the list of

'effective' schools to see whether there was any pattern.

There was no consistency in the results. There was a

correspondence between a few of the 'effective' schools and

certain of these outliers. e.g. two of the classes

had higher than average professional salary expenditure per

capita, but there was nothing conclusive to be found across

the range of classes.

The values for this set of classes on a wider set of variables

at the class and school levels were then compared, and again,

there was not much which would distinguish the group of

effective classes from the rest of the sample. The effective

English Language classes were drawn from a similar number of

day and boarding schools though a majority was urbana about

half had evening study facilities; just under half had higher

than average professional salary costs per pupil; seven out of

the nineteen classes had fathers in a professional or

commercial farming occupation; about half of the fathers had

reached secondary school. And so the results went on over the

following , additional variables: average values for the class

index variable. CLSE1. average number of hours homework.

average proportion European or female teachers, average verbal

aptitude score of the teachers, and average numbers of texts

available. The only skewed results for this set of classes

concerned the teachers' qualifications: a majority had trained

teachers.	 In addition, the majority of the 'effective'

classes had higher than average Grade 7 scores.	 Also of
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interest is th. fact that a minorit y of the classes had

smaller than average class siz.s; similarly only thr.. of the

nineteen classes s pent higher than average psr capita amounts

on textbooks, library and stationery, and only seven of the

nineteen spent more than the average on overall per capita

expenditure.

Looking at the group of 'effective' English Language classes

by schooltyp., they are divided as follows: A Group A. 9 Group

B urban, 1 Independent, 1 Group B rural, 1 Mission, and 3

District Council. The low representation of Independent and

Mission school classes is notable.

To summarise, it does not appear that in the case of English

Language such things as above-average, overall per capita

expenditure or above-average expenditure on textbook., etc.

make the difference between more and less effective classes.

Nor is a class size of fewer than 38 pupils a significant

factor in determining an 'effective' class. The factors that

do stand out - thou gh not all that decisively, include having

a trained teacher, having higher than average Grade 7

achievement scores in one's class, and bein g in an urban

location. This last factor no doubt operates in several ways:

in conditioning the pupils who attend the school in the first

place, in reinforcin g the use of English in their daily lives,

and in merely representing more favourable amenities, such as

the available of electricity as well as more reading material

than would be the case in the rural areas. Clearly, aside

from these factors, it is not possible to say any more from

the data available about wh y these nineteen classes were found

to be more effective than others at English Language '0'

levels.
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English Literature

To isolate any distinguishing features of the set of

'effective' En glish Literature classes, the outliers on the

plots of variables vs. standardised class level residuals were

examined. There were no obvious patterns. Fo p example, one

of the classes was picked out for having a high per capita

expenditure on textbooks, library and stationery , but this was

not carried across the group of effective classes.

An examination of the same variables as described above for

English Language was also carried out in order to see whether

there was any consistency in the values for this set of

classes. The set of 'effective' classes in English Literature

is distinguished by some of the same variables as the set for

English Language. Most of the classes had above-average class

sizes, but below-average expenditure on textbooks, library and

stationery as well as overall per capita expenditure, and

likewise below-average per capita expenditure on professional

salaries. Also like the case of English Language, three-

quarters of the classes had higher than average Grad. 7

scores. Three-quarters of the teachers of this set of classes

were trained, as for English Language. In addition, most of

the classes had percentages of fathers in category FB1 which

were below-average. Besides these results examination of the

remaining variables proved equivocal. The picture is not very

different from that for English Language.

Mission and Independent schools are underrepresented in the

distribution of 'effective' classes in English Literature, as

was found with English Language.	 The distribution is as

follows: 3 Group A, 3 Group B urban, 0 Independent, 3 Group B

rural, 1 Mission. and 2 District Council schools.
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Mathematics

For Mathematics, the picture is also similar. Testing th. set

of effective classes against the outliers on the plots in

Appendix 5.2 of the standardised class-level residuals against

certain variables proved inconclusive. There was no pattern

across the set of classes.

In testing the set of classes against the same variables used

for the other two subjects, similar results were reached,

also. Firstly, all of th. teachers of the set of affective

classes were trained.	 Further, hi gher than average overall

expenditure, or expenditure on textbooks, 	 library and

stationery, or on professional salaries was not in practice

for the set of 'effective' classes in Mathematics. Larger

than average class sizes characterised the majority of the

classes. In addition, in only two out of the fourteen classes

did pupils have access to less than one text per pupil. All

the remainin g variables proved equivocal.

Just as with the other two subjects, Mission and Independent

schools are again underrepresented in the distribution of

'effective' schools in Mathematics. The distribution by

sehooltype is as follows: 3 Group A, 3 Group B urban, 0

Independent. 3 Grou p B rural. 1 Mission and 11 District Council

schools.

For all three subj ects, there is a set of variables which

predominantly characterises what is not essential in order for

a class to be 'effective'. Higher than average expenditure,

whether in general, or whether in particular, on textbooks or

teachers, does not seem to be a determining factor. Neither

does a class size below 38 make for an 'effective' class. Nor

does the fact that the majority of the pupils' fathers are

professionals or commercial farmers tend to favour the

'effective' classes.	 On the other hand, trained teachers do
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seem to matter as does a higher than average Grade 7 intake

score for the 'effective' classes.

'ri-
cf'	 m±r	 w	 I±ri	 1-kcc]

An attempt has been made to try to understand over the whole

gamut of classes distributed across the range of schools

sampled, why some ar. more effective than others. The

analysis of which classes within different schools achieve

mean passes in the three different 0, level examinations is a

further investigation which needs to be carried out. The

focus will be on the effect of ability streaming within

schools.

For English Language, 37 out of the total of 93 classes
surviving to Model K achieved mean passes. That is 0% of the

classes. 30 of these 37 classes were either the top streams
in their schools the top half of all the streams in their

schools or comprised Just one of the streams, all of which

passed in a school. On a stricter definition of being in the

top stream, one-stream schools will be excluded and only those

streams in the top half of all streams in the school will be

included. On this stricter definition. 22 of the 37 classes
were in the top streams, or some 60% of all the classes

achieving mean passes in English Language.

For English Literature, 22 of the 60 classes which survived to

the final Model G had mean passes. This ii 37% of the total

number of classes.	 20 of these 22 classes were in the top

streams of their schools, on the looser definition. 13 of
these 22 were in the top streams, again about 60% on the

stricter definition.
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For Mathematics, 17 of the 68 classes surviving to Model K had

mean passes, 25% of the total number of classes. 16 of these

17 classes were the top streams in their schools on the looser

definition, and 13 out of these 17 w.re in the top stream. on

the stricter definition, or 76% of all those classes having

mean passes.

Streaming clearly has an effect on achievement. The chances

of passing in any one of the three . ub3ects is clearly much

greater if the pupil is in one of th. top ability streams.

The implications of the findings presented in this chapter

will be drawn out in Chapter Seven, after the analysis which
follows in Chapter Six of the costs of secondary education at

different types of schools.
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Plots of Predicted Values Against Standardised Class Level
Residuals of 'Final' Models

TABLE A5.l

List of Plots

Figure A5.ia Plot of Predicted Values for English Language
'0' Level Grades Against Standardised Class
Level Residuals (Model K)

Figure A5.lb Plot of Predicted Values for English Literature
'0' Level Grades Against Standardised Class
Level Residuals (Model 0)

Figure A5.lc	 Plot of Predicted Values for Mathematics
'0' Level Grades Against Standardised Class
Level Residuals (Model K)

FIGURE A5.i.a

Plot of Predicted Values for English Language '0' level Grades
Against Standardised Class Level Residuals (Model K)

P.dl,.dC-L..1 ()I.A t.g..g. C.d.
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FIGURE A5.lb

Plot of Predicted Values for English Literature '0' level
Grades Against Standardised Class Level Residuals (Model 3)

P,.dS,.d (agiI..4 LlS.?.,.. G,.d.

FIGURE A5.lc

Plot of Predicted English Literature '0' Level Grades Agaginst
Standardised Class Level Residuals (Model K)

P,.dIt.d D-L...I M.r4, C.d.
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MPPEFIDIX .2

Plots of Explanatory Variables Tested Against Standardised
Class Level Residuals

TABLE A5.2

List of Plots

(a) English Language, b) English Literature, c)Mathematics)

Figures A5.2/la-c Standard Deviation of Grade 7 Score within
Classes

Figures A5.2/2a-c Average Grade 7 Scores by Class

Figures A5.2/3a-c Percentage of Class Whose Fathers are in
Occupational Categories FJB1 and FJB2

Figures A5.2/1la-c Years of Teaching Experience

Figures A5.2/5a-c Average Grade 7 Scores by School

Figures A5.2/6a-c Class Size

Figures A5.2/7a-c Teacher's Verbal Aptitude Score

Figures A5.2/8a-c Percenta ge Ndebele and Shona Pupils
by Class

Figures A5.2/9a-c Average Professional Salary Expenditure
by School

Figures A5.2/lOa-c Average Textbook, Library and Stationery
Expenditure by School

Figures A5.2/lla-c Percentage of Class Whose Fathers are
in Educational Categories FEDO, FED1,
FED2, and FED3
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FIGURE A5.2/ia

Plot of Standard Deviation of GR7E1 within Classes Against
Standardised Class Level Residuals: English Language
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FIGURE A5.2/lb

Plot of Standard Deviation of 0R7E2 within Classes Against
Standardised Class Level Residuals: English Literature
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FIGURE A5.2/lc

Plot of Standard Deviation of GR7M within Classes Against
Standardised Class Level Residuals: Mathematics
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FIGURE A5.2/2a

Plot of Average GR7E1 by Class Against Standardised Class
Level Residuals: English Language
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FIGURE A5.2/2b

Plot of Average 0R7E2 by Class Against Standardised Class
Level Residuals: En glish Literature
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FIGURE A5.2/2c

Plot of Average GR7M by Class Against Standardised Class Level
Residuals: Mathematics
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FIGURE A5.2/3a

Plot of Percentage of Class Whose Father, are in Occupational
Categories FJB1 and FJB2 Against Standardised Class Level
Residuals: English Language
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FIGURE A5.2/3b

Plot of Percentage of Class Whose Fathers are in Occupational
Categories FJD1 and FJB2 Against Standardised Class Level
Residuals: English Literature
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FIGURE A5.2/3c

Plot of Percentage of Class Whose Fathers are in Occupational
Categories FJB1 and P382 Against Standardised Class Level
Residuals: Mathematics
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FIGURE A5.2/1*a

Plot of Years of Teaching Experience Against Standardised
Class Level Residuals: English Language
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FIGURE A5.2/b

Plot of Years of Teaching Experience Against Standardised
Class Level Residuals: English Literature
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FIGURE A5.2/LLc

Plot of Years of Teachin g Experience Against Standardised
Class Level Residuals: Mathematics
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FIGURE A5.2/5a

Plot of Average GR7E1 by School Against Standardised Class
Level Residuals: English Language
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FIGURE A5.2/5b

Plot of Average GR7E2 by School Against Standardised Class
Level Residuals English Literature
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FIGURE A5. 2/5c

Plot of Average GR7M by School Against Standardised Class
Level Residuals Mathematics
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FIGURE A5.2/6a

Plot of Class Size Against Standardised Class Level Residuals:
English Language
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PIGURE A5.2/6b

Plot of Class Size Against Standardised Class Level Residuals:
English Literature
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FIGURE A5.2/6c

Plot of Class Size Against Standardised Class Level Residuals:
Mathematics
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FIGURE A5.2/7a

Plot of Teacher's Verbal Aptitude Score Against Standardised
Class Level Residuals: English Language
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FIGURE A5.2/7b

Plot of Teacher's Verbal Aptitude Score Against Standardised
Class Level Residuals: English Literature
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FIGURE A5.2/7c

Plot of Teacher's Verbal Aptitude Score Against Standardised
Class Level Residuals: Mathematics
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FIGURE A5.2/8a

Plot of Percentage Ndebale and Shona Pupils by Class Against
Standardised Class Level Residuals: English Language
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FIGURE A5.2/8b

Plot of Percentage Ndeb.ls and Shona Pupils by Class Against
Standardised Class Level Residuals: English Literature
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FIGURE A5.2/8c

Plot of Percentage Ndebele and Shona Pupils by Class Against
Standardised Class Level Residuals: Mathematics
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FIGURE A5.2/9a

Plot of Average Per Capita Professional Salary Expenditure by
School Against Standardised Class Level Residuals: English
Language
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FIGURE A5.2/9b

Plot of Average Per Capita Professional Salary Expenditure by
School Against Standardised Class Level Residuals: English
Literature
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FIGURE A5.2/9a

Plot of Average Per Ca pita Professional Salary Expenditur. by
School Against Standardised Class Level Residuals: Mathematics
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FIGURE A5.2/iOa

Plot of Average Per Capita Textbook, Library and Stationery
Expenditure by School Against Standardised Class Level
Residuals: English Language
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FIGTJRZ A5.2/lOb

Plot of Average Per Capita Textbook, Library and Stationery
Expenditure by School Against Standardised Class L.v•].
Residuals: English Literature
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FIGURE A5.2/lOc

Plot of Average Per Capita Textbook, Library and Stationery
Expenditure by School Against Standardised Class Level
Residuals: Mathematics
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FIGURE A5.2/lla

Plot of Percentage of Class Whose Fathers are in Educational
Categories FEDO, FEDI, FED2 and FED3 Against Standardised
Class Level Residuals: English Languag•
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FIGURE A5.2/llb

Plot of Percentag• of Class Whose Fathers ais in Educational
Categories FEDO, FED1, FED2 and FED3 Against Standardised
Class Level Residuals: En glish Literature
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FIGURE A5.2/ilc

Plot of Percentage of Class Whose Fathers ar• in Educational
Categories FEDO, FED1, FED2 and PED3 Against Standardised
Class Level Residuals: Mathematics
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Comparison of Predicted Mean Scores by School with Actual Mean
Scores for English Language, English Literature and

Mathematics

Tables A5.3a through A5.3c present the rankings by actual and

predicted mean grades for each school in each subject. The

comparison between actual and predicted results for each

subj ect yield the following statistics. Two-thirds of those

schools in the predicted top 20% for English Language achieved

a similar top ranking in practice. One-third of those in the

bottom 20% for predicted scores were also in the bottom 20% of

actual mean scores. For English Literature all of the

predicted top 20% achieved a similar ranking, and three out of

the four schools predicted to be in the bottom 20% did so

poorly as to be so ranked. For Mathematics, half of those

schools in the predicted top 20% actually achieved such

ranking in practice, but fewer than half in the predicted

bottom 20% were ranked in the bottom 20% for their actual mean

scores.
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11
6
7
5

13
12
8

1.0
I
2
3

16
15
14
17
4

18
23
26
21
19
27
25
20
24
28
29
9

22
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TABLE A5.3a

School

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

11
12
13
il&
15

18
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
311
35

Ranking of Schools by Actual and Predicted
Mean English Language '0' Level Grades

Actual	 Predicted
Mean Grade	 Rank	 Mean Grade

	

2.77	 10	 2.74

	

2.56	 11	 3.12

	

3.22	 7	 3.05

	

5.00	 3	 3.79

	

2.50	 12	 2.48

	

2.111	 16	 2.57

	

3.25	 6	 3.04

	

3.13	 8	 2.95

	

3.00	 9	 6.95

	

5.67	 2	 5.95

	

5.90	 1	 5.39

	

2.47	 13	 2.01

	

2.30	 15	 2.37

	

2.05	 18	 2.38

	

1.89	 19	 1.87

	

4.37	 11	 4.38

	

1.23	 25	 1.73

	

0.00	 28	 1.51

	

2.05	 17	 1.40

	

1.116	 211	 1.59

	

1.49	 22	 1.65

	

1.47	 23	 1.22

	

0.78	 26	 1.46

	

11.27	 5	 1.61.

	

2.35	 111	 1.51

	

1.611	 21	 1.13

	

0.43	 27	 0.91

	

3.00	 9	 3.04

	

1.75	 20	 1.57
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TABLE A5.3b

Ranking of Schools by Actual and Predicted
Mean English Literature '0' Level Grades

Actual	 Predicted
School	 Mean Grade	 Rank	 Mean Grade	 Rank

1
2
3
1$
5
6
7
8

11
14
15
16
17
18
19
22
24
25
26
27
28
35

11
6
7
1

16
9
8

12
2

13
14
10
5
1$
3

17
15
20
18
19
22
21

2.73
3.69
3.67
5.25
1.63
3.05
3.23
2.18
5.00
2.00
1.86
2.78
3.75
3.91$
11.01$
1.35
1.85
0.87
1.10
0.91$
0.23
0.26

3.43
3.47
3.50
4.23
1.97
2.41
2.97
2.16
4.96
2.21$
2.33
2.17
3.36
4.30
4.03
1.19
1.06
1.12
0.90
0.86
0.92
0.81

7
6
5
3

15
10
9

111
1

12
11
13
8
2
11

16
18
17
20
21
19
22
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TABLE A5.3c

Ranking of Classes 1 by Actual and Predicted
Mean Mathematics '0' Level Grades

Actual
	

Predicted
Class
	 Mean Grade	 Rank
	

Mean Grade	 Rank

5
48
116

7
14
38
22
8

36
1

49
56

11

44
58
12
27
58
58
47
40
411

52
55
58
52
51
58
25
31
13
9

18
42
39
19
2
3

11
211
38

58

7
30
36

11

12
24
119
9

15
38
37
34
2

20
114
11
35
66
65
59
39
41
68
55
61
613

57
48
17
22
19
6

13
27
25
115
1
3
5

29
52
62

1.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

11.1
4.2
11.3
5.1
5.2
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
7.12
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4

12.1
12 • 2
12.3
13.1
13.2
13.3

5.20
0.80
0.86
5.00
3.80
1.36
2.50
11.92
1.50
6.00
0.79
0.27
5.22
1.00
0.00
4.50
2.10
0.00
0.00
0.82
1.25
1 • 00
0.43
0.30
0.00
0.43
0.62
0.00
2.27
1.90
3.89
4.90
3.00
1.13
1.33
2.73
5.86
5.26
4.60
2.40
0.00
0.00

3.55
1.611
1.50
4.10
2.85
2.15
1.22
3.33
2.68
1.119
1.50
1.63
5.28
2.32
1.37
3.26
1.57
0.57
0.63
0.99
1.44
1.111.
0.45
1 • 02
0.86
0.65
1.00
1.23
2.63
2.21.
2.62
3.86
2.83
1.78
1.93
1.30
5.37
5.02
4.01.
1.72
1.08
0.68
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TABLE A5.3o (Cont.)

Ranking of Classes by Actual and Predicted
Mean Mathematics '0' Level Grades

Actual
	 Predicted

Class	 Mean Grade	 Rank
	 Mean Grade	 Rank

29
21
26
17
33
53
19
37
23
54
6

35
47
50
32
311
41.
30
20
28
43
15
10
16
45
57

58
50
117
16
26
53
23
33
14
31
8

21
46
51
32
28
42
54
40
113
56
60
10
18
63
67

ill. 1
14.2
143
15.1
15.2
15.3
17.2
17.3
18.1.
18.2
19.1.
19.2
22.1
22.2
22.3
23
211
28
29
30
31
33
311.1
311.2
35. 1
35. 2

2 • 00
2.52
2.17
3.34
1.77
0.112
2.66
1.115
2.411
0.38
5.12
1.52
0.82
0.62
1.89
1.61
1.17
1.97
2.64
2.05
1.03
3.50
4.64
3.38
0.88
0.10

1 • 00
1.16
1.30
2.66
1.85
1.06
2.16
1.63
2.81
1.65
3.51
2.30
1.25
1.11
1.64
1.74
1.40
1.02
1.43
1.39
1.02
0.96
3.28
2.119
0.66
0.56

The final model for Mathematics is a two-level model
involving classes and students, so it is not possible to rank
schools, as specification assumes that all the classes belong
to a single school.

2 Reverse order streaming was practiced by School 7.
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CHAPTER SIX
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In Chapter Five it was found that the most 'effective' classes

in all three subjects generally were not found in schools

spending higher than average amounts on recurrent expenditure

per capita. However, besides analysing certain key

expenditure items such as professional salaries and textbooks,

library and stationary (TLS). no further breakdown was

attempted in the detailed analysis. In this chapter the

different constituent costs of the total recurrent expenditure

per capita at different t ypes of schools will be presented, so

that the reasons for the disparity in school costs can

be clarified. It will indicate those areas in which high

levels of expenditure need not occur for the classes to be

'effective' in terms of the '0' level results of their

students in English Language, English Literature and

Mathematics.

The recurrent costs of the individual schools surveyed were

derived from a variety of sources described in Chapter Three.

Income was detailed separately from expenditure and an effort

was made to exclude ca pital income and expenditure from the

accounts. The two summary fi gures reported in Table 6.2,

however, do not tally, nor do the individual schools' accounts

given in Appendix 6.1. This is due, no doubt, to incomplete

reporting.

C m	 Ti	 -
1.982	 ria 1.985

In general, information on the cost of education at individual

schools is not collected b y the Ministry of Education, except

in the case of Government schools. 	 A survey of individual
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school costs, however, was carried out by the Ministry in

19821 . This survey indicated the tremendous disparities

between rural and urban schools in the share of total costs

borne by parents, as well as the disparities in overall

running coats. Parents in rural areas were paying more for

the education of their children than parents in urban areas,

and the government's contribution to the educational costs of

these rural pupils was smaller than for urban pupil.. Given

the fact that rural incomes are generally lower than urban

incomes, the extent of the discrimination against the rural

areas was that much greater. The comparison with the results

of the present research can be seen in Table 6.1.

TABLE 6.1

Comparison of Parental and Government Contribution, to
Recurrent Expenditure Per Capita b y Sehooltype,

1982 and 1985 ($)

	A 	 B(u)	 Indep.	 B(r)	 Miss. D.C.
Govt. Contribution

	

1982
	 584 413

	
490	 464	 306	 257

% Total Cost'
	

88% 92%	 32%	 93%	 74%	 82%

	

1985
	 552 437

	 526	 239	 359
	 174

% Total Incom&
	

77% 80%
	 38%	 74%	 54%

	
69%

Parental Contribution
1982	 88	 36	 1126	 36	 169	 110
1985	 178 104	 800	 79	 158

	
73

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

	

1982	 666 449	 1539	 1199	 416	 313

	

1985	 598 1156	 1228	 246	 639	 215

The percentage fi gures for 1982 and 1985 are not directly
comparable. In 1982 one has a figure for the percentage of
the total expenditure provided by government, whereas in 1985
one has a figure for the percentage of the total income
provided by government. As one can see from Table 6.2 the
total income and the total expenditure do not always tally.

"Report on Results of Survey of Costs at Different
Types of Schools in Zimbabwe, 1982", A.R. Riddell, Ministry of
Education and Culture, mimeo, May 1983.
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As can be seen changes have been brought about since 1982 to

limit the disparity in parental costs between rural and urban

schools, but the disparity in government contributions to

overall running costs is even greater between schooltypes than

it was in 1982. reflecting an even heavier reliance on

untrained teachers in the rural areas, including the rural

government schools.

1c1.
Z ri	 m	 r ci	 P	 r ci ±	 )
cIic,c]..

Table 6.2 presents a breakdown of the average per capita

Income and expenditure by schooltype. The figures for

boarding income and expenditure are given as well as those

applicable to d&y students.

TABLE 6.2

Breakdown of Average Per Capita School Income and
Expenditure' by Schooltype. 1985

A	 B(u)	 Indep.	 3(r)	 Miss. D.C.
INCOME
Govt. Contrib.(Day )	 552	 437	 526	 239	 359	 174
Govt.Share: % Income 	 77	 80	 38	 711	 511	 69
Govt. Contrib.(Bding) 941	 795	 22	 N/A	 25	 23
Boarding Income	 1257	 1124	 923	 N/A	 306	 263
TOT. INCOME (DAY)	 753	 541	 1345	 317	 592	 247

EXPENDITURE
TLS Expenditure	 31
PROF Expenditure	 362
NON-PROF(da') Expend. 116
TUITION Expenditure	 203
ADMIN. Expenditure	 33
BOARD ExpendIture	 1037
TOT. EXPENDITURE (DAY) 598

	

33
	

81
	

39
	

108
	

39

	

356
	

913
	

1711
	

393
	

162

	

20
	

611
	

15
	

35
	

N/A

	

87
	

295
	

67
	

143
	

50

	

13
	

31
	

12
	

20
	

LI

	

882
	

995
	

N/A
	

2711
	

176

	

456
	

1228
	

2116
	

639
	

215

It is not clear why, except in the case of the mission
schools, expenditure Is always less than income. It could be
that the total expenditure was not reported adequately on the
forms provided, or that indeed all monies are not spent.
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Government contribution, to per capita day running coats are

three times as great for the government Group A schools as

they are for the district council schools. Given the

disparity in total school incomes between schooltyp.s and the

small amount accruing to district council schools, the smaller

percentage of total income accounted for by government should

also be noted. Independent schools receive five times as much

per head	 in total income as district council schools,

government Group A schools, three times as much. Yet, whereas

it would be expected that a smaller share of total income

would be contributed by government in the case of mission and

independent schools, the smaller share for district council

schools, which are often the only secondary schools pupils

have the opportunity to attend in the rural areas, is more

surprising. The relative sizes of government contributions to

different schooltypes' per capita recurrent costs of day

students can readily be grasped from Figure 6.1.

FIGURE 6.1

Government Contribution Per Capita (Day ) by Schooltyp.

A	 lnd'p	 B(urb)	 Miion	 E(rur)	 0 C

Schooltype
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On the boarding side, only nominal contributions are mad. by

government to private schools $22.50 per pupil. On the other

hand, government provides between 70 and 75% of the total

boarding income p.r capita in the case of government schools,

an amount in addition to the tuition expenses of between $795

and $941 on average.

Examination of the ma1or items of school expenditure gives a

better picture of the sources of disparity betwe.n

schooltypes. Looking at total expenditure in the second half

of Table 6.2. first of all, there is nearly a 6:1 differential

between the amount spent on each pupil in independent, as

opposed to district council schools, on average.	 Even if one

doesn't take into account the hi ghly expensive independent

schools, the disparity between government Group A schools and

district council schools is also great. Group A schools on

average expend three times as much on each pupil as district

council schools.	 The relativ, sizes of the total expenditure

per' capita on day pupils can be seen in Pigure 6.2.

PIGURE 6.2

Total Expenditure Per Capita (Day) by Schooltype

L.

IZa

1 fOC'

1ocI

0
&	 Ind'p	 B(urbj	 Wusion	 Erur)	 C C

Sch o olt pe
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Whereas there was a considerable difference between the total

expenditure per pupil in 1982 between Group B (rural) schools

and district council schools, in the present survey the total

expenditure at the two types of schools is almost on a par.

The breakdown of these figures for total expenditure indicate

the differences between schooltypes in the uses put to these

monies. It is interesting that expenditure on textbooks,

library and stationery (TLS) is at about the same level for

four of the schooltypes, excluding the independent and mission

schools. Expenditure varies from between $31 and $39 a head,

for all government and district council schools, whereas

expenditure at mission and independent schools is considerably

more, at $108 and $81 per pupil, respectively. This is

probably a reflection of the fact that parents pay for their

children's texts individually, rather than the case of the

other schools in which the amount spent on textbooks

represents a replenishment of stock used communally and shared

out.

FIGURE 6.3

Professional Salaries Expenditure Per Capita b y Schooltype

&	 Indep	 C(urb)	 IJI!ori	 S. rur)	 D C

Sc h ocI type
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The amount spent on professional salaries explains the bulk of

the disparities between schooltypes in total expenditure per

capita. As can be seen from Figure 6.3, there are essentially

three different levels of expenditure, with Grou p B (rural)

and district council schools at the bottom, followed by

Mission, Group B (urban) and Group A schools, and with

independent schools in a class of their own, given the

additional teachers generally employed at these schools.

Another substantial constituent of overall expenditure per

capita at some of the schooltypes is the amount spent on non-

professional staff. e.g. gardeners, and messengers, i.e. staff

unrelated to boarding duties. Whereas none of the district

council schools in the sample employed any non-professional

staff and small numbers of such staff were employed at Group B

and mission schools. Group A schools spent nearly twice as
much as the independent schools on such salaries and wages.

some $116 per pupil. Here government is clearly

discriminating between schooltypes in the differential

provision of such staff for government foots the bills of

these non-professional staff.

Tuition expenses have been itemised separately from boarding

expenses and encompass all of the recurrent costs of running

the school, with the exception of professional salaries.

Included are such things as textbooks, science equipment,

sports equipment and equipment for practical subjects, water,

electricity and	 sanitation,	 maintenance	 of buildings,

furniture and	 the school	 grounds, transport, post and

telecommunication services, as well as non-professional

salaries. Here, the Group B (urban) schools j oin the district

council and Group B (rural) schools with the lowest tuition

expenditure per capita, mission and Group A schools following.

and with the independent schools having much heftier tuition

expenses.	 The Group A schools are set apart from the Group B
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(urban) schools by the absolute as well as comparatively

larger amount spent on non-professional staff.

The differences in administrative expenditure between

schooltypes axe not very great, although district council

schools do come out at the bottom for this item and Group A

schools are on a par with the independent schools at the top.

Generally, a proportion of the per capita grant made by the

government to the district council is deducted for the

council's own administration of its schools, but no additional

staff is involved. This is different from the case of the

large secondary schools in which there are non-teaching heads,

whose salaries, for these purposes, have been allocated to

overall administrative expenditure. Similarly, in addition to

teachers being paid allowances at government schools for

supervisory duties, secretaries are also employed, which adds

to the administrative costs.

FIGURE 6.4

Total Cost Per Boarding Pupil by Schooltype

A	 Indep	 B(urb)	 Uis,on	 Erur)	 C C

Sc h r,ottype
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The variation in per capita boarding expenditure at different

schooltypes is considerable. Two figures are available for

comparison, first boarding expenses taken on their own,

exclusive of other tuition expenses, and the total expenditure

on each boarding pupil. The difference between the two

figures illustrates that although the boardin g component of

the overall cost of each boarding pupil is slightly larger for

Group A as compared with inde pendent schools, the overall cost

of each boarding pupil	 at the independent achoola is

significantly greater than that for the Grou p A schools, some

$600 more per capita in annual costs on average. These

differences in total costa per boarding pupil can be seen in

Figure 6..

In large part, the differences in these costs are attributable

to the amenitie. provided. For instance at one school *116

per pupil was spent on provisions in a year, whereas at

another, $328 per pupil was the cost of feeding that pupil

during the year. Similarly whereas laundry services are

provided at some schools, amounting to as much as $50 per

pupil per year, at others, the pupils are expected to do their

own laundry .	 Likewise, the em ployment of additional staff on

the boarding aide increases the per capita cost of each

boarding pupil. Some schools have substantial numbers of

additional cooking and cleaning staff employed to cater for

those living at the school.

ri -t	 ci i t ti
trffl	 -tI-i	 1vI	 -t

Raving looked at the average constituent costs by each

schooltype, what are the recurrent expenditure patterns of the

schools in which the top five 'moat effective' classes are

found (vie. Tables 5.7, 5.9 and 5.11), Table 6.3 compares the
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average costs of ma j or expenditure items in the five 'most

affective' classes for each subject with the average for all

schooltypes.

TABLE 6.3

Average Cost of Major Items of Recurrent Expenditure in
Schools Having 'Most Effective' Classes Compared with Averages

for All Schooltypes ($)

English English	 Average
Language Literature Maths All Sch.

TLS Expenditure	 24	 27	 67	 46
PROF Expenditure 	 267	 297	 320	 307
TUITION Expenditure	 85	 67	 144	 108
TOT. EXPENDITURE (DAY) 	 365	 366	 480	 432

It is of interest to note that the average cost of all the

major items of expenditure for the two English subjects are

below the average cost for all schools, whereas the opposite

is true for Mathematics.

	

.A r m . ] -	 ±
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Greater detail in comparative costs between individual schools

can be obtained by consulting Appendix 6.1 which gives the
constituent costs for each school by schooltype. Some schools

can be picked out within their schooltype as having higher

than average costs in certain areas. For instance, school 4

expends an extraordinarily high amount on non-professional

salaries, some $249 per capita whereas the other three schools
in this category spend between $35 and $102 per capita on such
expenditure. Similarl y , school 9 expends a particularly large
amount on professional salaries due to the fact that it hires

as many additional teachers as are already provided-by the

government.	 Yet, such above-average expenditure does not

neessarilv indicate especially effective classes, for school

9 does not feature in the top 20% of any of the three
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subjects, though school 4, with all its messengers and

gardeners does appear to be particularly 'effective' in the

two English subjects?

A different pattern of expenditure which is not particularly

striking from an examination of the tables in Appendix 6.1 is

that within the category of district council schools. In all

the schools, one can see the disparity between total income

and expenditure. The division in the accounts submitted

between recurrent and capital expenditure is not exact, and so

some of the discrepancy is no doubt for this reason. In

addition, in the case of the government schools, allocations

are not always spent, and so available income is not

necessarily expended income. However, in the case of the

district council schools which generally have much more

straightforward accounts, the discrepancy between income and

expenditure is more telling , and is underlined by other

statistics which have been collected in this exercise. It can

be shown that within particular district councils, income from

parents towards their children's school costs have not been

expended at those particular schools, but, rather, have been

redistributed among the schools within the district council's

jurisdiction. These discrepancies are lar ge: in one case less

than one third of the monies collected went towards tuition

expenses at that particular school, and in another case a

third more than was collected was expended at that particular

school. This could be judged quite a sensible policy if gross

disparities between district council schools existed, but as

these schools are all fairly deficient in educational

resources, robbin g Peter to pay Paul has more sinister

connotations for it absolutel y deprives the school receiving

the lesser proportion of its income.

The implications of the disparities between schooltypes in

overall running costs will be taken up in the final chapter
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which will	 draw the	 .tring.	 through	 the different

preBentatione in each chapter in order to complete a picture

of school effectiveness in Zimbabwe.



Average

552

77

941

1,257

753

31

362

116

203

33

1,037

598

Average

437

80

541

33

356

20

87

13

456
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PPIEFJDIX 6...1.

Breakdown of Average Per Capita School Income and
Expenditure by Individual School and Average for Schooltype and

All Schoole

Govirnaent Incoue per capita (day)

Governuent/Total Inco.e (X)

Governuent Boarding Ir,co.e P.C.

BOARD Incoae per Capita

TOTAL INCOME PER CAPITA (day)

TLS Expeaditure per capita

PROF Expenditure per capita

NON-PROF (day) Expend. per capita

1111110$ Expenditure per capita

ADNIN Expenditure per capita

BOARD Expenditure per capita

TOTAL LIPENDITURE PER CAPITA (day)

Govern.ent Group A Schools

	

1	 2	 3	 4

	

426	 523	 499	 758

83	 74	 80	 70

	

N/A	 1040	 1068	 714

	

N/A	 1384	 1430	 958

	

512	 770	 613	 1116

	

40
	

18
	

23
	

42

	331
	

336
	

341
	

438

	

35
	

102
	

76
	

249

	

101
	

179
	

121
	

410

	

12
	

19
	

30
	

72

	

N/A
	

1216
	

1150
	

744

	

444
	

534
	

493
	

919

Govern.ent Inco.e per capita (day)

Govern.ent/Total Inco.e ()

Governsent Boarding Incose p.c.

BOARD Incas, per capita

TOTAL INCOME PER CAPITA (day)

TIS Expenditure per capita

PROF Expenditure per capita

NON-PROF (day) Expend. per capita

TUITION Expenditure per capita

ADMIN Expenditure per capita

BOARD Expenditure per capita

TOTAL EXPENDITURE PER CAPITA (day)

Govern.ent Group B (urban) Schools

5	 6	 7	 8

351	 372	 331	 692

80	 80	 74	 85

N/A	 N/A	 795	 N/A

N/A	 N/A	 1124	 N/A

437	 466	 442	 818

	

24
	

14
	

50
	

44

	

276
	

297
	

235
	

615

	

14
	

8
	

30
	

26

	

52
	

47
	

120
	

130

	

16
	

15
	

14
	

6

	

N/A
	

N/A
	

882
	

N/A

	

344
	

360
	

368
	

752



	

Independent Schools
	

Average

	

9	 II	 12

	

519	 517	 481
	

526

	

20	 50	 45
	

38

	

23	 23	 19
	

22

	

1182	 1115	 472
	

923

	

2257	 1025	 752
	

1345

	

hi
	

37
	

36
	

81

	

1375
	

570
	

913

	

130
	

38
	

25
	

64

	

491
	

263
	

132
	

295

	

N/A
	

33
	

28
	

3!

	

1111
	

1392
	

477
	

995

	

1866
	

1089
	

730
	

1,228

Average

239

74

317

39

174

15

67

12

246

280

Government Income per capita (day)

Governaent/Total Income (%)

Government Boarding Income p.c.

DOARD Income per capita

TOTAL INCOME PER CAPITA (day)

uS Expenditure per capita

PROF Expenditure per capita

NON—PROF (day) Expend. per capita

TUITION Expenditure per capita

ADNIN Expenditure per capita

BOARD Expenditure per capita

TOTAL EXPENDITURE PER CAPITA (day)

Government Income per capita (day)

Government/Total Income (%)

Government Boarding Income p.c.

BOARD Income per capita

TOTAL INCOME PER CAPITA (day)

TIS Expenditure per capita

PROF Expenditure per capita

NON—PROF (day) Expend. per capita

TUITION Expenditure per capita

ADMIN Expenditure per capita

BOARD Expenditure per capita

TOTAL EXPENDITURE PER CAPITA (day)

Government Group B (rural) Schools

	

13	 14	 15	 16

	

186	 348	 210	 210

	

73	 80	 72	 72

	

N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A

	

N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A

	

253	 434	 290	 291

	

28
	

35
	

30
	

64

	129
	

272
	

161
	

132

	

15
	

25
	

9
	

II

	

53
	

76
	

53
	

86

	

N/A
	

3
	

N/A
	

21

	

N/A
	

N/A
	

N/A
	

N/A

	

182
	

351
	

213
	

23



Mission Schools
	

Average

	

17
	

18	 19	 20

	

268
	

430	 367	 369
	

359

	

N/A
	

59	 49	 N/A
	

54

	

35
	

23	 21	 21
	

25

	

N/A
	

359	 252	 N/A
	

306

	

N/A
	

634	 550	 N/A
	

592

N/A
	

50
	

166
	

N/A
	

108

N/A
	

422
	

363
	

N/A
	

393

N/A
	

35
	

N/A
	

N/A
	

N/A

N/A
	

23
	

263
	

N/A
	

143

N/A
	

16
	

24
	

N/A
	

20

N/A
	

269
	

278
	

N/A
	

274

N/A
	

626
	

651
	

N/A
	

639

District Council Schs.ls

	

22	 23	 24	 25	 26
	

27

	

150	 189	 186	 201	 157
	

171

	

67	 78	 74	 72	 78
	

73

	

N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A
	

N/A

	

N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A
	

N/A

	

223	 240	 249	 288	 202
	

235

	

26
	

54
	

29
	

47
	

57
	

28

	

123
	

176
	

176
	

197
	

148
	

161

	

0
	

0
	

0
	

0
	

0
	

0

	

26
	

54
	

31
	

47
	

59
	

43

	

18
	

3
	

2
	

0

	

N/A
	

N/A
	

N/A
	

N/A
	

N/A
	

N/A

	

167
	

232
	

209
	

245
	

209
	

204

281

Gevernsent Incise per capita (day)

Governuent/Total Incise (2)

Govern.ent Boarding Income P.C.

BOARD Income per capita

TOTAL INCOME PER CAPITA (day)

TLS Expenditure per capita

PROF Expenditure per capita

NON-PROF (day) Expend. per capita

TUITION Expenditure per capita

ADMIN Expenditure per capita

BOARD Expenditure per capita

TOTAL EXPENDITURE PER CAPITA (day)

Government Income per capita (day)

Government/Total Incise (2)

Government Boarding Incise P.C.

BOARD Income per capita

TOTAL INCOME PER CAPITA (day)

TIS Expenditure per capita

PROF Expenditure per capita

NON-PROF (day) Expend, per capita

TUITION Expenditure per capita

ADMIN Expenditure per capita

BOARD Expenditure per capita

TOTAL EXPENDITURE PER CAPITA (day)



District Council Schools (cant.)

28
	

29	 30	 31	 33	 34
	

35

129
	

192	 196	 91	 86	 303
	

205

61
	

74	 19	 57	 60	 45
	

75

N/A
	

N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 23
	

N/A

N/A
	

N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 263
	

N/A

213
	

259	 247	 160	 142	 478
	

214

23
	

35
	

39
	

57
	

14
	

73
	

20

119
	

182
	

186
	

81
	

76
	

292
	

195

0
	

0
	

0
	

0
	

0
	

0
	

0

23
	

46
	

39
	

57
	

36
	

161
	

30

0
	

0
	

0
	

7
	

0

N/A
	

N/A
	

N/A
	

N/A
	

N/A
	

176
	

N/A

144
	

228
	

226
	

137
	

113
	

461
	

225

282

Governuent Inco.e per capita (day)

Govern.entllotal Incas. (Z)

Governsent Boarding Incase P.C.

BOARD Inco.e per capita

TOTAL INCOPIE PER CAPITA (day)

TLS Expenditure per capita

PROF Expenditure per capita

NON—PROF (day) Expend. per capita

TUITION Expenditure per capita

ADMIN Expenditure per capita

BOARD Expenditur. per capita

TOTAL EXPENDITURE PER CAPITA (day)

Governient Incose per capita (day)

Governuent/Total Incose ()

Govern.ent Boarding Incose P.C.

BOARD Incose per capita

TOTAL INCOME PER CAPITA (day)

TIS Expenditure per capita

PROF Expenditure per capita

NON—PROF (day) Expend, per capita

TUITION Expenditure per capita

ADMIN Expenditure per capita

BOARD Expenditure per capita

TOTAL EXPENDITURE PER CAPITA (day)

District Council Average

174

69

247

39

162

50

3

215
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OVERALL AVERAGE

Goverx.ent Incise per capita (day)	 318

Governient/Tota) Incose () 	 68

Governsent Boarding lnco.e p.c. 	 375

BOARD lice., per capita	 854

TOTAL INCOME PER CAPITA (day)	 496

TLS Expenditure per capita 	 46

PROF Expenditure per capita 	 307

NON—PROF (day) Expend. per capita	 29

TUITION Expenditure per capita 	 108

ADMIN Expenditure per capita 	 13

BOARD Expenditure per capita 	 770

TOTAL EXPENDITURE PER CAPITA (day) 	 432
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CHAPTER SEVEN

vcI Zmi.1 itiar

This research was be gun with the aim of uncovering those

factors which account for the moat effective secondary schools

in Zimbabwe. The' results are different from those expected

from a simple examination of the differences in examination

grades between schoolt ypea. For instance, to judge from their

English Language '0' level results, it would appear that there

is not much difference between government Group A schools and

mission schools, However, once account has been taken of the

pupils' previous achievement and family background, the effect

of the actual school and classroom inputs at Group A schools

make them more akin to the Group B urban and rural secondary

schools and the district council schools, than the mission

schools.

A number of factors which contribute, to different degrees, to

the overall "effectiveness" of Zimbabwe's secondary schools

have been uncovered.. At the same time, despite a penchant

for producing a reci pe for school effectiveness which would be

of unquestionable value to educational policyniakers, this

research has not produced a precise list of educational inputs

which when stirred together, produce effective schools. In

common with most research, and particularly that in which new

methodologies are applied, further questions are raised by the

results, indicating further research which needs to be carried

out to achieve better the broader aims of the study.

This final. chapter brin gs together the different lines of

argument that have been pursued in the previous chapters. It

summarises the results of the school effectiveness study,

relating back to the points raised in the literature review in

Chapter Two and draws out the implications for Zimbabwe of the
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conclusions of the study as well as the implications for

further research in this field.

P . -t	 ri ci P	 - nt C 1i -

Choices were made at Independence concerning the direction in

which educational development was to take in Zimbabwe. It was

decided early on, for instance, that while parents would still

have to pay for their children's secondary school education,

100% transition from Grade 7 to Form I would be facilitated by

a rapid expansion in the number of secondary schools in the

country. At the same time, other choices, or decisions, were

not taken, which has meant that vestige8 of the past have had

to be lived with. For instance, whereas at Inde pendence it

would have been possible politically to restructure teachers'

salaries, because this decision was not taken, the financial

commitments re quired by the enormous expansion in the numbers

of teachers have constituted the major burden of recurrent

government educational costs.' Similarly, alongside the

burgeoning new secondary schools which hay, been founded since

Independence, (comprising new urban government schools in the

high density area., new rural government secondary schools and

the more numerous,	 new,	 district-council-run secondary

schools), independent schools have been allowed to continue to

operate and many new ones Ofi tabi I i;hc'd,	 at I. ritc L I rig t)it moe; t

For instance a recommendation of the Commission of
Inquiry into Incomes, Prices and Conditions of Service which
reported in June 1981 was that "the principle of paying for
the qualification needs to be balanced by the principle of the
rate for the j ob so that the wide discre pancies in salaries
for people teaching the same grade are narrowed." (Riddell,
1981. p.123)
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qualified teaching staff and therefore receiving higher

government subsidies than these newer schools.

Although the disparities in the provision of education to

different racial groups have been removed since Independence,

other disparities, well-catalogued in Chapter Three, still

remain. Unlike some other newly-independent countries which

sought to restrict educational expansion in order to ensure

the maintenance of what might have been very high standards

for a select minority, Zimbabwe decided to open the gates

fully at the start, and so the qualitative costs of keeping up

with the rapidity of such growth in educational provision

necessarily has been a focus of the Ministry of Education.

The arra' of choices that could have been made at Independence

is now much smaller; the political possibilities of radical

transformation are not as great; interest groups have become

entrenched, certainly teachers among them. Similarly, parents

whose children have been afforded an academic education, would

be loath to accept the reintroduction of selection into

academic and vocational streams, unless the prospects for each

grouping were mutually promising. Neither has Zimbabwe

escaped the dilemma of educated unemployment, so that the

"diploma disease" (Dore, 1976) is unlikely to leave her

unscathed.

These and other themes will have to be reflected in whatever

scenarios are put forward as a result of this research.

Before reaching that stage, however, a summary of the

conclusions reached is in order. First will be interwoven the

findings of Chapter Five and Chapter Six, against the backdrop

This is due to the fact that government foots the bill
of all teachers employed at private schools according to the
same stipulated teacher pupil ratios, regardless of type of
school.
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of the ori ginal rankings by schooltype described in Chapter

Three.

: WIit	 t)-i, znri'?

The rankings of the different schooltypes by average '0' level

results presented in Chapter Three (Table 3.9) represent the

popular and widely-held view of which schools are the best in

Zimbabwean society: independent schools at the top, followed

by Group A and Mission echools, the urban and rural Group B

schools next in line, and the district council schools at the

bottom. As was discussed in detail in Chapter Three, however,

these rankings also reflect the disparities between

schooltypee in terms of pupil backgrounds, teachers'

qualifications and more generally levels of educational

provision. Pupils at the Group A and independent schools have

the most well-educated parents, in the top jobs, with the

highest levels of home amenities, and in addition, the pupils'

prior achievement, as measured by the Grade 7 Examination, is

also the highest of all the achooltype g . Group A and

independent schools have the best resources, in terms of the

most experienced, fully-qualified teachers, and the government

contributes the largest amounts of money to these schools as

well. In contrast, the district council schools, sometimes

joined by the Group B (rural) schools, are worst off in

relation to all these factors.

Chapter Six further corroborated the above rankings by

detailing the different expenditure incurred at different

schooltypes. The disparities in total expenditure were found

to be of the order of 6:1 between independent and district

council schools, and lower down the rungs, Group A schools

still spend three times as much as district council schools on

recurrent educational	 expenditure.	 The bulk of the
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disparities are found to be du• to the very different level.

of expenditure on professional salaries between schooltypes.

Yet, they are also reflected across other items of expenditure

as well, such as on textbooks, library and stationer y , not to

mention overall tuition expenditure.

Is the implication of these findings that unless district

council schools are afforded the amenities of the independent

or Group A schools that they will forever be on the bottom

rung in terms of educational achievement? That is certainly

one interpretation, and one which has great popularity, but as

has been shown in Chapter Five, it would be quite incorrect,

firstly , because these rankings do not take into account the

influences brought to bear by the pupils' backgrounds and

prior achievement, and secondly, because different educational

inputs are not equally significant in their affect on

educational achievement. The anal yses in Chapter Five show

that once one has controlled for prior achievement and the

pupil.' backgrounds, between-school differences are very small

for achievement in Mathematics, and there are no significant

differences between schooltypes once one controls for

different class-level 	 amenities.	 For English Language,

between-school differences are found to be larger than for

Mathematics after introducing the initial controls, but

schooltype differences are found to be attributable to the

disparities in Grade 7 intake scores, once either the class or

school-level amenities have been controllf'.d for. For' English

Literature, between-school differences are greater than for

the other two subjects after the initial controls, but even

after subsequent controls are made for class-level amenities,

schooltype differences remain which are not attributable to

the pupils prior achievement.

The new, and of course more accurate rankings which emerge

from the analyses carried out in this research differ in
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certain respects from the popular rankings given to the

different schooltypes on the basis of examination results in

the absence of any controlling factors, as can be seen from

Table 7.1.'

TABLE 7.1

The Differences in Ranking () by Schooltype between Average
'0' Level Grades by Schooltype and the Coefficient for the
Effect of Schooltype Differentiation in the Final Models for

English Language and English Literatur'e2

Schooltype	 English Language	 English Literature

Schltype/
'0' Level Grade 7' 'O'Level Schltype

Independent
Mission
Group A
Group B (urban)
Group B (rural)
District Council

5.7 (1)	 1.90 (1)
3.3 (3)	 1.110 (2)
3.11 (2)	 0.06 (5)
2.6 (4)	 0.25 (11)
2.1 (5)	 0.40 (3)
1.5 (6)	 0.00 (6)

5.7 (1) 2.07 (1)
3.3 (2) 1.21 (2)
3.0 (3) 0.85 (11)
2.2 (4) 0.46 (5)
2.1 (5) 1.07 (3)
0.9 (6) 0.00 (6)

$ Calculated at the average Grade 7 score, 5.8.
' It is not possible to rank sahooltypee in Mathematics

achievement, due to the small differentiation between them.
(See Chapter Five for discussion.)

For English Language, the results in Group A schools are much

closer to those for the district council schools in the bottom

ranking , whereas one would have expected them to be in second

place with the mission schools, on the basis of the average

English Language '0' level grades by schooltype. Average '0'

level grades for mission and Group A schools in English

Language were 3.11 and 3.3, respectively. However $udging the
effect of the schooltype/Grade 7 differentiation at the

' See Model K for English Language and Model G for
English Literature in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, respectively, in
Chapter Five.
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overall average Grade 7 score of 5.8, whereas the coefficient
for mission schools was 1.40, for Group A schools it was only

0.06, in other words, barely different from the district

council schools' reference point.

For English Literature, there is also a surprising difference

in the ranking of schooltypee resulting from the final model.

Group B (rural) schools are found to be much closer to mission

schools than would have been supposed from the ranking by

average '0' level grades in En glish Literature. Whereas

average grades were 3.3 for mission schools and 2.1 for Group

B (rural) schools, the coefficient representing the effect of

the schooltype differentiation in the final model is 1.21 for

mission schools and 1.07 for Group B (rural) schools.

These new rankings do not in themselves answer all the

questions raised by this re gearch. However, they do indicate

how misleadin g 'league' tables of different schools can be in

the absence of controlling factors. To appreciate the

significance of the results of this research, one has to

evaluate the different affects on achievement of the variables

which have been used in the final models for each subject.

Ld L -t x . t ti	 . ri ci l#1 - 1i m t ±

English Language

Before one even considers classroom/teacher and school level

variables with the potential of possible policy manipulation.

one has to consider the components of achievement variance in

English Language which are accounted for by the prior

selection into particular schools and classes. 	 This is the

variance which sin gle level models fail to differentiate from

the parameter variance. In the case of En glish Language, the
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inclusion of the pupil's Grad. 7 scor. and the background

index variable accounts for 33% of the total variation in

English Language '0' level grades. Lookin g at Model E (Table

5.1) as a new base-line, one can see that the total variance

is distributed between the three levels as follows: 8% is due

to between-school differences in English Language achievement,

13% to between-classroom differences (within the same school-

21% between classrooms in different schools), and 79% due to

between-pupil differences. Jumping ahead to the final Model

K, between-school differences in achievement are accounted for

by the variables comprising the school index variable: whether

or not the school was a boarding school, and the highly

aggregated variable, the recurrent cost per day pupil.

Schooltype differences are accounted for by Grade 7 intake

scores distributed unevenl y across the echooltypes.

As explained in Chapter Your, due to the hi gh correlations

between the class and the school index variables, it can be

assumed that the school index variable covers for the

following variables which should be viewed as of importance in

determining English Language achievement: class size, the

number of texts available to each pupil, the verbal aptitude

of the teacher, her/his qualifications, age, ex perience, and

ethnic group. Just the game, only an additional 5% of the

total variation in English Language '0' level achievement is

accounted for by the school and class level variables listed

above. It is of significance that with the addition of these

variables, it is possible to ex plain only 38% of the total

variation in English Language '0' levels. A large proportion.

18%, of what is unexplained, is attributable to unmeasured

class level inputs.

English Literature

There are more substantial between-school differences in

English Literature than for English Language once the variance
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due to prior achievement and pupil background variable, has

been taken into account. Lookin g at Model E (Table 5.2), 36%

of the total variation in English Literature '0' level results

is accounted for by thes. two variable, which reflect the

pupil's selection into a particular school. Yet 14% of the

remaining variance is still attributed to between-school

differences as yet unaccounted for. In addition, 12% of this

variance is due to between-classroom differences (in the same

school - 26% in different schools). Jumping ahead again to

the final Model 0, these between-school differences in

achievement, in the main, are accounted for by the class index

variables: the verbal aptitude of the teacher (also covering

for her/his qualifications), the sex and ethnic group of the

teacher, and the class size. Schooltype differences, however,

override the differences between individual schools, and

unlike English Language, these are not attributable to

differences in the Grade 7 intake score. It is of interest

that while an additional 3% of the variation is explained by

the inclusion of the class index variable, the schooltype

differentiation accounts for yet a further 7% of the total

variation, resulting in 46% of the variation explained by the

variables included in the final Model 0. As for English

Language, 12% of the remainin g , unexplained variance is due to

unmeasured class-level inputs.

Mathematics

The models for Mathematics achievement at '0' level present a

striking contrast to those for the En glish subjects, largely

because so much of the variation is explained by the pupils'

background and previous achievement. In Model E 117% of the

total variation is explained and all but a fraction of the

between-school variance. The inclusion of the class index

variable contributes only a further 1% toward explaining the

total variation and as with the other two subjects, there is

an intractable class-level variance of 16% which is not
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explained by the fitted variables, whether in Model K or in

the final Model K. The variables included in the class index

variable consist of: the class size, the experience and ethnic

group of the teacher, and the number of texts available to

each pupil.

Summary

As it is difficult to grasp the full meaning of the above

figures in a few short sentences, an example will be presented

to help to brin g home the implications of these final models.

Table 7.2 illustrates the different predicted achievement for

two pupils as a result of their attendin g different schools at

the top and the bottom of the school ranking. One pupil is an

average pupil at a district council school, with the average

values for Grade 7 scores and background index variables, and

the second is an average pupil at an independent school, again

with the average values for this schooltype on intake

achievement and background.

TABLE 7.2

Differences in Predicted '0' Level Grades from Attendance at
Different Schooltypes

Predicted '0' Level Grades (Differences)

Eng. Lang.

Eng. Lit.

Maths

Average D.C. School
Pupil

at D.C.	 at Indep.

	

1.6	 4.7 (+3.1)

	

1.0	 3.2 (+2.2)

	

-0.7	 0.5 (.1.2)

Average Indep. School
Pupil

at Indep.	 at D.C.

	

5.8	 3.4 (-2.4)

	

4.8	 2.6 (-2.2)

	

0.11	 -0.8 (-1.2)

As the table shows, the effect of school and classroom

variables is considerable, greatest for English Language, and

least for Mathematics. Besides the observation concerning the
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different grades achieved by the same pupil due to the

different educational inputs available at different

schooltypes. Table 7.2 also illustrates the much smaller

differences between schoolt ypes, once background factors have

been taken into account. Whereas the raw, predicted English

Language '0' level grades for the average pupil at a district

council school and an inde pendent school were 1.6 and 5.8,

res pectively , the predicted grades for the same average pupils

for these two achooltypes once they had changed schools were

.7 and 3., respectively. The original ft.2 point difference

is reduced to 1.3 points.

While the variables that are included in the final models for

each subject give an indication of those educational inputs

which significantly influence pupil achievement at '0' level,

the results of the analysis in Chapter Five concerning the

most 'effective' classes, as determined by the class-level

residuals, gives us further information on these important

variables. One might have thought, In the case of EngltBh

Language, for instance, that because the cost per day pupil is

the major constituent of the fitted school index variable,

that low cost schools could not be effective. However,

examination of the list of the most effective classes in

English Language shows that this clearly is not the case.

These classes were characterised by the fact that the majority

was taught by trained teachers, they had higher than average

Grade 7 intake scores, most had larger than average class

sizes (i.e. greater than 38 to a class), and finally, that

overall expenditure at the schools in which these classes were

found was lower than average, particularly in relation to

expenditure on textbooks, librar y and stationery.

These same variables also emerged in the case of the most

effective classes in English Literature and Mathematics. For

English Literature, there was the additional factor that these
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classes had lower than average percentages of fathers in the

top occupational category, (P381, comprising professionals and

commercial farmers); for Mathematics, it was also significant

that in the majority of classes pupils had access to at least

one text per pupil.

Finally, it was found that ability streaming is an influential

factor in determining the most effective classes in all three

subjects. As detailed in Chapter Five, the majority of

classes which achieve average passes at '0' level are either

the top streams in their schools, in the top half of all the

streams in their schools, or comprise just one stream, all of

which passed in a particular school.

P 1i	 I m ]	 . -t i ri	 -t I- L
0 Pi_ri±rio f' Z±m.w

In Chapter One the overall deterioration in the pass rates

since Independence was detailed. These figures have been

corroborated in this study, and one must ask whether, despite

the license that the rapidity of the educational expansion

gives Zimbabwe, it is a healthy situation for such a small

minority of the thousands of children sitting the '0' level

examinations to pass. For the population as a whole, in 1985

only 13% of the pupils passed in at least five subjects with a

grade of C or better.	 In this study, the figures are for

passes in each of the three individual sub j ect areas.

Depending on the subject, between 22% and 25% of the sampled

pupils passed with grades of C or better in the three subjects

examined. On the other hand, 39% of those sitting the English

'0' level failed the examination, 115% in the case of English

Literature, and 62% in the case of Mathematics. Between 60%

and 75% of the classes in this study failed to achieve mean

passes.
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Different ways of addressing this growing problem ar be

envisaged depending on whether the same overall educational

system is maintained or the further selection at Form II, that

has been mooted, Is put Into place. Assuming the former,

several implications follow from this study. If one had to

whittle down the whole set of variables to the three most

significant school and classroom factors in influencing pupil

achievement at '0' levels in the three subjects under study,

one would have to list the following: trained teachers,

minimally adequate numbers of textbooks and the class's own

level of intake achievement. Given the disparities in these

three variables across the gamut of schooltypes, as well, of

course, as common sense, it should not be surprising that they

seem to matter most.

The disparities in government expenditure across different

schooltypes need to be addressed seriously with respect to

these variables. It is ironic that those schools which

receive the least government expenditure per capita, the Group

B (rural) and the district council schools, not only have the

lowest numbers of trained teachers and available texts, but

also have lower subsidiary expenditure at their schools. In

other words, besides the government having certain choices it

can make regarding more equal expenditure on the items which

matter most, it can also choose to spend less on other items

of questionable educational influence, on which some

government schools receive more besides. For instance, it is

particularly notable that Group A schools in this study, on

which are spent an average of $116 per pupil in non-

professional expenditure - nearly twice the amount per capita

as at independent schools - rank so low in the two English

subjects, relative to schools which have so much less expended

on them and In general have fewer resources (which as has been

seen in	 the previous models, accounts for lower pupil

achievement).	 Similarly, it seems quite wrong that in
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general, government boarding expenditure should be so heavily

subsidised in the case of government schools, when parents

would otherwise have to finance the welfare costs of their

children were they at school locally or indeed at private

boarding school..

There are various ways for government to address these

disparities. With respect to trained teachers and textbooks,

particularly in the case of the newer schools, there could

operate a sliding scale of per capita and salary grants, in

some way equated so that inability to attract sufficient

numbers of trained teachers would result in more extensive per

capita grant credits which could then be applied to the

purchase of additional textbooks, if these were lacking, or

toward building teachers' accommodation, etc. B y this means

government expenditure would be stacked in favour of those

schools attempting to build up their resources, and not as at

present, rewarding those schools which are relatively

privileged. Given the anomalies in district council

educational expenditure touched on in Chapter Six, such a

system, no less than the present one, would require closer

monitoring to ensure its effectiveness for individual schools.

It would seem from the list of most effective schools - in all

three subjects - that the government has a certain amount of

leeway in terms of the class sizes it affords at secondary

level, for above average class sizes, i.e. greater than 38

pupils per class, were common. Further, although expenditure

on trained teachers and textbooks has been emphasised, it

should also be pointed out that below average overall

expenditure was the norm for the majority of 'effective'

classes in all three subjects, so other economies should be

possible. Immediately what springs to mind, certainly in the

case of the more well-provided schools, is whether the pupils

could not take over more of the daily maintenance tasks, in
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addition to what many schools do in raising funds that can

help lower overall costs in 'education with production'

projects. As has been explained in Chapter Six, beyond

differences in professional salary coats, the reason for the

overall disparitie,	 in recurrent expenditure are the

differences	 in	 the	 level	 of	 amenities at different

echooltypes. No doubt savings could be made in non-

educational expenditure by taking on lower standards and with

greater pupil participation in everyday tasks, particularly at

boarding schools. There must be lessons to be learnt from the

low per capita boarding expenditure at the mission schools

sampled. Of course, this policy alternative is coloured by

choices that were not made in this direction at Independence

and so present expectations of pupils and parents are likely

to come into conflict with any sudden, new, non-academic

requirements made of pupils.4

It should be noted that greater expenditure on secondary

Mathematics education is likely to be necessary to improve the

effectiveness of the overwhelmin g maj ority of classes which

fail the '0' level examination. 	 This is in comparison with

the English subjects which, from the evidence of this

research, are more sensitive to class level in puts which make

a difference to pupil achievement than is the case for

Mathematics. It is significant, for instance, that all of the

'effective' classes in Mathematics had trained teachera.

The practice of ability streaming is another area for

potential policy manipulation, given the results of this study

which show that the top ability streams stand to achieve much

better examination results than the lower streams of any

school - put more forcefully, that lower stream classes don't

' Although the ZIMFEP schools have operated in this
manner and thea were intended originally to be 'modela' to be
emulated more widely, this is fap from the case today.
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stand much chance at all of achieving mean passes in any of -

the three subjects, and particularly Mathematics. This is

further corroborated by the fact that the majority of

'effective' classes in all three sub j ects have above average

Grade 7 intake scores. This raises the second alternative: if

instead of a continuation of the present, highly academically-

orientated	 educational	 system,	 selection were	 to be

reintroduced to effect vocational and academic streams after

Form II, or at some other stage. Support for such an

alternative is strengthened by the evidence of this research

on the influence of the pupil's background and previous

achievement on her/his '0' level results. Although virtually

the same core syllabus is presently bein g taught, no matter

the echooltype, largely on the grounds of fairness, it must be

asked whether, Indeed, it is fair to have ever yone offered an

equal chance at failing an examination never intended for the

majority of a population. Perhaps that sounds as though the

question has been stood on its head, but the forbearance of

many parents whose children reall y are not afforded anything

like an equal chance at an '0' level pass, despite their being

offered a secondary education, is truly remarkable,

particularly in view of the personal, financial sacrifices

being made to cover their tuition fees, examination fees, and

even physically building their classrooms. 	 Whether this

alternative is politically feasible, however, would need

further discussion.

One question that remains unanswered at the end of this

research concerns the unexplained class-level variance in all

three final models. On the one hand the research has pointed

to such factors as trained teachers being a significant

influence on pupil achievement, but on the other hand, the

research says nothing on how trained teachers effect that

significant influence. Although for Zimbabwe, many questions

about the relative importance of different influences on pupil
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achievement at '0' level examinations in three subjects have

been answered, just as the effect of these different variables

at different levels of the educational system have been

identified, there is one particular area which is not touched

on and which further research alone could probe.

Observational studies in the classroom are the obvious next

stage of work that is required on the effectiveness of

secondary schools in Zimbabwe, drawin g on the base-line which

has been uncovered in the present study.

f	 -t L	 _
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This research is very different from previous studies into

school effectiveness in Third World countries due to the

multilevel methodology employed, the features of which have

been described in Chapter Two, and the fact that it accounts

for the pupils' intake achievement. Not having to make such

unrealistic assumptions about the educational realit y one is

trying to analyse, due to the restrictions of single level

models, the conclusions of this research are likely to be more

reliable than those utilising single level regression models

without the hierarchy and resultant clustering of real

classrooms and schools. This is not to say , however, that as

a result of the methodology, the conclusions of this research

are completely different from all previous studies. Most of

the conclusions, in fact, are confirmations in the Zimbabwe

ease, of factors found significant in many previous studies.

There is one important aspect in which this is not so.

however.

A case has been made for a different model of educational

achievement in Third World countries from that in

industrialised countries, due to a number of factors including

the alleged, lower class differentiation in so-called less-
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developed countrie, and the fact that 'modern' education is

dysfunctional in terms of the values of traditional society.

Thi. alternative model states that pupil.' background

influences, related to their socio-economic status, are less

important influences on pup il achievement than the schools.

classrooms and teachers to which they are exposed. This

position no doubt arises from a legitimate desire not to

assume that models of educational achievement developed from

research carried out in industrialised countries, can be

transported to the very different social, political and

economic environments of Third World countries. The view, as

described in Chapter Two, and put forward notably in the

writings of World Bank economist Stephen Reyneman, has been

widely accepted, and one is constantly seeing references to

the position In literature concerned with Third World school

effectiveness.

The present emerges with quite different evidence concerning

the major influences on pupil achievement at secondary level

in Zimbabwe, however. By far the largest proportion of the

total variation in '0' level achievement, in all three

subjects studied, is accounted for by the pupils' previous

attainment and socio-economic background. It is certainly

questionable the extent to which the child's previous

attainment also covers in part for the influence of the

child's aocio-economic background, but taken together, there

is no question that these two factors are the primary

influences on pupil achievement in Zimbabwe.

Referring back to Tables 5.1 to 5.3 in Chapter Five which

present the variance components analysis of the different

models used in this research, one can compare the changes In

the intra-claseroom correlation, i.e. the differences between

classe, in different schools, after the inclusion of the

background index variable and after the inclusion of the class
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index variable. In other words, starting with Model. Cin

which previous attainment has been controlled for, one can

compare the changes in the intra-classroom correlation between

Models C (or D) and E, and then between Models E and F. Table

7.3 illustrates this below.

TABLE 7.3

Comparison of the Reductions in the Intra-Claseroom
Correlation After the Inclusion of the Background Index
Variable and After the Inclusion of the Class Index Variable,
for English Language, En glish Literature and Mathematics '0'
Levels

Adding the	 Adding the
Background	 Class
Index Van-	 Index Vari-

Subject
	 able	 able

English Language	 -26%	 - 13%

English Literature	 - 4%	 -16%

Mathematics	 -28%
	

-13%

Interestingly, onl y in the case of En glish Literature is the

influence of the class index variable greater than that for

the background index variable. But this is not to say that in

the case of this aub3ect, school and classroom factors

outweigh the importance of back ground factors, as the pupil's

prior attainment has already been controlled for in Model D,

and together with the background index variable, 36% of the

total variation in English Literature achievement is thereby

accounted for. However, it is an interesting result, presaged

even by the biased, single level regressions carried out in

the stage leading up to the construction of the class index

' Model D, of course, is used in the case of English
Literature and Mathematics, due to the inclusion of the
quadratic of the Grade 7 score.
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variable. The greater explanatory power of these variables

for English Literature, compared with English Language and

Mathematics could already be seen at this earlier stage. (See

Table A4.2 in Appendix 4.1.) The greater influence of the

inclusion of the background index variable on the intra-

classroom correlation for the other two subjects, however,

after controlling for initial attainment, is clear.

Not only does this study corroborate the earlier, general

finding, mainly from research in industrialised countries,

concerning the relative importance of b*ckground vs.

school/classroom factors in influencing pupil achievement, but

several other findings are also the same for this Zimbabwean

study. Given the equivocal nature of much previous research

as a whole on particular classroom or school variables, onl y a

few, more generally accepted points will be made.

The occupation and educational level reached by the pupils'

fathers, in combination, are explicitly included in the final

models for both English subjects as si gnificant influential

variables, unlike the case of Mathematics. The advantages of

children of non-manual social classes on verbal tests in

industrialised countries (e.g. Douglas, 1964, 1968; Pogelman,

1983) is reflected in the results of this research.

Although background factors seem to matter more in the case of

Mathematics than En glish subjects in this study, a finding

similar to one of the findin gs of the ILEA Junior School

Project concerning Reading and Mathematics (ILEA, 1986), the

background referred to is not the socio-econoinic status of the

pup il as much as his initial attainment, as can be seen from

the progression of models tested and the constituent variables

of the background index variable for Mathematics. It would

seem that less influence can be brought to bear on pupil

achievement in Mathematics through different class/teaøher ,,r
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school factors than is the case for the two English subjects,

notably English Literature, where	 classroom factors are

especially significant. This may seem a bit of a chicken and

egg concoction, because of the correlation between pupil

background and initial attainment, but it would seem that a

distinction between the two subject types is being uncovered

in the case of Zimbabwe, just as it has been in England. To

the extent that initial attainment and social back ground are

correlated, the effect of streaming reinforcing social

selection, another finding of earlier research such as

Douglas', is also corroborated in this study.

Further, this study 's finding , that there Is greater between-

school variation for the English subjects than for

Mathematics, was the same as Mazhero's finding for Zimbabwe

(Mazhero, 1986) and similar to the findin g of the ILEA Junior

School Project (ILEA. 1986) which found wider variation in

Reading than in Mathematics.

There is much which this research has been able to conclude

regarding the significant factors accounting for the broad

differences in achievement between the six major secondary

schooltypes in	 the newly-independent Zimbabwe.	 Certain

directions have been Indicated for potential policy

manipulation to satisfy the quality/quantity constraints of

the rapid educational expansion which continues to take place.

The application of a multilevel methodology to the case of

Zimbabwe will hopefully encourage other researchers to adopt

more appropriate statistical techniques in their studies of

Third World educational effectiveness, for while the critiques

of the application of ordinary least squares regression

analysis to problems of education have been voiced for some

time, it is a recent phenomenon that a new methodology has

become available. Inasmuch as this study has aimed to produce
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concrete policy alternativ.. for Zimbabwean educatlonaj

planner., it ii beet seen as a starting point. indicating the

base-line for further 1 more intensive research within

classrooms, but in which the broad parameter, have now been

clearly set.
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